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Abstract 

This essay focuses on two cases studies that include two game designers’ views of mean-
ing-making construction in games and an analysis of their corresponding games. This is 
placed in relation to the late modern Sweden context. The study examines how the de-
signers conceive purposeful play by employing a multi-disciplinary approach consisting 
of Pruyser’s three-world model, Bell’s ritualization framework, and, Howard’s quest the-
ory. Such a study is relevant due to the new ways meaning-making is actively produced 
within games and contributes to the understanding of meaning-making in late modern 
Sweden. The two designers work at DICE and Starbreeze Studios and were interviewed 
using a semi-structured methodology. The data is analyzed with a qualitative narrative 
technique applying an inductive theoretical lens to analyze the data thematically. Both 
respondents illustrate patterns of meaning-making in their construction of games where 
functionality is central and vital to produce purposeful play. The construction of illusion-
istic game worlds encloses on feelings of authenticity to the world’s structure. Realistic, 
autistic, and, object symbolism operate to mold the world structure and are connected to 
the designers’ genre. The designer from DICE promotes realistic worlds and the designer 
from Starbreeze Studios autistic representations. Ritualized practice within the world 
focuses on combat differentiation techniques to legitimize violent practice. The designers’ 
realistic world construction makes combat plausible within its border and autistic worlds 
are empowered by back-stories. Opposition is seen as essential in both cases. The corre-
sponding game shows similar tendencies except that many of the quest themes are intact 
although the designers themselves consider the games to use less of the mythological 
formulae. Characters, themes, and, allegorical imagery was used to amplify the sense of 
dialectic oppositions and logical opposition where the enemy is always darker. However, 
the hero and heroes are considerably grimmer compared to the stereotypical hero. Mean-
ing is maintained through non-allegorical quests where the player and hero are motivated 
by functionality linked to opposition or emotional elements. An anti-heroic concept is 
employed to construct a practical and credible hero-character that has ambivalent attrib-
utes and convincing behavior. An alteration to dark-light symbolism can also be seen in 
one of the cases. In relation to other studies, this essay has broaden the spectrum of the 
psychology of religion in terms of fields for meaning strategies; confirming ritualized 
strategies in video games; displayed altered ways of using mythological symbols in the 
Swedish context; presented cultural differences in hero structures that might be based on 
the Swedish context.  
 
 
Key words: illusionistic world; ritualization; quest theory; case study; meaning-making; 
purposeful play; hero; video game design; archetypal symbolism; late modern Sweden. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1. Introduction 
 
Play and ritual have been argued to be essential aspects of mankind’s conscious-
ness. Scholars approach the subject from disciplines such as psychology, anthro-
pology, cultural studies, comparative history of religion, social sciences of relig-
ion, literary studies, cinematics and drama, and also, video games. The secrets of 
the human psychological nature and concepts are sought after from multiple 
point-of-views to unlock the answer of what is inherently human in our immersive 
performance. Sigmund Freud viewed religious activity as acting within an illusion 
and a similar attitude can be observed when spectators see a person devoted to a 
video game.  
 
Since the eruption of video games during the 21st century a new formula of play 
has joined the human practice. By entering virtual worlds mankind has been able 
to participate and observe in rescuing fable lands such as Hyrule from The Legend 
of Zelda (Nintendo, 1986) or to manipulate the future of human intergalactic poli-
tics and power in Mass Effect (Bioware, 2007). Children playing in a nearby for-
est during recess quickly resume their wood-lands battle. A festival with masked 
dancers recounts of a legendary creation story as if they were the entities them-
selves. Players of any age are motivated by the act of playing as if the illusion 
compels us on an unconscious level. Whether the game is inside a video game or 
not the player is immersed and adopts the world of play as real with astonishing 
zeal. Once inside the video game, the player skillfully disposes of the opponent 
and completes the game. Hero-enemy clashes are commonly featured with my-
thologically charged characters. The conflict between good and evil is embodied 
within the game world where the player performs the ascent to the highest point or 
deepest crevice. The purpose of play has been studied by psychologists such as 
Freud, Jung, Winnicott, and, Pryuser, but video games are a new addition to the 
sphere of play. Ritual researchers such as Bell or Turner approach the strategies 
and legitimization of colliding sides, but video games are once again flying under 
the radar. Historians of religion such as Campbell recognize the mythological 
structure within ritual and game scholars such as Aarseth, Howard and Murray 
identify these phenomenons within game canon, but in what way do they exist? 
How do they look when constructed in demystified Sweden? 
 
My experiences when studying the psychology of religion at the theological fac-
ulty at Uppsala University presented an opportunity where I could study two in-
triguing subjects: religious/spiritual dimensions, and, digital environments. This 
allowed me to apply the combination of the disciplines onto this media since it 
interests me but also to encourage the use of video games in academia. As a re-
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searcher, I approach this paper’s topic with experience from three sides: my un-
derstanding of religion as a discipline (and the psychology of religion as the pri-
mary branch), video games as a media and interest, and also, my upbringing in the 
Swedish culture. Religion and the psychology behind religiosity is a subject I 
have studied for some time. Meaningful play in the form of ritual is something I 
have explored in my bachelor’s paper The Construction of Good and Evil in the 
Video Game Castlevania: Symphony of the Night (2008). Some of the theoretical 
influences of this paper are derived from that study and I have previous experi-
ence with applying the discipline in a qualitative manner. After I wrote that essay, 
I wished to even further research the phenomenon and this study is the result of 
that aspiration. Games are a fairly untouched resource in the psychology of relig-
ion which made me feel that it was wise to continue to use the media to allow new 
input to the discipline. Video games have in my other essays been a common 
source of data since I consider the media to hold potential. My personal passion 
for games has given me a deep understanding for the different forms and ways 
they exist. I also consider video games to be complex and ample assets in research 
rather than simply “being games.” In this paper, my focus on the Swedish cultural 
context is also worth mentioning: I am born in Sweden and have thusly been ex-
posed to the culture and its expressions and therefore my position as a researcher 
is colored by this fact. I became interested in studying how Swedish game design-
ers came to construct play due to Sweden being considered one of the most secu-
larized countries in the world. Ritualized play and symbolic forces features usu-
ally have mythical attributes and if Sweden is demystified, will meaningful play 
and hero characters be shaped differently? 
 
This paper raises the question concerning the overlooked theories of video game 
play in psychology alongside symbolical characteristics in Swedish game design. 
Psychological studies are generally biased considering mostly psychopathological 
issues of games and the symbolical branch argues research as irrelevant since ar-
chetypes have already been documented.  Ludologists (game researchers who 
hold game play over story) seem contempt with leaving the mythological dimen-
sions within games to narrative theory although they generally oppose narrative 
theory. Narratologists (who value story over game mechanics) neglect psycho-
logical or religious aspects. However, this essay proposes an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to explore how video game developers construct meaning-making play 
empowered with mythological units. Therefore, there exists a need to explore and 
describe these phenomenons.  
 
This essay will attempt to gain further understanding in this topic and remedy the 
gaps that many researchers neglect. Such a study is important to different audi-
ences and fields: the social sciences of religion lack electronic aspects and re-
search gains from extending its range in digital media; video game research is 
developed by new disciplinary approaches and data. 
 

1.1. Purpose statement and aims 
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The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between two game design-
ers and the social sciences of play. Two cases will be studied composed of two 
video game creators and the games that have been relevant to their understanding 
of making meaningful play. The empirical data will be gathered from semi-
structured interviews to understand in what way video game worlds, characters, 
and, symbols are made to produce meaningful play. The data will help to illumi-
nate psychological, ritual, and, mythological phenomenon in video games with 
special attention to the religious environment in Sweden. Each respondent’s cor-
responding game is also analyzed with a theoretical lens to see how their experi-
ences are reflected in the games. The meaning-making structure of play alongside 
a ritual approach will be unified with patterns of archetypes to observe if the 
Swedish milieu fosters unique quest in means of purpose, structure, imagery, and, 
character creation. A social constructivist epistemology permeates the approach 
and a narrative presentation will aid to discover the designers’ experiences of 
video game creation (Creswell, 2003: 88). The study will present a hypothesis 
concerning the psychological clockwork behind meaning-making play and video 
game quests. 

 

1.2. Research questions 
 
 

What can the cases inform about the process of creating meaningful play in the 
cases representing late modern Swedish cultural context?  

 
 
 
 
I. How is the construction of illusionistic worlds explained and visible in 

the designers’ narrative?  
II.  What symbols can be identified in the interviewees’ stories? 
III.  What processes of ritualization can be indentified in the account of the 

construction process?  
IV.  In what way do the game designers describe meaningful play and quests 

in video game development?  
V. How do the narratives illustrate the Swedish ritual context? 
VI.  What can their experiences say about video game constructions in the 

late modern Swedish context and the video game canon? 
 

1.3. Limitations 
 

This essay is controlled in terms of definitions, delimitation, limitation, and sig-
nificance (Creswell, 2003: 142-150). To begin with, a few definitions are appro-
priate to aid the reader. When the term psychology is used, it reflects the con-
scious and unconscious processes and structures of the human mind.  The words 
spiritual and religion portray two sides of the same coin; spirituality refers to the 
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private and deinstitutionalized practice of religiosity, whilst religion refers to the 
institutionalized form. Spirituality and religiosity are seen as both substantial and 
functional, as Cetrez points out to be:  

a natural and powerful human activity that can be understood both developmentally and ep-
igenetically. A way to study religiosity, then, is through the cultural context of meaning-
making; i.e., belief systems, rituals, and symbols (Cetrez, 2005: 42). 

 
Religiosity and meaning-making are seen as close. The term meaning-making is 
concerned with multiple aspects of human life. Professor in the psychology of 
religion DeMarinis explains that the definition of mankind’s well-being has quite 
recently acknowledged existential dimensions: “by defining health as ‘a dynamic 
state’ rather than just ‘a state’ of well-being, and adding spiritual well-being to the 
list of physical, social and mental well-being” (DeMarinis, 2003: 39). Ph. D Ön-
ver Cetrez, who has worked closely to DeMarinis, argues that meaning-making 
“refers to interpretation, value, motivation, and purpose in life, on cognitive, af-
fective, and motivational dimensions” (Cetrez, 2005: 40). Ritual is, according to 
Bell (1992), non-existent. Instead she argues for the practice of “ritualization”, 
which is “a strategic way of acting” (Ibid, 7). Rituals encompass all acting and 
controls power, justifications, and, symbolic use. Symbols are closely defined as 
images which Pruyser argues to be composed of external imagery, the mind’s in-
terpretation and creation of such imagery and those images forwarded through 
culture such as religion (Cetrez, 2005: 114). Objects refer to several definitions 
but will be combined into one form. Pruyser argues within his theoretical frame-
work that the child observers all things in its surrounding as objects and the illu-
sionistic object is a special symbol which is used in a ritual manner. It is therefore 
symbolical for entering the imaginative illusionistic world (a deeper explanation 
will be presented in chapter II). Howard considers objects to be tools used by 
characters within quest spaces where some include spiritual values. Together, the 
author uses the term object to reflect items that are used to access practical as well 
as existential purposes. An illusionistic object and quest object are viewed as 
similar in the means that they are functional ritual objects with supernatural quali-
ties, connected specifically to the user and have powers or special functions. Ob-
jects can have symbolical functions as well. Like Stålhandske (2005), the author 
wishes not to use the concept of secularization when discussing the religious arena 
in Sweden. Rather, the expression late-modern Swedish context will be used. This 
implies that supernatural expressions are more private and common denominators 
can be found in cultural mundane spheres rather than “the classically religious 
arena” (Ibid, 56). This goes hand in hand with Stålhandske’s concept of Sweden 
being “ritually homeless,” (Ibid, 129 [my italics]) implying a dysfunctional ritual 
milieu. The term culture refers to patterns of human life and communication, such 
as symbols, psychological and sociological interaction with the surrounding 
world, and, constructing meaning within these dimensions. A broad definition is 
applied to illustrate that culture is a complex phenomenon that, in a sense, exists 
everywhere. More palpable, moreover, is DeMarinis’ five-dimensional approach 
as seen in her 2003 Pastoral Care, Existential Health, and Existential Epidemiol-
ogy: A Swedish Postmodern Case Study, where culture is linked to biological-
physical, psychological, social, ecological, and, existential dimensions (44). These 
interact with each other and compose a fluent approach to culture. Use of the term 
mythology implies legend or creation-story imagery, concepts, and, personas seen 
as primordial and mysterious (Eliade, 1957). Mythology also is used to represent 
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classical forms of literary representations such as Arthurian tales. A quest is, as 
Howard (2008) argues, “action that is meaningful to a player on the level of ideas, 
personal ambition, benefit to society, [and] spiritual authenticity” (Ibid, xiii). 
Howard argues that searching for the pair of glasses that are on your head is not a 
quest, but rather, the psychological motivation that exists in discovering deeper 
meaning in some form of action. Video games refer to the electronic games that 
are played through visual reactions from a screen. To simplify, the term can mean 
those games played on either a console or a computer. The term game designer 
refers to a profession where a person is employed to work with the construction 
and development of video and computer game content such as storylines, aesthet-
ics, characters, rules, and so forth, for that specific digital space.  

 
Delimitation narrows the scope of the essay (Creswell, 2003: 147). The research 
has been restricted concerning space and the investigation area: the issue regard-
ing space is naturally controlled since the study cannot surpass a certain amount 
of page numbers which coincides with area since the researcher needs to realize 
that one cannot include everything in one study. One such aspect is gender or age 
which will not be significant when analyzing the two cases. This reflects a per-
spective where these variables are unimportant, or one might go as far as Cres-
well, who argues that such categories can be seen to discriminate an individual’s 
performance (Ibid, 2003: 67). Limitations of the study reflect upon its weaknesses 
(Ibid, 2003: 147). The weaknesses of this paper is the chance of making generaliz-
ing statements concerning the “Swedish” cultural context. This is avoided. Only 
two video game companies are included in the cases which cannot represent the 
culture as a whole. Secondly, the study could be seen to imply that the Swedish 
cultural environment is shared among all citizens. This is also not true, exempli-
fied with the view of the ritually homeless context, where there are people in 
Sweden that practice rituals actively. Thirdly, the notion of mythology and religi-
osity can be discussed: are they similar and do they mean the same thing? Do re-
ligiosity require mythology or can it simply have an existential function such as 
questions concerning “meaning, value and purpose of life and death” (Stål-
handske, 2005: 95)? Mythology as a concept can also represent fictional fantasy 
worlds, false stories, as well as the inactive religions such as old Scandinavian 
stories. From a methodological perspective, a study such as this might be viewed 
to benefit more from a quantitative approach where the researcher measures static 
units from an array of video games with games from Sweden.  

 
Significance reflects why the study is important for researchers and practitioners 
(Creswell, 2003: 149). Firstly, the study can improve researchers’ understanding 
of the processes of play and relevance inside electronic media, especially for the 
social sciences of religion. Secondly, multiple disciplines may gain from data of 
how the designers themselves observe their design structures. Thirdly, research 
can profit from how such development materializes inside a specific context. 
Fourthly, with a qualitative and narrative methodology the study illustrates how 
the designers themselves experience and understand purposeful play and avoids 
the mechanical presentations of quantitative studies. Fifthly, the cultural aspects 
of the research data may shed light on what symbols are used in the Swedish cul-
ture. Sixthly, the designers’ can isolate their own positions to their knowledge of 
play canon and gain a meta perspective to their own work. 
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1.4. Previous studies 
 
 
 

The research review illustrates a trajectory from the social sciences of religion to 
ritual studies and later to video game quests. In this section the reader will find 
how the material bridges meaning-making, ritual practice, mythological arche-
types, symbolism, and, quests in relation to prior studies. The search process has 
been colored by these topics. Key words related to these themes were used in the 
search engines when reviewing databases, literature, and, journals. The review is 
structured according to the proposed model by Creswell (2003, 41) where a prior-
ity system is structured with of a general overview of the search results and a 
separate section with significant studies. The first section will include a table to 
illustrate the search results with a search statistics which is followed by examples 
of the search process. Secondly, the review provides with an overview of research 
that is relevant to the essay. Each noteworthy piece is presented in terms of prob-
lem formulation, purpose, research data, and, results. Lastly, a brief discussion 
will be held to reflect upon the review, what the search statistics can reveal about 
the previous research, and, the paper’s position in relation to the field.  

 

1.4.1 Research overview 
 
 

Both psychology and video game oriented databases and journals were investi-
gated when accumulating previous research entries. Databanks focused on the 
social sciences are PsycINFO, ERIC and Pubmed. Video game journals include 
Digiplay Initiative, Digra, Eludamos, Gameology, Games and Culture, Game Stu-
dies, and, Loading. To provide with other perspectives such as literary studies, 
Literature Resource Center and Oxford Journal were also added to the search. To 
add studies that are made in Scandinavia, the text archive DiVA was also in-
cluded. All texts considered were in full-text and peer-reviewed format to reflect a 
strong research standard. Table I illustrates the search process including the name 
of the database or journal, key words, and, number of hits. 
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Immediately the reader will observe that the video game related journals were 
further scrutinized in term of searches made. This reflects that searching databases 
such as Literature Resource Center had the main focus to find the existence of 
video game related material (by searching only with the “video game” key word). 
Furthermore, in searching databases that are specified in psychology and its 
neighboring disciplines, the search included words such as “myth”, “hero”, “rit-
ual”, “symbol”, and so forth, but did not include the key word “psychology”. This 
is since those databases are in closer conjuncture with the primary discipline of 
this study. The star after the large “videogame” hit in the Pubmed search of over 
1700 articles symbolizes that the search included all sorts of video game related 
content. The other four searches were made by combining for example ”video 
game” with “myth” to provide with more accurate hits.  

 
Searches on video games in ERIC reveal a variety of approaches, such as: issues 
of aggression concerning extensive video game play (Yagci & Caglar, 2010); 
educational value of electronic games (Gros, 2007; Halverson & Smith, 2010); 
medical or life-style risks of play (Ismal-Zwart & Cawston, 2008; Kline et al., 
2006); commonplace hero identities and labels such as doctors (Goldstein, 2005; 
Peers, 2005); rituals in the form of healing games (Rutenberg, 2008); symbols in 
art therapy and mathematics (Austin, 2009); myth and symbols in cultural minor-
ity therapy (McNiff, 1984). Pubmed searches using the “videogame“ key word 
generated over 1700 hits but combinations with other key words resulted in less 
hits. Articles concerning psychology revealed a tendency to focus on health issues 
(Brooksby, 2008) or reducing video games discussion in a negative fashion: Grif-
fith & Wood’s Risk factors in adolescence: the case of gambling, video game 
playing, and the internet (2000) provides with such an approach. Frank et al.,’s 
2006 Some positive effects of online gaming applies a more modest tone which 
might reflect an unconventional attitude. The article illustrates issues of game play 
in relation to psychopathology. Searches using PsycINFO were similar to those of 
ERIC and Pubmed where a low search rate included a diversity of articles. Many 
of the articles that did have video games as their topic were forwarded from video 
game-related journals such as Games and Culture. The articles that were from 
other sources continued on the notion visible in ERIC and Pubmed. For example, 
Ferguson’s Violent Crime: Clinical and social implications (2010) highlights the 
potential dangers of virtual violence. More on these results will be reflected upon 
in the discussion at the end of this section.  

 
Searching Literature Research Center produced hits where most of the articles 
used the words “video” and “game” but not referring to actual video games. The 
search included a few examples such as Simplification: The Sims and utopianism 
(McGuire, 2004) where the author discusses narrative approaches to video game 
content. The Oxford Journal presented the same structure where articles such as 
Morrongiello et al’s “I think he is in his room playing a video game: “ Parental 
supervision of young elementary-school children at home (2010) and Blake’s 
Game sound, an introduction to the history, theory, and practice of video game 
music and sound design (2009) illustrate the variety.  

 
The Scandinavian archive of essays, dissertations and articles, DiVA produced 
different search results depending on language: searching for “videogame” gave 
10 hits while searching for the Swedish translation “tv-spel” produced 50 hits. 
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The results includes: narratological and semiotic analyses (Andersson, 2006); stu-
dies on attitudes concerning play (Collin, 2006); simulation as a means for health 
regeneration in occupational therapy (Glannfjord, 2010); mythic icons in depic-
tions of Nazi Germany and video games (Kingsepp, 2004, 2005); online gaming 
(Takala, 2010); economic development of game companies (Sandqvist, 2010), 
among others. The symbol along the 11923 hits reflects a high value of studies 
that uses both a psychological approach and the word “psychology” in a general 
manner.  

 
Games and Culture, Game Studies, Digiplay Initiative, Digra, Eludamos, Game-
ology, and, Loading are all journals with video games as their common denomina-
tor. Therefore, none of the searches done in these journals included the key word  
“videogame” due to their direct connection with the media. Key words such as 
“hero”, “enemy, “protagonist”, “antagonist”, and, “symbol” were identified in 
different forms, with examples such as: stereotypes of people who play online 
games (Alix, 2005); the character or avatar function of play (Kujanpää et al., 
2007); the use of hero in the name “Guitar Hero”; 23 entries from the article series 
Psychology of the computer use between 1992 and 1997 (see Balance & Balance, 
1992; Bozionelos & Bozionelos, 1997, and between times) where psychological 
aspects of computer use are considered. On the other hand, a psychological ap-
proach to game content in the form of narrative functions and symbolism of char-
acters (Jørgensen, 2010; Bailey & Katchabaw, 2008; Ip 2010a, 2010b) and analy-
ses of genre conventions such as Queiroz’s Playing with the Other: alterity in the 
Works of Molyneux (2006) exemplify more salient results (more on these articles 
in the next section). In several instances the same articles were shown when using 
different key words. Searches using words such as “protagonist”, “antagonist”, 
“archetype”, and, “hero” at Games and Culture produced the same articles, where 
Krzywinska’s Blood scythes, festivals, quests, and backstories: world creation 
and rhetorics of myth in World of Warcraft (2006) reappeared in all searches. This 
phenomenon was visible in all video game journals searches. A good many of 
these words seem to exist in the lingo used in the video game researcher commu-
nity. Furthermore, in contrast to the searches in ERIC and Pubmed one can iden-
tify a lack of critical reflection regarding video games. The video game journals 
seem to focus on the “positive” effects of video games.  

 
 

1.4.2 Review of related literature 
 
 
 

Studying the foundation of play with a focus on video games positions the re-
searcher in the middle of a complex situation; the field has had both a fruitful and 
a turbulent past (Raessen, 2006; Simons, 2007). The narratological versus lu-
dological debate that has haunted academics still lingers although the collision is 
considered to have calmed down. In most articles, essays, dissertations, and, lit-
erature, a short notice to the dispute appears to be mandatory. Without stalling on 
a discussion that will not affect this paper, it is necessary to mention the primary 
basis of the discussion (so that it has been mentioned): ludologists (see Aarseth, 
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1997; Eskelinen, 2001; Frasca, 2003; Juul, 2005) argue that video games should 
be studied on the basis that they are games while narratologists argue games are 
ample examples of narrative and literary structures within a digital shape (see 
Kücklich, 2003; Howard, 2008; Murray, 1997; Atkins, 2003). Eventually the dis-
cussion subsided in an agreement to disagree. Ludologists later explained affec-
tion to story elements and the narratologists acknowledged game structures (for a 
deeper discussion see Frasca, 2003). However, the field of video game studies 
never recovered from the debate where a good many authors still linger on the 
schism that was crated and add to the dialectical perspective. This legacy will be 
observed in the ending discussion of this section. Nevertheless, as some examples 
will show, a combined vantage point has evolved where game-mechanics and 
narrative units of symbolism, immersion, and, content has been considered to 
withhold an enhanced approach to video games. To proceed with such an ap-
proach, this review will begin with a psychological stance and move on to the 
psychology or religion, ritual studies, quests, cultural, mythological symbolism, to 
demonstrate a combined attitude.  

 
Play and its psychological function have been recorded and coined in the term 
Homo Ludens (1938) by Johan Huizinga who argues for the central role of play 
for humanity. Copier’s (2005) Beyond the Magic Circle captures Huizinga’s per-
spective and is concerned with the mechanics of interaction through digital ava-
tars and the identification processes between the player and his/her character. 
Copier analyses role-playing activities such as pen-and-paper games, role-playing 
video games, and, live-action role-playing. Copier also discusses the notion of the 
magic circle, a term which explains the rules, roles and events that exist during 
play and is shared by the players (for more discussions see Brown, 2008; Copier, 
2007; Falkner, 2007; Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). Data was collected from the 
massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) World of Warcraft 
(Blizzard, 2004) and is compared with older forms of role-play such as Dungeons 
and Dragons (D&D, 1974). Copier discovered that the players role-play and in-
teract in ways of networks and that a character-“real-life” identification provides 
meaning in-game and outside the game world. Copier’s study grants a view on 
how play stimulates the player on a psychological level. However, the study is 
mostly focused on online interaction and thusly it is appropriate to gaze forward 
to find studies on off-line expressions. 

 
Corliss’ article Introduction: The social science study of video games (2011) in-
corporates both online and single-player games in the social sciences and video 
games studies. The article presents an overview of psychological and sociological 
approaches to video games. Corliss writes that “game studies have been character-
ized by a broad range of theoretical and methodological approaches hailing from 
an equally wide variety of disciplines” (Ibid, 4). Most notable are the narratologi-
cal and violence-oriented approaches. Concerning the social sciences, “social sci-
entists in particular seem to have focused most of their attention on the study of 
massively multiplayer online (MMO) games” (Ibid, 5). The online culture has 
received much attention due to the social interaction that the game world requires 
and produces. Corliss insists, however, that “all games can be analyzed as so-
ciocultural phenomena” (Ibid, 6). Corliss stresses a call for papers concerning 
further studies in the social sciences to: 
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contribute to an understanding of what, exactly, video games are or can be, but at the same 
time they help us to understand how people play games, how games may, in turn, play peo-
ple, and how elements of gameplay may extend beyond the realm of the game, connecting 
with broader technocultural subjectivities (Ibid, 8). 

 
The article also reflects on the fact that game studies are often portrayed as in rela-
tion to child psychology and disregards cultural factor in games (Ibid, 10). These 
notions might disempower the field since play should be considered vital to man-
kind and not something belittled to child’s-play (see for example Myer, 2006). 
This paper attempts fulfill the article’s call towards a more versatile approach 
concerning video games in the social sciences with a psychological approach at its 
base. This is done by not analyzing MMORPGs and acknowledging the cultural 
value of off-line games. Furthermore, a need to acknowledge the adult spheres of 
play will be taken into consideration. However, the article does not specify in 
what way the social sciences and psychology might take form in video game stud-
ies.   

 
Austin’s (2009) article Renewing the debate: digital technology in art therapy and 
the creative process discusses psychotherapy and video games when using com-
puters in therapy. The article compares theories of computer therapy where Austin 
uses an analogy of golfers becoming one with their club to the same occurrence in 
computer use. Computers in therapy become “body maps” (Ibid, 84-85) which 
allow spatial therapy since the user becomes immersed - lost inside the digital 
environment. Austin argues for the psychological connections that takes place 
when the player invests in a character and identifies with it but observes that elec-
tronic therapy is too crude (for other studies on spatiality see Veugen & Quérette, 
2008). On the one hand, Austin points towards that play psychologically im-
merses the player into the practice that he/she partakes in. On the other hand, Aus-
tin stresses that video games needs further development to become sophisticated 
in terms of mental stimuli. Questions in relation to psychological structures and 
meaning-making elements are not included in the article and needs further inves-
tigation.  

 
Two dissertations made at Uppsala University in 2005 address the psychology of 
play and existential issues alongside cultural themes. In Meaning-making Varia-
tions in Acculturation and Ritualization: A multi-generational study of Suroyo 
migrants in Sweden (2005) Cetrez applies an interdisciplinary framework of 
Pruyser’s developmental psychology, Bell’s ritual theory, combined with accul-
turation theories to address meaning-making issues related to identity and reli-
gious practice. The data composes of three Suroye generations in the Swedish city 
Södertölje and were collected through such as surveys and interviews. Results 
reveal that religious practice declines among all generations while ritual expres-
sions remain essential. Identification issues concerning ethnicity and migration 
were also recognized where multiple labels were used among the younger indi-
viduals to try to find their own role as a “foreigner” (Cetrez, 313). In relation to 
the essay in writing, Cetrez’s study combines two of the same theories and thusly 
supplies with an example of their compatibility. Furthermore, the step from psy-
chology of religion to ritual studies is given a natural transfer when contextualiz-
ing questions of psychology of play in ritual practice. The study does not, how-
ever, provide with the same focus concerning material. To attempt to come closer 
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the psychological functions of play, the next example includes a similar formula 
but focuses on the context within the Church of Sweden. 

 
Stålhandske’s dissertation Ritual invention: a play perspective on existential ritual 
and mental health in late modern Sweden (2005) approaches ritual expression in 
the late modern Swedish context. Stålhandske argues that there exists an “existen-
tial and ritual void” and people being “ritually homeless” (Ibid, 129) in contempo-
rary Sweden. The theoretical framework has its outset in Winnicott and the psy-
chological functions of play as a promoter of mental health. To further approach 
play, Stålhandske adds Turner’s ritual theory to scrutinize the ritual project – 
“Sann Människa” - in the Church of Sweden. The material was collected through 
several methods: questionnaires, studying newsletters and brochures, interviews, 
and also anthropological experience. The data was analyzed to inspect the ritual 
behavior and structures. The results point towards that the ritually homeless can 
find health supportive systems inside ritual and play during the moment where the 
ritual suspense the boundaries between “bodily experience and cultural communi-
cation” (Ibid, abstract). In relationship to the study in writing, the theories Stål-
handske used are closely connected with those Cetrez uses which establishes an-
other example of their compatibility. Winnicott, who influences Pruyser, bridges 
developmental psychology and ritual theory. Furthermore, Stålhandske focuses on 
the late modern Swedish context which allows this study to use her definition 
when discussing the data. However, one must note that Stålhandske focuses on 
Turner’s view on ritual. A firm example of play function in digital content is not 
to be found which moves the review to other studies. 

 
In The construction of the concepts good and evil in the video game Castlevania: 
A Symphony of the Night (Norman, 2008) the author analyzes the dialectic for-
mula within the game content. Bell’s (1992) ritual framework and a discourse 
analysis are applied to investigate characters, symbols, and, language in terms of 
how “good” and “evil” are pictured. The results showed that a Christian and oc-
cult symbolism was used to express contrasting ritual formulas and a differentiat-
ing discourse was used by both the hero and enemy. This study exemplifies how 
religiously connected imagery was used in ritual form to access meaning-making 
structures within a video game. Thusly, the approach of the essay in writing can 
find substratum in this study in means of the use of ritual studies in video games. 
Yet, the study does not include any empirical data about the design behind these 
discoveries. Furthermore, the analyses of the symbolism are based on the imagery 
inside the game itself, and other sources of analysis from outside the game itself 
could avoid bias interpretation. Therefore, the outset needs to be improved with 
other research.  

 
To find a threshold between the social sciences of religion, ritual studies and vid-
eo game design, a view on purposeful game-play could unite the perspectives. In 
Quest – design, theory, and history in games and narratives (2008), Howard 
summarizes and discusses quest theories to illustrate what is called meaningful 
action. Howard identifies the issue of the narratological and ludological debate 
concerning the structure of game content and meaningful play and asks if it is the 
story or the challenges of play that creates meaning. In a conjunctive perspective 
Howard approaches the two fields simultaneously to study quests, quest narratives 
and quest games. Data is collected from video games such as Oblivion, Ultima Iv, 
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The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind, World of Warcraft, Fable, and many more. 
These games are seen as including mythologically charged symbols which em-
power the meaning within the quest.  These motifs are exemplified with literary 
critics such as Campbell, Frye, or Propp. Howard argues that to create meaningful 
play, a game should include dream-like spaces, symbolic objects, rich characters 
that aid in or deflect success, and, strategic stimulating interaction. In relation to 
the current research topic, Howard’s study presents with the following: firstly, the 
unification between psychology of religion and ritual studies can find their com-
mon foothold in the quest. The quest incorporates the meaning-making processes 
of play environments and objects within a heroic ritualized context, which is a 
vital point since the paper is primarily concerned with video game as the source 
material. Secondly, the quest is empowered by narratological and mythological 
units which provides with a visage for the meaning-making symbolism that both 
Pruyser and Bell lacks (more on this in the theory section). One critical aspect of 
Howard’s theoretical outset is the focus on American production where other 
standpoints should also be considered to withhold a broader perspective. Further-
more, Howard’s explanations of characters are slim compared to the other sec-
tions of his theory. Allow us to dwell on other examples to create a clearer pic-
ture.  

 
Frye’s literary criticism is also applied in “A peaceful world is a boring world” – 
a study in narrative structure and mythological elements in Squaresoft’s Chrono 
Trigger (Norman, 2011). Frye’s cyclical framework divides imagery in the apoca-
lyptic (heavenly) and demonic (hellish) which corresponds to summer respec-
tively winter symbolism. Two mid-stages exist in between to create a cycle. This 
schism is connected to what Frye calls mythos which, in short, are classical styles 
and interpretations of seasons in literature, especially the Bible. Frye’s outline was 
applied to the game Chrono Trigger (Squaresoft, 1995). The results show that the 
game features different ages where the seasons, characters, and, images corre-
sponds to Frye’s theory. It is hypothesized that as the changing symbolism is ex-
posed the to the player’s manipulation of the story, the player decides where the 
game stops and which symbolism is the primary.  The game trajectory is turned 
into a personal ideal variant which is called the fluent surface. The will be consid-
ered in this essay as a possible addition to classic mythological imagery. Still, the 
essay does not notify other cultural expressions outside the game or theory which 
might take form elsewhere.  

 
Cultural discourse and identities within video game studies have been the focus of 
Imagined Commodities: Video game localization and mythologies of cultural dif-
ference (Carlson & Corliss, 2010). Game developers’ are seen to examine cultural 
“mythologies” which are attributes given to countries and cultures (Ibid, 62) 
which enforces the prejudice to the game market. In turn, prejudice affects local-
ization. These mythologies are argued to warp the “true” meaning and image of 
countries and spread such interpretations of culture. The study exemplifies with 
American games such as Grand Theft Auto 3 (Rockstar games, 2001) which are 
argued to not be received as well in Japan as compared with North America and 
Europe. The authors conclude that instances where games have not sold well were 
due to misconceptions and narrow-mindedness about the gaming population. This 
article provides with the information that video game content is targeted towards a 
specific public which means that the designers and publishers are aware of the 
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intended audience. However, to more fully understand such concepts, other cul-
tural appearances needs to be added to this study.  

 
In Allen’s The Unreal enemy of America’s Army (2010) he writes that “this arti-
cle explores these types of characterizations of enemies in video games – the spe-
cific and the abstract – with special attention given to the games Conflict: Desert 
Storm and America’s Army” (Ibid, 40). Allen compares the game content and ex-
cerpts from the game designers to identify the character of the enemy. The results 
reveal that the game America’s Army (U. S. Army, 2002) includes an enemy that 
is abstract which is an enemy without a defined heritage, and is dubbed the “un-
real enemy”. Furthermore, although the enemy is anonymous and non-specific, 
the hero is notably American (Allen, 2010: 52). This article illustrates how the 
game content is made in a controlled fashion and would according to Carlson and 
Corliss appeal a certain culture. Despite this observation, other context outside the 
American as well as different views of the enemy requires further attention. 

 
Blasingim’s master thesis Hero myths in Japanese role-playing games (2006) 
discusses the difference of Japanese imagery compared to the American. A com-
parative analysis focuses on video games such as Final Fantasy X (SqareEnix, 
2001), Final Fantasy IV (Square, 1994) and, Shin Megami Tensei: Digital Devil 
Saga (Atlus, 2004) among other titles to present an image of the Japanese hero. It 
is described that Asian hero constellation called “genji” (Blasingim, 2006: 20) 
produces a more feminine hero compared and the “American lone hero” (Ibid, 
20). Blasingim argues that these figures are colored by their creations myths 
where the Asian is passive while the western is active.  He also argues that the 
hero and villain are intrinsically different. In Japanese archetypal formula, “the 
hero and villain follow parallel but oppositional paths, and their American coun-
terparts, in which the villain serves as the more stereotypical (in Western culture) 
catalyst” (Ibid, 20). The thesis also highlights a group structure of the Japanese 
heroic myth (called hakkenden) where the hero is surrounded by allies who sup-
port him/her throughout the adventure.  Blasingim writes that: 

 

this genre of games represents an uniquely Eastern notion of strength through unity – one 
which differing and complementary skills combine to allow characters to exercise greater 
strength than they might without the support of their comrades (Ibid, 32). 

 
The Western heroes are pictured as not aware of their innate power and forced to 
discover it once they go out on their supernatural quest whilst Japanese heroes are 
usually born with their specific spiritual ownership (Ibid, 35). Blasingim’s study 
contributes with well-analyzed information about the hero and enemy concepts in 
Japanese and American video games. These figures are, as noted by Howard, nar-
ratologically and mythologically anchored and thusly more examples of these in 
relation to video games can give clearer definitions of how these take form and 
can be used in this study. 

 
Characters in video games have been the topic of Lankoski, Heilo and Ekman’s 
Characters in computer games: toward understanding interpretation and design 
(2003). Central to character creation are acting within cut-scenes (short films that 
are incorporated in the story), how conversational options may differ, character 
relationships, limitations of the character, and development of the personality  The 
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authors compare games such as Hulk (Universal Studios, 2003), Ico (Sony Com-
puter Entertainment, 2002) and provides with guidelines for character develop-
ment.  The authors also note the psychological “tendency of assigning personality 
traits to fictional characters – and even inanimate objects invoke a sense of per-
sonality” (Lankoski et al., 2003: 4). In relation to the study at hand, it can thus be 
added that objects and items might be seen as characters. This phenomenon will 
be more discussed in the theory section in relation to Pruyser’s worldview theory. 
More examples of character creation and elements are needed to build a more co-
herent picture of characters in video games and the different features they might 
carry. 

 
Narrative and symbolic units in video games are discussed in Barry Ip’s two-part 
article Narrative structures in computer and video games: Part 1: Context, defini-
tions, and initial findings and Narrative structures in computer and video games: 
Part 2: emotions, structures, and archetypes (2010a, 2010b). Ip discusses the ste-
reotypical patterns of character development and their existence in narrative his-
tory, narrative and time, emotions, and, archetypes. Ip applies these variables to 
10 video game titles. Ip refers to Campbell’s (1949) The Hero with a Thousand 
Faces and Vogler’s (1998) The Writer’s Journey (also called the Hero’s Journey) 
which are argued to include Jungian “archetypes to describe important recurring 
characters in stories” (Ip, 2010a: 9). These are the “hero, mentor, allies, shape 
shifter, herald, and shadow” (Ibid, 9). According to Ip, these figures have been 
indentified in many video games as well as in other media and seem to be central 
to stories (see also Lindlay, 2002; Zagal, 2008). In his second article, Ip elaborates 
further on video game content in terms of emotions, the Hero’s journey, and ar-
chetypes. Ip continues to point towards the influences of Jung and Vogler (Vogler 
bases his work on Campbell, who in his turn draws from Jung).  Ip identified the 
male hero, the female herald, the shadow and the shape shifter as typical narrative 
elements and personas. Threshold guardians (monsters protecting significant sec-
tions of the narrative) and allies were the most common in the 10 games Ip ana-
lyzed. In comparison to total time played, the narrative time was measured to 
about a quarter of game time (Ip, 2010b: 31). Ip concludes that gaming experience 
alters the way that the player grasps narrative. More experienced players are seen 
to complete a game and understand the rules and story progression better than a 
player who lacks experience. Ip claims that if game content includes more com-
plete versions of the variables that he studies, the experience might be more in-
triguing for veteran and novices alike. In relation to this paper, Ip’s studies pro-
vides with salient information about the nature of video game narrative and the 
characters that exists within. His application and findings of the Campbellian ar-
chetypes supplements the findings in Howard.  

 
Where does this essay position itself in relation to these studies? Copier and Corl-
iss show that there have been studies done on the social sciences and video games, 
especially concerning identification and the psychological mechanism of online 
gaming. Writing a paper outside of the online sphere is an addition to the social 
sciences and video game studies. Austin points towards the need to be aware of 
the psychological effects of immersion recognized in video games and the evolu-
tion from crude to sophisticated products. By approaching two contemporary 
video game companies and their products, this essay attempts to examine present-
day game design. Cetrez provides with a theoretical outset which combines two of 
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three selected theories for this paper which the author’s study can build upon. 
Stålhandske approaches play in a similar manner to Cetrez but the additions to 
this paper will come from her observations of a specific late modern context. Nei-
ther Certrez nor Stålhandske’s analyzes video games and thus the paper will ad-
vance on untested grounds in terms of the psychology of religion. The author’s 
first study uses Bell’s ritual perspective and illustrates the possible application of 
ritual theory to video games and the discoveries of good-evil dichotomies. How-
ard’s quest analysis provides with a video game-related expression of myth and 
narrative which can be seen as similar to ritual. The quest will be applied to the 
theoretical section alongside with Pruyser and Bell to perform a junction between 
the psychology of religion, ritual studies, and, video games. To expand on the 
symbols in Howard which are based on literary critics, other indications of video 
game symbols are added. The Fryian mythical symbols analyzed in the author’s 
second essay illustrate how such imagery is used to create differentiation symbol-
ism. Carlson & Corliss adds the information that prejudice concerning cultural 
stereotypes molds video games and their publication region. This illustrates how 
the psychological identification and symbolism in games are oriented towards a 
particular audience. To develop what such images might look like, Allen, 
Blasingim, Lankoski, Heilo and Ekman supply with data about American, Japa-
nese and inanimate characters. This essay can contribute with data about the 
Swedish versions of these figures.  Ip summarizes a Campbellian cast of charac-
ters in video games alongside their functions. Ip contributes therefore to the char-
acters which Howard mentions in quests and incorporates further psychological 
connection between video games, psychology of religion, and, ritual theory. To 
conclude, this paper positions itself at the off-line spectrum of social sciences and 
video game studies to approach the psychological instruments at work within vid-
eo games. Active participation and play are compared with ritual which share 
meaning-making purposes and include mythological symbolism. The spiritual 
dimension of myth will be approached through the quest. The quest is a meeting 
point for the psychology of play (seen in Pruyser, 1983) and ritual practice (seen 
in Bell, 1992) within video games (seen in Howard, 2008). Design influences 
from cultural opt for awareness regarding the surroundings in which the games are 
made where the Swedish situation is yet to be analyzed. American and Japanese 
cultural heroes, enemies, and, other characters in video games provide with a 
comparative outline. Thusly, applying the theoretical conjunction alongside Swed-
ish late modern expressions of mythological symbols within video games are yet 
to be made. From this stance, the essay attempts to provide with new information 
and hypotheses on the relationship of late modern video game development and 
the meaning-making intrinsic to archetypal quest formats.  

 
 

1.4.3 Critical reflections on research review 
 
 

To being with, an obvious pattern is visible in the studies that have been presented 
above: studies on the psychological aspects of video games are thin and those on 
the psychology of religion are even less existent. Concerning video games, a pat-
tern is visible: narratological studies are heavily represented in analyses of charac-
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ter influences in video games and the narrative versus ludology conflict. Natu-
rally, since the narratological research field is exposed to criticism from the lu-
dologists, the articles and books released are in some way forced to mention this 
collision. The ludological papers present discussions primarily concerned with 
different frameworks how to abandon the narratological perspectives. Nonethe-
less, this clash has influences and steered the academic perspective concerning 
video games, as seen in the low rate of papers and articles that discuss other disci-
plines such as the social sciences or religion. Indeed, as mentioned above, the so-
cial sciences and psychology are represented in studies of MMOs, child psychol-
ogy, and, effects of violence. However, this is hardly enough to claim that social 
sciences are a common approach to video games. Religion, ritual, myth, and, ar-
chetypes are sparse but exist in small numbers. Conclusively, it is essential for the 
researcher to identify these patterns in video game studies since trends might af-
fect the study. 

 
The models and approaches illustrate a dialectic trend on games studies. Journals 
of the social sciences (such as PsycINFO) tend to lean towards more critical or 
negative studies. Journals which are focused on video games seem to hold a posi-
tive attitude in their studies. For example, a multitude of studies on the positive 
side of video games elaborate on issues such as: the lack of video game frame-
works, debates concerning narratology and ludology, multidisciplinary combina-
tions, and notably, strengthening the status of video games as a resourceful media. 
Psychological studies on games seem to approach the psychopathological issues 
of gaming addiction and violent or anti-social behavior. These inclinations inflict 
the researcher who writes these papers and the readers with a subjective approach 
towards the research data. One must ask why narratologists and ludologists are 
more probable to elevate video games while psychological studies on psychopa-
thology are keener on discussing the issues of games? In relation to these tenden-
cies, this paper acknowledges the possibilities and the predicaments of video 
games in terms of their influence as a mass-produced product. However, it is im-
portant to note that the paper has an inclination towards the more positive aspects 
of video gaming.  From an epistemological perspective, the knowledge-base that 
the positive oriented research includes coincides with the author’s view of under-
standing video games. Video games cannot simply include destructive or decadent 
effects. The author stresses the need to explore the phenomenon as much as possi-
ble to be able to gain new apprehensions. As an experienced gamer, the author 
moves towards a perspective where the untapped functions and influences of vid-
eo games should be included into the academics. Not solely because of their ab-
sence but because they participate in so many individuals lives and, as seen above, 
have seen to include powerful psychological purposes. 

 
Questions concerning reliability should be raised since the potential of tested and 
peer-reviewed methods, approaches, theories or frameworks are few. This pushes 
researchers to use a limited tool-kit to produce new studies. Secondly, the re-
searcher might be influenced by the previous studies in such a way that he or she 
follows a preordained path since few others are visibly available. This is, of 
course, not always the case but a chance in a relatively small field. There are stud-
ies that apply video games to different disciplines to use them as a resource as if 
they would have used a novel or a live-action movie. These do, however, seem to 
be concentrated on the narratological sphere exclusively. The researcher needs to 
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be aware of the influences, possibilities and potential limitations of the academic 
legacy. For example, quoting the same scholar in several papers will be a risk. 
This illustrates how the limited resources can affect the discourse and approach 
that the researcher carries throughout the writing process. In the light of the paper 
at hand, the most accurate affinity to the field would be a cross-breed between 
narratological and ludological. Since the social sciences and the psychology of 
video games is not as well developed, the study assumes a role of combining mul-
tiple disciplines to simulate an unification between psychology of religion, ritual 
studies, and, video games. Narratological aspects can be seen in how literal heri-
tage have molded the story elements of video games and sacred texts inspire my-
thological characters. Furthermore, the religiously and psychologically powered 
images seen in video games are primarily based from literature or stories. More-
over, since the author has written studies on video games within the psychology of 
religion and literary studies, it is worth mentioning that a ludological experience is 
lacked. Ludological perspectives within this research paper are acknowledged in 
terms of the goal-oriented manners of quests. A video game is, after all, a game 
where rules are followed and needed to face challenges. To neglect their place in 
game construction would diminish the effectiveness of quests as a meaning-
making expression: the narratological imagery needs an arena where they can be 
used in a meaningful way. Finally, breaking “new ground” is basically a leap of 
faith. The author needs to have the harrumph behind his or hers theoretical and 
methodological framework to propose a new point-of-view between the firm two-
based field that exists. But as Corliss voiced for understanding what video games 
“are or can be, but at the same time they help us to understand how people play 
games, how games may, in turn, play people,” (Corliss, 2011: 8), this essay posi-
tions itself in the twilight lands where deep-psychology structures are considered 
when play occurs. What is it that compels mankind to play and what elements are 
imbedded in play to capture that sensation of play? And lastly, as Corliss contin-
ues, “how elements of gameplay may extend beyond the realm of the game, con-
necting with broader technocultural subjectivities,” (Ibid, 8) this essay aims at 
pursuing to understand why the religiously expressed archetypal characters are 
fundamental to mankind when conceptualizing collision, antagonism, and, hero-
ism. 

1.5. Method and Material 
 
 
This analysis is based on two case studies with data gathered from extensive in-
terviews that is complemented by two game analyses. The material is thusly pri-
marily empirical since it is tied to the respondents and their experiences. A deep 
understanding of these individuals’ experiences with their construction of the 
video- and computer games mark the core of the empirical data. It is this paper’s 
key resource since it allows research to be done on a exploratory level. In other 
words, the “thought patterns” of these respondents construct the two cases. To 
give the empirical material another application the analysis continues into a mate-
rialized form when the study attempts to see how the games relevant to the inter-
viewees are composed. The interview data becomes cross-checked with the game 
content to localize significant correlations. The games themselves will be com-
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pared with a new interpretation of a set of theories – or rather, theoretical lenses – 
that are remade into a model. This comparison will allow the study to see how 
theory (in the sense of the respondents’ visions) is seen practice (i.e., the games). 
This ensures that the material is understood firstly from the “living” data and sec-
ondly from the theoretical point-of-view. 
 
The empirical case data is was collected via two interviews to aim at understand-
ing the respondents’ personal experiences. Their relationships with their corre-
sponding games and scenarios were chosen to reflect a relevance to the case data. 
As a result, the future analysis approaches the case data from two trajectories: one 
where the respondents own narratives are analyzed and from the other where their 
visions are scrutinized from inside the games.  
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Chapter 2 Theory 

2.1. Presentation of theory 
 
 
Imagine a scene where a child is walking in the forest. The child comes across 
what seems to be an ordinary pool of water in the middle of a small opening be-
tween the trees. The body of water mildly resembles a misplaced miniature swamp 
and stirs the child’s fascination and imagination. As play initiates, the young indi-
vidual transforms the fictional quagmire: sticks, twigs, and, felts become swords, 
magic wands, and, body armor. The equipment empowers the full-fledged warrior 
who fights tree trunks, rocks, and, thatch-weed that turn into monstrous beasts 
and demons. A passionate battle is unleashed for the ownership of the swamp 
which houses spiritual powers, the souls of the decayed, or a precious artifact. 
Battle and war-play ends once the child tires or a champion is announced, pro-
ceeds to new play, or breaks the magic circle that encloses play.  
 
Within this fictional example one can find the core of the theoretical outset that is 
used in this essay; the imagination and the make-belief that affixes play together 
with the opposition behind conflict, and, purposeful action. 
 
This essay will use a theoretical lens. Creswell (2003) argues that a qualitative 
study might use a lens rather than a theory to look at their data since a static the-
ory is more common to quantitative studies. Furthermore, a theory is more set 
whilst ”a lens /---/ shapes what is looked at and the questions asked” (Ibid, 119) in 
a more flexible manner. Moreover, as seen in the example above, the essay uses a 
narrative approach to the research data where the lens will used to interpret retold 
sections from interviews. A lens is appropriate for such an analysis since it allows 
the analysis more leeway when exploring the data compared to a rigorously used 
theory. 
 
This chapter will present with the three main theoretical perspectives of this essay 
beginning in the psychology of religion and moving towards ritual studies, and, 
quests. Firstly, Pruyser’s three-world theory will be presented as the fundamental 
tier of psychological explanations of the individual’s imagination and play. Sec-
ondly, Bell’s ritualization framework is explained to contextualize Pruyser inside 
practice between people. Thirdly, Howard’s meaningful play will be introduced to 
juxtapose the psychology of religion and ritualization with quests in video games. 
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2.1.1 Pruyser and the illusionistic world 
 

 
Psychologist Paul W. Pruyser (1916-1987) approaches developmental psychology 
and religion through the psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott. Winnicott argues that 
religiosity develops early in life since children accept the mysterious and super-
natural phenomenon of life as natural (Malony & Spilka, 1991: 170). Transcen-
dence and mystery form together experiences called limit situations. Limit situa-
tions are situations with existential impact such as birth, death, and, near experi-
ence with the supernatural where the individual realizes his or her limited control 
(Ibid, 171).  

 
Concerning children’s experiences with the supernatural, Winnicott observed that 
children experience their surrounding, both internal and external dimensions, as 
objects. Attachment to those specific objects, called the transitional object, unifies 
the inner world and the outer world (Malony & Spilka, 1991: 174). The transi-
tional object “is to the child not just a thing among other things in the world, but a 
quasi-sacred ritual object that is to be handled with reverence and solemnity” (Ib-
id, 174). Thusly, the object connects the child with his/her perception of the su-
pernatural and imaginative which is used when entering the transitional sphere, 
which is the mind-set within which the object is used. Pruyser writes that “the 
whole network of these actions and interactions around the child’s chosen symbol, 
which approaches the nature of a liturgy, is what Winnicott calls the transitional 
sphere” (Ibid, 174). 

 
Images and symbols are composed from three influences: the external reality, the 
mind’s production of imagery, and, cultural influences such as religion. Referring 
to Pruyser, Cetrez (2005: 114) writes that these images produce meaning for the 
individual when relating to objects, the supernatural, and, reality. Objects and 
symbols are closely knitted since both represent ideas, such as imagery of the sun 
or a skull. Concerning religiously constructed symbols, Pruyser explains that “the 
essential transmission of religion to children takes place through storytelling and 
ritual: without stories, no religion” (Malony & Spilka, 1991: 172). When the child 
grows up and learns about the cultural forwarded symbols a process of internaliza-
tion takes place. The child wishes to become independent from the surrounding 
objects (which include people) and turns from focusing on objects to ideas.  

  
Pruyser adapts the Freudian psychoanalytic concept of an inner world and outer 
world to explain how the psyche is structured. The inner autistic world, referred to 
as a primary process, is argued to be the private experiences of subjectivity, 
dreams, and fantasies. The outer realistic world, referred to as a secondary proc-
ess, is argued to reflect reality, objectivity, and, reason (Malony & Spilka, 1991: 
174-175). It is argued by scholars such as Freud that the autistic world will and 
should be slowly diluted as the individual grows into knowledge of its surround-
ings. Pruyser disagrees with this notion and complements the idea with a world 
that he places amid the autistic and realistic: the illusionistic world. This is “the 
world of play, the world of the imagination, the world of illusion” (Ibid, 175). The 
illusionistic world is the world of culture and symbols, where imagination and 
religion is adjusted to the surrounding worlds. Influences from the autistic world 
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would make imagination delusional and influence from the realistic world make it 
too rational. Table II illustrates the three worlds. 

 

 
Note: Table as seen in Malony & Spilka, 1991. 
 
 

Within the illusionistic world are illusionistic objects. This concept is a revision of 
the transitional objects but the illusionistic object exists not only in the early years 
of human life: 

 

as everyone knows, the infant sooner or later gives up and replaces its original transitional 
object with new ones. But the practice of attachment to symbols goes on, continually allow-
ing the growing person to experience their fascination, excitement, and solace (Malony & 
Spilka: 179). 

 
Pruyser explains that “they are not products of the whimsical private fantasy nor 
replicas or representations of sensory data. They evolve from a tutored fantasy 
rooted in the collective imagination of the human mind and its history” (Malony 
& Spilka, 1991: 177). Due to the cultural influences to symbols, religious devel-
opment is worked through a system called illusion processing. Prusyer means that 
tutoring is needed in some extent as the symbols can be diluted by the autistic and 
realistic world (178). As such, objects inherit a symbolic value when inside the 
illusionistic world. One should note that there are not only symbols in adulthood. 
There are objects that persist and retain their manifestation of symbolical value. A 
triangle is not only a geometrical figure and a cross is not merely two sticks laid 
on top of each other but represent supernatural and cosmic ideas.  

  
Exploring the imagination and the psychological dimensions of play provide with 
a base which the theoretical lens draws strength from. However, one can identify 
gaps in Pruyser’s theory relating to how the illusionistic world enacts involving 
groups of people in adult life. Pruyser concentrates on how the imagination works 
in one child’s mind and “play” comes forth as something exclusive to the individ-
ual. Therefore, to apply Pruyser’s theory to group constellations it should be com-
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plemented with an additional theoretical stance to reflect group play and processes 
of imagination. The transition that is the illusion process where the individual 
learns about shared symbols, the way the individual creates culture, and, how cul-
ture creates the individual, can find its group shape in ritual. Therefore, Catherine 
Bell’s (1992) ritualization framework closes that gap in Pruyser’s theory since 
“ritual can from Winnicott’s perspective be understood as a form of “adult play” 
(Stålhandske, 2005: 58). The ritualization framework illustrates how ritual as play 
functions between groups of people and moves the focus from the single individ-
ual to multiple human interaction.  

 

2.1.2 Ritual theory and ritualization 

 
Ritual scholar and anthropologist Catherine Bell (1992) did not contributed with a 
new theory but with a new way to look at ritual. Bell argues that ritual itself does 
not exist but rather in the form of practice. As Cetrez explains, ritual as such 
should be seen as a core human feature which gains its “significance from its in-
terplay and contrast with other practice” (Cetrez, 2005: 123). Compared to ritual 
definitions such as renewal or initiation rituals seen in for example Eliade (1957), 
Bell’s concept of ritualization is not enforced but is “particularly thoughtless ac-
tion” (Bell, 1992: 19 [italics in the original]). Ritual is as such a vague concept 
and confusion concerning what it actually is becomes intangible.  Separation and 
contrast from other ritual practices is called ritualization, which produces struc-
tures of power and limitations (Ibid, 8). Ritualization is an integrated unification 
of mind-body-practice-faith schisms and seeps through all action. The symbol 
world of ritual, “beliefs, creeds, symbols, and myths emerge as forms of mental 
content or conceptual blueprints: they direct, inspire, or promote activity, but they 
themselves are not activities” (Ibid, 19). Therefore, practice and the cultural con-
text which ritual practice acts within should be taken into consideration since it is 
there that the differentiation process takes place.  
 
Bell has outlines four primary characteristics to define the attributes of ritual. 
 

I. Situational. Ritualization occurs within a specific circumstance and 
“cannot be grasped outside of the specific context in which it occurs” 
(Bell, 1992: 81). The cultural traditions are of great importance due to 
the rituals sensitivity to the context where it is performed to locate 
other ritual to differentiate against. 

II.  Strategic. The more simple ritual the better, according to Bell (Ibid, 
82). Since the ritualization process is kept uncomplicated and cultur-
ally natural there is less chance that the observer will question its in-
fluential and dominative nature. 

III.  Misrecognition. Bell points out that the ritualized person or object is 
kept unaware of the ritualization course. Although the individual 
might sense the goals, purposes, and, limits of ritual practice, these are 
disregarded to be normal within the culture and “theoretical analysis 
misses the real dynamics of practice” (Ibid, 83). 

IV.  Redemptive hegemony. Structures of power are central to ritualization 
since hegemonic processes permeates all of the above three character-
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istics. Concepts of belief, ideology, and, legitimization take form in 
ritualization as cultural worldviews, ideas, values are validated. (Ibid, 
183-187). Dominance is established and empowered through all prac-
tice. 

 
Bell reflects upon ritual to ask these central questions: How does ritualization as 
practice differentiate itself from other practices? And what does it accomplish?   
Ritualization answers the above questions as such: ritualized practice, according 
do Bell, should not leave the context where it is exercised. It requires other, even 
similar, cultural expressions to compare, differentiate, and, set-off from. Rituali-
zation acts to promote the self from the other.  
 
 
Bell’s ritual framework is notably influenced by writings on power-structures, 
dominant discourse, and, knowledge theories of Michael Foucault. As mentioned 
above, the hegemonic dimensions return to all levels of ritualization as a means 
for differentiation and control. Bell elaborates on the effects of ritualization and 
power in three stages which can be seen on both macro and micro levels. 
 

I. Belief. Belief is not logically bound as ideology but consists of inter-
pretations of the world.  

II.  Ideology. Ritualization includes perspectives of reality, values, and, 
worldviews. Ideology is in constant logical contrast with other ideolo-
gies to enhance differentiation. 

III.  Legitimization. Ritualization achieves acceptance and thus power. Ri-
tualization is not a power instrument itself but the negotiation of pow-
er structures. 

 
Bell argues that structures of redemptive hegemony are one of the key points of 
her view on ritual. The reproduction of hegemonic structures transmits versions 
of what is argued to be a more correct reality and behavior empowered by belief 
and ideology. Acting towards reproducing that worldview is legitimized and as 
such compose the macro level of ritualization that is a dominant culture. The mi-
cro level is held by the body which is composed of the ritualized characteristics. 
Cetrez explains that the “body is not any longer solely a physical instrument of 
the mind, but a complex and irreducible phenomenon” (2005, 127). The body acts 
as a pod containing the stuff of ritual itself which operates within the cultural con-
text to form itself and its surroundings. Due to the progressive nature of ritualiza-
tion, a person can gain ritual mastery that enables a sense of the ritualized struc-
ture. Ritual mastery provides the body with knowledge of the processes of ritual 
and the significance of the cultural differentiation. As such, the body unfolds 
“schemes of ritualization in order to dominate (shift or nuance) other, nonritual-
ized situations to render them more coherent with the values” (Bell, 1992: 108) of 
the body’s cultural affiliation. A body with ritual mastery produces in turn agents, 
newly ritualized individuals that continue the influence of power to create even 
more agents that gain ritual mastery. Conclusively, Bell’s ritualization framework 
proposes a cycle of specialized training that reproduces itself to ensure the own 
perspective’s foremost position in relation to other ritualized units.  
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If the imagination of mature play takes the form of ritualization, what does it look 
like? Pruyser and Bell include examples in their respective works and consider the 
processes described to be close to unconscious or rudimentary human psychology. 
The religious imagery they explore stem from imagination and practice is under-
lined by oppositional power structures. Simply put, the mature imaginative play is 
imbued in everything that mankind does and is allowed space to grow through 
subtle education. However, what none of the above seem to approach is how these 
phenomenon act in the late modern context where religious activity is argued to 
decline. Indeed, Pruyser did not live to see the time of the 21th century and Bell 
does not explicitly deal with religious organizations or rituals. Nevertheless, the 
religiously empowered motifs that are in remembrance in their work are visible; 
religious activity is still vigorous in the world but in different forms depending on 
where one looks (see Casanova, 1994, for a more thorough discussion). But are 
there expressions of the existential imagination and ritual that are new in the late 
modern context? Is there practice that creates meaning, and also, a search for 
meaning that creates practice? 

 
How can the processes of the imagination and differentiation take form, for ex-
ample, in contemporary Sweden? Where can sacred images and the empowerment 
of pertained practice be found? The interactive allegory of electronic adventures 
in video games can provide with such a connection: the hero’s journey in sacred 
or mythological quest narratives illustrate the illusionistic world of play and dif-
ferentiation of ritualization as form of search for meaning. Te expression of the 
heroic quest is not new but the media is and not many isolate the mythical ele-
ments within it. Video games practices imaginative quests where the player enters 
a fantasy world to purposefully collide with the dialectic forces of the other to 
strengthen oneself. The individual’s journey and differentiating ritual can express 
a late modern construction of a search for meaning. 
 

2.1.3 Quests and quest theory 
 
Jeff Howard, Ph.D. in English and quest theorist, (2008) discusses how video 
games can employ a combination of play, opposition, and, symbols in meaningful 
action called quests (Ibid, xii-xiii). In this essay, the quest operates as a way to 
unify the psychology of religion and ritual studies. As with ritual, meaning and 
action have previously been separated but Howard sees them as connected and 
argues that a combination of both makes game play purposeful. Purpose in action 
comes from literary allegories such as the quest narratives The Faerie Queene or 
Arthurian tale Sir Gawain and the Green Knight which portrays mythological 
imagery and metaphor (Ibid, 29). Howard claims that “a search for meaning is not 
analogous but rather intrinsic to the design of quests because of the literary his-
tory of quest narratives and the associations with religion and mythology” (Ibid, 
2). These images and formulas can be seen in the works of Joseph Campbell, 
Northrop Frye, Vladimir Propp, and, Wystan Hugh Auden where Howard claims 
that “the tradition of symbolic correspondences that operates in these narrative, in 
which every space, character, object, and action stands for another idea in a com-
plex array of interrelationships” (Ibid, xiii). This definition of symbols can be 
seen to correspond with that of Pruyser, where the illusionistic object (which can 
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represent both objects and ideas) seem similar to Howard’s argument concerning 
quest symbolism: 
 

Why is this quest important to your player? What satisfaction will they gain beyond the 
usual ones of killing monsters and finding treasure? Will they gain a set of moral virtues, 
overthrow an oppressive political system /---/, or uncover a code that unlocks the mysteries 
of the game’s fictional cosmos? (Ibid, 29) 

 
In many quest games, the player reads the progression of the main character, or 
avatar, (through journals, cut-scenes, or, dialogue) as “I” which represents a per-
sonal perspective (Ibid, 54). The player enacts the meaningful action and quest of 
the avatar in a significant simulated space. Therefore, the player is not a spectator 
but an active participant. The player-avatar interconnection shows a psychologi-
cal bond inside the game world since “the player is both player and avatar” (Ibid, 
56 [italics in original]).  Such identification is natural in quests and the player 
pursues the ordeals of patience, courage, or resolve as if they were real. Howard 
shows that Campbell’s Hero’s Journey is identified as a common theme for the 
player-hero to achieve meaningful progress in quest games. Table III summarizes 
the Hero’s Journey. Quests are from a Campbellian perspective a search driven 
from the inside surge of power as the hero overcomes a set of thresholds to con-
quer knowledge or domination but risks sacrificing his/her life. Howard divides 
his quest thesis into four parts: spaces, characters, objects, and, challenges (Ibid, 
38). 

 
Spaces of the quest are the landscapes where the world exists. Howard marks that 
the world itself has the macro level designed to react to the player’s strategic 
movements and includes events relevant to the quest. The micro levels are ”more 
remote, difficult to access, exotic locations in which quest-givers more and more 
relevant to the quest can be found” (Howard, 2008: 45). On the macro level, the 
game world is dreamlike which separates the hero from the ordinary world. The 
hero leaves the home village and enters the supernatural world of the unknown 
(Ibid, 54-55).1 The hero experiences the same sensation as “in dreams, [where] 
one moves through a simulated space that addresses all of the senses, including 
sight, sound, and touch. A dreamer both is and is not himself when he dreams 
(Ibid, 55). Inside the large and limitless dream space the player might want to ex-
plore areas to find items or hidden passages. However, “despite the circuitous 
movements,” Howard argues, “the player of a quest game always experiences an 
acute desire for progression that manifests itself as an almost instinctive sense of 
where to go next” (Ibid, 46). Within the quest are dream-like spaces that act as 
trials which has a set target and obstacles with allegorical qualities (Ibid, 45). 
Campbellian theory holds that the movement from the real to the other world is 
the first step of the hero’s journey: “the space of 

                                                 
1 Howard notes that as such, video games include a meta perspective as “twice removed from 
mundane reality” (55). 
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Note: Table as seen in Ip 2010a, p.10.  
 

 
the quest is a dream landscape because it takes place at least partially in the im-
agination” (Ibid, 53).2 

 
Strewn across the quest world are tiered spaces, micro levels, typically identified 
as towers and dungeons. These are filled with allegorical imagery and names to 

                                                 
2 Critics of quests in games such as Espen Aarseth argue that the narrative dimension of quests 
does not exist due to literature being metaphorical while games are simulations. Howard responds, 
claiming that games are not actual spaces but digital representations the imagination in pixel form 
(53). Narrative metaphor and quest game imagination from a designer perspective are as such quite 
similar. 
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represent demonic or sinister powers. Traversing through the tiered space can ei-
ther progress upwards or downwards: inside the tower the player strives to reach 
the top; inside the dungeon the player strives to descend and later resurface. How-
ard explains that these formulas stimulate an intrinsic process, since:  

 

the player knows where he should go next even without a map, both because he is always 
looking for the space that he has not yet explored and because he knows that he should at-
tempt to move upward to the next level whenever possible. (Howard, 2008: 46) 

 
The movement throughout the structure, passing via tunnels and turrets, reflect 
character development in the form of a mythological initiation process since “the 
lowest and furthest chambers of the maze frequently contains a magical item that 
is the object of the player’s quest” (Howard, 2008: 50). Labyrinthine imagery cor-
responds to a confrontation with the dark, evil or unconscious, spiritual and sym-
bolic figures reminiscent of the belly of the whale (Ibid, 50-51). Howard writes 
that “the strategy for world design needs to be focused on obstacles of terrain 
(mountains, ridges, pits of lava, lakes and oceans, forests) that intervene between 
the player and her target” (Ibid, 49). As such, the macro space and the micro spac-
es are allegorical and represent ideas or concepts; depiction of the dreamlike quest 
world and tiered thresholds symbolize mythological meaningful struggle (Ibid, 
52).  

 
Howard proposes that Propp’s character models, dramatis personae, are more 
accurate in relation to the quest than Campbell’s since they “are defined by what 
they do, not necessarily by their belonging to a set of psychological archetypes in 
the collective unconscious” (Howard, 2008: 68). The author agrees with Howard, 
but singly using Propp’s lacks the dialectic allegories from Campbell and Frye. 
Thusly, Barry Ip’s (2010a, 2010b) analysis of Campbellian archetypes enhances 
some of Howard’s attributes.  
 
Howard argues that quest characters “exist almost solely to perform functions in 
relation to the player, assisting in the quest or providing challenges to completing 
it” (Howard, 2008: 68). As such, the dramatis personae are the villain, donor, hel-
per, princess, her father, dispatcher, hero, and, false hero (Ibid, 68). The hero is 
the tool that is used to explore the dream world. The dispatcher, donor, and, helper 
functions as quest givers while the villain, princess, and, her father are classic 
catalysts. Howard writes that villains can be both “minor villains as well as the 
central antagonist,” (Ibid, 69) standing in the way of the player in the form of an 
obstacle or an otherworldly creature. In terms of gameplay, Howard argues, the 
villain is centered about physical or magical harm, theft, trapping, or impeding the 
hero (Ibid, 69). 

 
In addition, the Campbellian characters that Ip identifies are the hero, shadow, 
herald, mentor, ally, threshold guardian, shape shifter, and, trickster (Ip, 2010b: 
19). The hero is similar to the above description. The shadow is the opposition or 
antithesis of the hero and coincides with Propp’s villain. The herald, usually a 
trophy or motivational object, is often depicted alike the princess.  Allies aid the 
hero and can take any form of the herald’s father, the donor, dispatcher, or helper. 
Threshold guardians are beings that test and prevent the hero to access the next 
step in the journey. These correspond to minor or major villains in the form of the 
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shadow’s henchmen. The shapeshifter is a figure that can change his/her form 
from one archetype to another and can be any of Propp’s dramatis personae. A 
trickster can also be any character to entertain or perplex, such as taking the role 
of the false hero in doomed comedies. Ip notes that in games, threshold guardians 
and allies are the most common archetypes while tricksters are the least (Ibid, 
29). The remaining archetypes are depicted as usually a single hero, 1-6 shadows, 
1-3 mentors, 1-3 heralds (Ibid, 21-26). There are also a large amount of shape-
shifters, usually taking the form of an ally who is turned into a threshold guardian 
(Ibid, 29). 
 
The objects of the quest, or quest items, “are the objects of the player’s search and 
the famed artifacts that will allow her to complete it” (Howard, 2008: 40). These 
are vital for the hero to have a successful journey and are common themes in 
quests where they are to be retrieved, gained, or destroyed (Ibid, 77). Howard ex-
plains that there are three tiers of objects in quest games: minor and useless ob-
jects, functional objects, and rare and mystic quest or plot items which “play an 
essential role in the back stories behind a quest /---/ [and] possess great magical 
power within the rules of the game“ (Ibid, 77). 

 
Quest items are symbolic since they manifest meaning and purpose in the game 
world depicted with extraordinary aesthetics. Powers and virtues connected with 
emotions establish the object as “connected in some way to the lore of the game 
world or the mythologies that it draws upon” (Howard, 2008: 79). The lore-based 
sacred qualities of the item might require to be assembled to reach its full poten-
tial. Howard expands on the symbolic dimensions of the object as typically 
swords, restorative potions or representing desire (Ibid, 83). The items of the 
quest game are not only narratologically important but they carry a vital function 
within the dream world since: 

 

The player becomes proud of and attached to the treasures he has amassed in the course of 
slaying enemies precisely because they allow him to destroy further enemies and overcome 
future obstacles. (Ibid, 85) 

 
Lastly, Howard writes about the challenges of the quest. The challenges are moti-
vated by the stories that are embedded in the game world to create meaning 
(Howard, 2008: 101). Two forms of challenges are notable: the fetch quest where 
the hero overcomes obstacles to gain power, and, the combat and kill quests 
where the hero destroys to steal or vanquish objects.  Encounters and “meaningful 
conflicts of quest narratives are manifested /---/ as one of the most fruitful oppor-
tunities for narrative to be converted into action” (Ibid, 102). Challenges are the 
most common instance where threshold guardians can be found protecting treas-
ure (Ibid, 103). Howard explains that these quests use Frye’s dialectic approach to 
illustrate a division between the hero and the shadow. Dialecticism can take such 
forms as: “monsters, corruption, and doom provide a symbol which the player can 
easily identify as the source” of opposition (Norman, 2011: 37). Demonic charac-
teristics are used to illustrate the own as the apocalyptic, or rather, sacred. To 
avoid excess violence that is meaningless, the narrative dimension of the game 
needs to weave in meaning into combat to represent cosmic collision (Howard, 
2008: 103).  
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Meaningful action assumes the form of Campbell’s stages of initiation or trials 
(Howard, 2008: 105). Howard writes that, “in mythology, heroes must often battle 
monsters, seek out magical treasure, solve mysterious riddles, and complete other 
difficult tasks in order to prove their worth and complete their overall goals” (Ibid, 
105). The same process is visible in quest games and composes the most part of 
the game. Barry Ip’s analysis adheres to the Hero’s Journey where stage 7, the 
approach to the innermost cave, is the most occurring. 3 Howard writes that “the 
designer must locate junctures of a story that have implicit interpretative interac-
tivity”, such as symbolic and meaningful journey, “and then set up challenges that 
allow players to play strategically in order to reach goals that are motivated by 
their own values” in the form of subjugating an oppositional force (Howard, 2008: 
114). Conclusively, Howard writes that: 

 

This is the ultimate goal of quest design: to make actual the metaphorical interactivity of a 
quest narrative without sacrificing readers’ abilities to pursue goals that are intimately tied 
in with their own values as evoked by the imagined world of the text (Ibid, 116). 

 
 

To summarize, the quest game takes place in a dreamlike landscape where the 
player enters unknown areas to obtain allegorical items which are needed to sup-
press and succeed in the quest to sacrifice oneself for what one believes in. An-
tagonists, monsters, victim, and, comrades wait on the journey which is a form of 
meaningful action.  

 

2.2. Framework 
 
 
In this section the theoretical lens will be gathered into a whole. The above three 
theoretical perspectives will be anchored together to present a model and explain 
how it will be applied to the collected interview data. Issues with the theories will 
also be considered in this segment using the Triangle of Responsibility.  
 
Pruyser’s illusionistic world and objects provide with the base-level of the theo-
retical lens. The child’s connection with the illusionistic object as a means of ac-
cessing the illusionistic world illustrates how the imagination and the sacred 
realms are contacted through play. Symbols representing ideas of the world are 
derived from the person’s mind, the world itself, and, from culture via illusion 
processing. At this point one can identify the needs for a context where such play 
takes form in relation to others, in adult life, and, how the illusion processing is 
thought outside the crib. The illusionistic world connects with the ritualization 
framework proposed by Bell when seeing ritual as adult play.  
 
Ritualization as practice combines thought-action to construct the individual’s 
illusionistic world’s dominant position. The processes occur in cultural situations 

                                                 
3 Ip notes that a few games excludes stages 3, 10, and, 12 since “the Refusal of the Call cannot, in 
practice, be maintained for there to be a game progression.” (2010b, 12). Stages 10-12 are also 
excluded to allow a feeling of suspense and allow open endings.  
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where the ritualized behavior contrasts itself against other ritualized spheres. This 
combines the parents or role-models illusion process as such a ritual that differen-
tiates itself against other illusionistic worlds. By being simple and effective, a 
strategic nature can be identified as the ritualized content succeeds its transmis-
sion into a child or a grown adult. Therefore, the person who is ritualized into the 
new power structure misrecognizes the primary ritual surge and accepts the proc-
ess unconsciously as a part of the tutoring inside their culture. The symbols and 
ideas that are bound to the illusionistic object enhance ritualization successful-
ness. Ultimately, ritualization hegemonically establishes ideological and legiti-
mating worldviews where the newly ritualized agent gains ritual mastery and in 
turn contributes to ritualization. The ideas that are bound to the illusionistic ob-
ject, such as a religious symbol, provide with the allegory for the illusionistic 
world’s dominant status. By opposing other ritualized practices, the symbol and 
action legitimately gathers newly ritualized bodies to produce ritual mastery in 
that illusionistic world.  

 
This combination of Pruyser’s three-world model and the ritualization framework 
explains how these processes occur in one individual and in interaction, but not 
extensively in what form they can take. How does the imagination take form 
among adults in play? What symbols and ideas are bound to the object through 
opposition and differentiation? What practice and action unifies imagination and 
dialectic imagery in a 21st century form? Quests, as explained by Howard, assem-
ble meaningful play and symbolism in quest video games. The quest is explained 
as following a typical path fleshed out by Joseph Campbell where the hero leaves 
home and enters a dream world filled with trials risking sacrifice for newly gained 
knowledge. What is special in this case is the quest’s position as meaning-making 
and purposeful play in late modern context. Furthermore, the collaboration be-
tween Pruyser’s three-world theory, Bell’s ritualization framework, and, quests 
act as the theoretical lens. It is through the lens which the interviewed narratives 
and experiences will be analyzed in an explorative manner.  
 
The theoretical lens is here illustrated in model I where the above three theoretical 
outsets are combined into one. The two cases concerning creating meaningful play 
inside digital worlds will in the analysis be compared with this model to show 
how their vision corresponds. Thusly, the model will be revisited in the chapter 6 
when addressing the research questions.   
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The dream world, the Hero’s Journey, resembles the illusionistic world since it 
employs the inner imagery and symbols from culture: the quest world’s macro 
level represents the entry into imagination that is accessed through the illusionistic 
object; the micro worlds, dungeons and towers, contain allegories to malevolent 
and otherworldly images that are alien to the hero’s culture. The illusionistic 
world and the quest world are here combined into the Illusionistic Quest World 
which is the arena for the ritualization process. The Hero and his fellowship are 
connected to the Realistic Hero World which represents both the image of the 
pressure from the realistic world upon the illusionistic world, but also the serene 
and stable home of the Hero before the journey. The Shadow and the Threshold 
Guardians are linked to the Autistic Shadow World due to their chaotic nature and 
dialectic imagery of the realistic. These are also at the far end from the realistic 
hero world to illustrate the journey that the hero undergoes. The four colors of the 
illusionistic quest world illustrate how the hero experiences stages of meaning 
through the quest as pie-pieces. This are meant to illustrate sections of the Hero’s 
Journey in a movement from the top to the bottom and then up again as progres-
sion in shifts in the color’s intensity. The hero is ritualized into the illusionistic 
quest world and is set on a journey of trials to gain knowledge and ritual mastery 
while honing the ritual body’s mental and physical abilities. The spiritual and 
physical journey shares likeliness with ritualization as it combines both aspects. 
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The characters of the quest ritualize the hero into targeting the shadow or villain 
as the leader of their opposition and as a threat to their dominance. That is, the 
illusion process binds certain symbols to the hero and the shadow. To enact the 
ultimate differentiation, the hero must slay the shadow with the powers of the Illu-
sionistic Quest Object. The objects are called as such due to their nature as both a 
catalyst for meaningful play but also as the symbol closest to the hero or the sha-
dow. Both the hero and the shadow are given objects due to the possibility that 
there is an unclear line which side the player assumes. Parents and role-models 
take the forms of Allies and Mentors while the Herald motivates the journey and 
dominant ritualization even further.  
 
The player of the quest game acts as the hero and gains special connections to the 
avatar as they become one and should be considered as one. The illusionistic quest 
object achieves a central role in the form of the quest item which mystical and 
mythological qualities aids the hero to access, differentiate from, and, conquers 
the supernatural illusionistic quest world. Representatives of the shadow take the 
form of challenges where threshold guardians must be slain to progress deeper 
into the micro and macro world. Violence is legitimized by the story of the illu-
sionistic quest world, or rather; a dominant position is threatened by the shadow in 
some way and must be shattered. By fetching or destroying mythological objects, 
success in the illusionistic quest world depends on an object that is tied to the hero 
when stabilizing dominance and becoming a complete agent. Furthermore, explo-
ration and accomplishment motivates the hero to continue the conquest until it is 
completed. That is, until the illusionistic quest world is fully ritualized into the 
supreme power which the hero represents. The hero’s journey as a ritualization 
process can be seen in sum as an internalization process to become self-sustained 
within the dominant culture. The hero becomes a grand representative in the form 
of a revered agent. On a micro level, the hero represents the body and a symbol 
for the macro illusionistic world and dominant culture. 

 
Shortages and flaws in the framework are visible and will be considered to com-
plement each other. The psychology of religion and Pruyser’s theory could gain 
from exploring usage of the illusionistic world and object in digital forms and 
adult life. The existence of worlds similar to the imaginative illusionistic world 
can be seen in the digital game world due to the spaces being made to include 
symbols, objects, and, meaningful acting. Therefore, Pruyser’s theory might gain 
from being applied to the late modern context and the video game medium since it 
explores how the constructed worlds are operationalized. Furthermore, the three-
world model could be developed by applying ritualization strategies as a way to 
illustrate adult play and how interactions between illusionistic worlds appear. Ri-
tualization is argued to be seen as an adult way of play although Bell does not 
specifically argue so. Bell’s framework considers all practice, assumedly includ-
ing both children and adults alike, to be part of a ritualization process. Bell does, 
however, not include a developmental psychology perspective as to where the 
construction of ritualization stems from and would benefit from being used to-
gether with Pruyser’s theory. Imaginative play and the processes of ritualized be-
havior in adult life can find foothold in the enactment of quest theory. Pruyser’s 
three-world model would add insight in how the quest worlds are constructed and 
function in relation to the psychology of religion. Ritualization processes would 
show why the characters of the quest fulfill purposeful play in quest challenges. 
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Quest theory would add with the video game context where the milieu, characters, 
objects, and, acting can help understand the psychology of religion and ritual stud-
ies within this media. Meaning-making and differentiating strategies could find a 
common expression in purposeful play. In sum, the theoretical framework will be 
discussed in terms of an existence of purposeful adult play within digital illusion-
istic worlds and how they appear in a late modern version of the play/ritual com-
bination.  

 
The Model of Assessment (DeMarinis, 2003: 46-47) is a triangular-shaped model 
that illustrates how the researcher interconnectedly approaches research. DeMari-
nis proposes that assessment is based on three parts where the bottom part carries 
and permeates all above levels. The three levels functions as such where the meta-
theoretical orientation marks the basic questions about the theories view of man-
kind, knowledge, ethics, et cetera; the theoretical system of operation represents 
what theories are used and “the system by which and through which assessment 
categories are formed and the relationship among them” (47); the applied instru-
ments/method level shows the tools, measurements, and, processes used to opera-
tionalize the levels it stands upon. 

 

 
 

Note: Table as seen in DeMarinis, 2003, p.47 (with the addition of the relation-
ship to this study). 

 
 

To begin with, on the meta-theory level, this essay inherits most of its perspec-
tives from Pruyser’s three-world model about the illusionistic world concerning 
the processes of the imagination and play and Bell’s ritualization framework. 
Pruyser is used to explore the psychology of religion on the individual level from 
a developmental perspective. Bell’s ritualization framework displays how groups 
of people utilize their illusionistic worlds and how adult play form as ritual.  
Pruyser’s concepts of the culturally specific childhood experiences coincide 
smoothly with Bell’s ritualization framework since Bell also recognizes the im-
portance of culture sensitivity. However, Bell’s identification of colliding cultural 
expressions where dominance is practiced can be applied to questions Pruyser’s 
theoretical stance which does not include such criticism. In other words, Bell rec-
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ognizes that there is ritual differentiation which employs an “us versus them” 
view. Therefore, it is important to notice in which cultural context the meaning-
making is produced and how that culture is related to other cultures. As a result, 
studying the Swedish context from a ritual perspective can explore that phenome-
non. Furthermore, both of the scholars note the existence of dialectic apprehen-
sions: Pruyser exemplifies with the child’s observations of its surroundings as 
something alien compared to itself, and, Bell points at the subjective notion of 
different cultural expressions as “the other.” Play, from both authors’ perspec-
tives, is seen as something rudimentary to all people but no solid explanation of 
its form is given to allow a cultural mark to it. Thus, the theoretical level applies 
quest theory to see how these questions take form in the video game context. 
Lastly, the meta-theoretical level illustrates how play is viewed from an epistemo-
logical perspective: Pruyser can be seen to view the entry into the illusionistic 
world as play where the individual finds expressions for religion, culture, or 
imagination. Performance within the world through objects approaches the gain of 
understanding via the act of playing. Understanding and meaning from a ritualiza-
tion perspective would be achieved through practice when imbued with the ele-
ments of the pertained culture. Empowerment through ritualized strategies estab-
lishes a sense of meaning for the individual when performed within the ritual con-
text.  

 
Secondly, on the theoretical systems level, Pruyser’s three-world model, ritualiza-
tion, and, quests are combined into the theoretical lens described above. As seen 
on the meta-theoretical level, Pruyser and Bell complement each other to advance 
from the single individual to the clashing of opposites. Quests are where the elec-
tronic expressions take from. One should note, however, that there are certain is-
sues with applying quest theory to the three-world model and the ritualization 
framework. Both Pruyser and Bell withholds a close-to post-structuralist perspec-
tive in the sense that they propose structures for a general behavior but neverthe-
less maintain a strong emphasis on the influences of culture. Howard’s quest the-
ory is more close to a structuralist view since the quests are a legacy of the grand 
narratives of Western Europe. Howard does not identify that these particular cul-
tural perspectives have had influence on the quest narratives. African, Asian or 
South American heritage is not considered since “quests” are unnoted play and 
conquest exclusive to the British Dark Ages. One should, therefore, identify the 
friction that this might create since the quest type seen in the theoretical lens is 
colored by the European formula. In an act of resourcefulness, the technical tam-
pering with the theoretical lens attempts to remedy this where Pruyser and Bell 
complement quest theory to allow a more open interpretation of how meaningful 
play takes form. Although quest theory is more structuralist, the meta-theoretical 
stance views the way meaning and understanding is gained and supplements this 
perspective to balance them. 

 
Thirdly, on the applied instruments level, the semi-structured interviews and the 
narrative analysis methodology walks hand in hand. The interviews both permit 
the author to gather data in relation to the work and the respondent enough free-
dom to speak of what felt important. In such a way, the narrative analysis struc-
ture brings forth the products of the socially constructed individual in line with the 
cultural sensitivity proposed by Pruyser and Bell. Since the interviews and analy-
sis focus on the interviewees’ experiences and renditions of meaningful play, the 
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Western European quest style is processed within these individuals. As such, the 
highlighting of subjectivity portrays a red line from the meta-theory level to illus-
trate the socially constructed approach to how the individual’s life shapes his/her 
experiences. Moreover, since the study specifically is interested in Swedish de-
signers’ construction of meaningful play, the adherence to the Swedish cultural 
scene benefits from such an approach. This is due to Sweden be culturally diverse, 
promoting the use of a narrative analysis that allows ample space for the inter-
viewee to explains their own subjective experiences of imagination, opposition, 
and, meaningful play.    
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Chapter 3 Method 

This section presents the methodological strategies that will be used in the essay 
mainly concerning the methods when acquiring the empirical data and its analy-
ses. Information about epistemology, data gathering and analysis, coding process, 
and, presentation will be covered. Issues of validity, reliability, and, the re-
searcher’s relationship with the data and research topic will also be discussed.  

 
 

3.1 Research methodology 
 
To begin with, a qualitative approach is employed since “qualitative research is 
fundamentally interpretive” (Creswell, 2003: 182). The researcher pays attention 
to many aspects when interpreting and advances with a holistic attitude and 
“broad, panoramic views rather than micro-analyses” (Ibid, 182). Such an ap-
proach is considered to be more fitting for a study of this nature. A quantitative 
approach strives towards confirming existing theories compared to the theory 
generating qualitative approach (Ibid, 13). Qualitative analyses are usually induc-
tive, or theory generating, whilst quantitative are deductive, or theory confirming 
(Ibid, 125-132).  This essay is mainly inductive since it strives towards new un-
derstanding and attempts to produce a hypothesis. One should note, however, that 
there are deductive aspects as well: by using a theoretical lens the essay will con-
firm or disprove it throughout the research process. An inductive and deductive 
nature can thus be identified although the inductive is more prominent. Further-
more, quantitative and qualitative studies should not be considered opposites 
where a mixed method approach combines the both for a more facetted analysis. 
Unfortunately, this study would require more statistical data concerning Swedish 
game design to complement with a quantitative approach. Such an opportunity is 
currently hard to achieve since Swedish game companies are few and the material 
that could be gathered is not ensured to be sufficient for a quantitative analysis. 
However, should the situation change, a mixed methods study would contribute to 
the field with salient data.  
 
A researcher needs to become familiar with the different knowledge claims that 
might color an approach. Creswell (2003) identifies four primary perspectives: 
postpositive, social constructed, advocacy/participatory and, pragmatic knowledge 
claims (2003, 6-12). These four perspectives consider life, learning, and, knowl-
edge from different angles. Furthermore, they appear differently if the study uses 
a qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods approach. This study uses a socially 
constructed knowledge claim which means that researcher gathers resources from 
investigating the lives of people. Researchers seeing knowledge as socially con-
structed are interested in the interviewees’ experiences of life from their subjec-
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tive point-of-view. Thusly, “these meanings are varied and multiple, leading the 
researcher to look for the complexity of views rather than narrowing meanings 
into a few categories or ideas” (Ibid, 8).  The researcher is interested in the proc-
ess of the individual’s construction of reality alone and socially. Therefore, the 
cultural context is highly important to the research since it influences the individ-
ual and the researcher as well (Ibid, 8).  
 
Creswell highlights three central points to the social constructivist claim. Firstly, 
“meanings are constructed by human beings as they engage with the world they 
are interpreting” (2003: 9). Open-ended questions should be used to explore the 
participants’ experiences and views when conducting qualitative interviews. Sec-
ondly, the perspective stems from the idea that “humans engage with their world 
and make sense of it based on their historical and social perspective” and thusly, 
“qualitative researchers seek to understand the context or setting of the partici-
pants” (Ibid, 9). Thirdly, social interaction is the source of meaning and is created 
“in and out of interaction with a human community. The process of qualitative 
research is largely inductive, with the inquire generating meaning from the data 
collected in the field” (Ibid, 9). 
 
A narrative strategy of inquiry will be used to approach meaning and knowledge 
from a social constructivist perspective. The method gathers information about the 
life of an individual as stories and narratives and “the information is then retold or 
restored by the researcher into a narrative chronology” (Creswell, 2003: 15). The 
narrative strategy is given a natural foothold from a theoretical outlook since 
Pruyser (seen above) argues that the transmission of cultural symbols and inter-
pretation is made through stories.  
 
Therefore, the qualitative, social constructivist, and, narrative strategy of inquiry 
are considered the optimal combination for this essay’s purposes. This is since 
two case studies form the empirical data. A self-reflexive data gathering method 
would ensue that the individual expresses what he or she considers being most 
important to them in this matter. Experiences, understanding, internal interpreta-
tion as well as external cooperation forms the case and this method attempts to 
scoop it up. Thus, this method tries to tap the cases thoroughly and understand the 
individuals based on their anecdotes.  
 
 

3.2 What is a case study? 
 
Case studies are, as defined by Creswell (2003), studies where “the researcher 
explores in depth a program, an event, an activity, a process, or one or more indi-
viduals” (15). The scrutiny of a specific element is also seen in education profes-
sor Sharan Merriam’s definition of qualitative case studies, which she describes 
as:  
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intensive, holistic description and analysis of a single entity, phenomenon or social unit. 
Case studies are particularistic, descriptive and heuristic, and rely heavily on inductive rea-
soning in handling multiple data sources (1998, 16).   

 
The above definitions mean that a case study is to deepen oneself in the character-
istics if a singular unit and try to understand events and phenomenon related to 
one or many human beings. Such a study includes that a high level of devotion is 
spent on gathering information about the specific subject since the case attempts 
to provide with both profound understanding but also a wider spectrum concern-
ing the case’s life.  
 

3.2.1 Operationalizing the cases 
 
In this study, then, the concept of a case study is operationalized in terms of an 
encompassing approach. The scrutiny that is the trademark of a case study works 
in tandem with narrative strategy since focusing on a case provides with the wei-
ghty text data that will be organized into the chronological narrative. The reor-
ganization of the empirical interview data composes the bulk of the case data and 
as such translates well into the textual form it is given in the narrative section. 
This is foremost seen in how the interview data is transcribed from audio to text 
which allows the researcher to thematize and rearrange it into conceptual seg-
ments, but also since the empirical data is retold extendedly and without compres-
sion. Moreover, since there are two cases, each is given appropriate space to pro-
vide with the deep understanding that is sought after. Each case includes a thor-
ough interview that yields empirical data. Plus, the casa data that concerns games 
relevant to the participants’ background is analyzed as well but separately. By 
combining the empirical data with game-related information in an additional 
analysis, the case is based on - and reinforced - by positioning the empirical inter-
view data alongside an analysis of the games that the respondents reflect about. In 
other words, the total sum of the data that is collected and analyzed is considered 
to belong to the cases and aspires to expand the analysis by using empirical data 
with an additional analysis based on salient nodes from said data.  
 
 

3.3 Case profiles 
 
The two case profiles backgrounds will be introduced here. This is allows for a 
better overview of the respondents and their work experiences within the field of 
study. 
 
 

3.3.1 Digital Illusions Creative Entertainment 
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Digital Illusions Creative Entertainment, or DICE, is a Swedish game company 
based in Stockholm that is foremost known for their military games series Battle-
field (2002). The Battlefield-series is a realistic combat game close to simulation 
as the content utilizes sophisticated graphics and physics engines. Cooperation in 
teams and online features are apart from the detail some of the more renowned 
trademarks of DICE as a company. The company has grown considerably the last 
decade and their titles have achieved commercial success. The empirical case data 
is gathered from an interview with a worker at DICE given the pseudonym 
”Mark.” Mark is male, is between 30 and 40 years old, and, has the position of 
lead designer at the company. In relation to how he got involved with the game 
scene, Mark explains that he started his career outside of the video game and 
computer game sphere and he entered it as it had been a hobby since old. He 
speaks with an experience of working in the industry since 2006 and has worked 
as a level designer working with game stages, missions and, structures. He now 
works as a lead designer where he supervises the construction of the game world 
on an encompassing position.  
 
 

3.3.1.1 Battlefield Bad Company 
 
Mark’s narrative includes many a comparison with gaming history. There are, 
however, a few games that are given more notice during his comparison. DICE’s 
2008 release Battlefield Bad Company is a game that continues on the realistic 
combat-oriented nature of the Battlefield-series. The Bad Company installment 
features more story elements and adds narrative elements to the game content that 
has not been as noticeable in the earlier games within the series.  
 
Observing the game from a holistic view reveals that the game focuses on graphi-
cal detail; the entire environment is rich in details and destructibility is the hand 
that feeds the player. DICE’s lifelike programming engine is constructed to make 
everything destroyable. NPCs and player alike fall victim to explosions that sends 
them flying with debris from vehicles and structures. The player is able to chose 
from a single-player campaign, something fairly new to the Battlefield concept, or 
to engage in multiplayer combat. It is the single-player campaign that is relevant 
to this case study. 
 
The campaign features a story where one follows four roughneck soldiers on a 
mission to infiltrate a dictatorship. The soldiers in Bad Company are four rowdy 
soldiers who are fighting for the United States in a war against the Russian Fed-
eration: the game’s protagonist and avatar Preston Marlowe; squad sergeant Red-
ford; talkative Sweetwater; and explosives addict Haggard. Halfway through their 
mission they stumble upon gold that belongs to “the Legionnaire” who has the 
world’s most dangerous mercenary army. They follow him into the neutral fic-
tional country Serdaristan where the president is kept captive. After shooting 
down the Legionnaire and saving the president, the soldiers steal the gold under 
the American army’s nose. 
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3.3.2 Starbreeze Studios 
 
Starbreeze Studios is a game developing company positioned in Uppsala, Swe-
den. The second case data is gathered from a game play designer at the company 
who was given the pseudonym “Steven.” Steven, a male in approximately his 
thirties, has been working as a game play designer at Starbreeze Studios for some 
four years. His employment includes implementing scenarios such as enemy en-
counters, behavior, and, positioning in the game content. Steven tells of a passion 
for pen-and-paper role playing games which have greatly influenced him in his 
post as a game play designer. The combat oriented games that Starbreeze Studios 
makes include large portions of battles and Steven tells that he tries to balance 
these events. Starbreeze Studios’ The Chronicles of Riddick: Escape from 
Butcher Bay (2004) was their major breakthrough and has since then continued 
with making futuristic combat-oriented games such as The Darkness (2007) Their 
to-be-released title Syndicate (to be announced release date) hints of a similar 
dark, moody, and, mature fiction-based adventure game.  
 

3.3.2.1 The Darkness 

 
The game that primarily corresponds with Steven’s narrative is one of Starbreeze 
Studio’s other successful titles The Darkness (2007). The Darkness is a game 
where the player assumes the role of a powerful male protagonist with super-
human abilities. The player proceeds within a first-person perspective 4 where the 
orientation field is mostly visible save from the individual’s two hands and the 
tools and weapons that might be carried. The hero’s name is Jackie, a teenager 
betrayed by his mafia family and is left to solve his downhill life with revenge. 
The mafia boss, Uncle Paulie, is displeased with Jackie’s work as a hitman and 
decides to get rid of him. Along this path, Jackie’s child home orphanage is de-
stroyed and his girlfriend is assassinated which results in open war between the 
mafia and Jackie. Jackie, however, receives reinforcement from a malignant spirit 
called “The Darkness” that takes the form of two dark spectral moray eels. The 
Darkness is a creature that has lived alongside Jackie’s family since ages old. It 
empowers the wielder with supernatural abilities but requires human hearts for 
sustenance. Therefore, Jackie’s hunt for revenge is a bloody one, filled with high 
power combat and magic.  
 
Jackie dies two times during the game in his attempts to gain revenge and ends up 
in a parallel universe called the Otherworld where The Darkness reigns. He learns 
that he must defeat the creature to gain power and does so to ultimately have the 
strength to assault Uncle Paulie’s high-security mansion. The game ends with 
Jackie loosing control to the evil creature as he kills Paulie. 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 A first-person perspective implies that the player sees through the played characters eyes. The 
player interprets the characters motions as if they were in that situation themselves.  
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3.4 Data collection 
 
The narratives and stories that form the empirical cases data will be collected via 
interviews. That material was collected through a set of semi-structured inter-
views with designers from the game companies DICE and Starbreeze Studios. 
DICE and Starbreeze Studios were chosen since they are two of the largest game 
companies in Sweden. A team leader was contacted at each company who in turn 
asked the co-workers for interest to volunteer. No specific work duties were re-
quired which reflects that it is not their specific responsibilities that will be fo-
cused upon but their personal experience of the construction processes. Since the 
aim is to collect and analyze two cases the focus on two respondents reflects an 
interaction between the narrative methodological stance since it allows the analy-
sis ample space two dwell on the interviewee’s stories. Therefore the two inter-
viewees are given enough room to describe their experiences without limitation. 
The data gathering process resulted in a form of “fullness” where the interviews 
were extensive and felt sufficient for the analytic purpose. Simply put, the inter-
views aimed at allowing the respondents to deeply elaborate on their experiences 
which in turn provides with a broader picture within the respective case study. 
The interviews utilize open-ended questions which mean that the researcher al-
lows the interviewee to speak freely of experiences and backgrounds (Creswell, 
2003: 188). This correlated with the “fullness” to explore more profound under-
standing of the cases rather than using more respondents but with less substance. 
As proposed by Creswell, the interview questions will be influenced by the re-
search questions (seen in chapter I) of the essay itself (Ibid, 106). A semi-
structured interview allows the researcher to steer the interview in a wanted direc-
tion while keeping a low profile.  As such, the interviewee is not interrupted with 
a large array of questions and the interviewer remains in the background. Both 
interviews were audiotaped with a dictaphone and lasted about 40 minutes. Notes 
were taken during the interviews to secure that in case the equipment stops work-
ing the interviews can be used although sections are missing from the audio do-
cumentation (Ibid, 190).  The themes and structures of the interviews can be 
found in the appendix.  
 
The interviews were conducted at the offices where the designers work. This is 
done to ensure that the respondents feel comfortable and secure during the inter-
views. As Creswell notes, “the idea behind qualitative research is to purposefully 
select participants or sites /---/ that will best help the researchers understand the 
problem and the research question” (Creswell, 2003: 185). This means that to 
guarantee the most accurate answers from the interviewees, the researcher aspires 
to conduct the interviews in a place that the respondent considers as comfortable 
as possible. If not, the respondents might experience stress if being in an open 
public space (they might suffer from agoraphobia) or find a special interview-
space too sterile and be constantly reminded that they partake in an interview. 
Thusly, holding the interview at their office might ease stress and make the person 
less aware of the strictness of an interview. This in turn can help with releasing 
some social barriers and open up for more accurate and developed account.  
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3.5 Data analysis and coding process 
 
The data processing procedure that follows the interviews is a mixture of a tem-
plate analysis style (Malterud, 1998: 90) and the qualitative analysis method seen 
in Creswell (2003). In short, this method structures the material in steps of orga-
nizing and reading the data, coding into segments or themes, apply the themes to 
the data, and, interpreting the data (Creswell, 2003: 194). Creswell writes that 
when producing a description of the data in a template style analysis “the most 
popular approach is to use a narrative passage to convey the findings” (Ibid, 194). 
The OpenCode program was used to code the interview data. This software allows 
the researcher to label the material into single units, or codes, that are taken from 
the text. Each code can be assigned to a category which overlaps a larger area of 
codes and signifies a theme or concept. The categories are: illusionistic world, 
ritualization process, and, quest themes. Within the illusionistic world category 
are the codes: autistic world, imagination, meaning, object, realistic world, con-
text, setting, illusion processing, construction, and, symbol. Ritualization process 
codes are: situational, strategy, misrecognition, redemptive hegemony, dialogue, 
legitimizing, opposition, practice, violence, combat, setting, ideology, and, belief. 
Quest themes codes are: hero, shadow, threshold guardian, purposeful play, quest 
space, quest object, reward, symbol, myth, herald, her father, ally, mentor, mon-
ster, and, allegory.  
 
The coding process allows the researcher to restructure the material when present-
ing it as a chronological narrative in the data presentation. 
 
 

3.6 Ethical considerations 
 
The researcher must adhere to several ethical considerations when conducting a 
study. Firstly, when working with other people, the investigator must acknowl-
edge if the interviewees wish to report the data anonymously and use pseudo-
nyms. The researcher needs to be perceptive of the interviewee’s wishes and fol-
low them accordingly with a professional and compassionate stance. Furthermore, 
the researcher should be honest about past experience with the material or connec-
tion with the participants. This is aired to show honestly concerning subjective 
feelings or relationships with the material in case these experiences color the 
analysis. In the case of this study, there are no previous connections with the re-
spondents or with their companies. 
 
Furthermore, as noted in the studies made by Cetrez (2005) and Stålhandske 
(2005), the Swedish context is diverse. The melting pot that is late modern Swe-
den houses the “smorgasbord” of cultures but simultaneously demonstrates issues 
of ritual homelessness and identification varieties. In other words, the Swedish 
context is mixed in the sense’s true form; no single identification mechanism can 
summarize Sweden except that it is multicultural and ritually starved. Interpreting 
such information in numeric values could be too vague. However, to gain new 
insight in the processes and experiences that form the game designers, the qualita-
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tive narrative strategy appears to suit the research context. Since the Swedish cul-
ture indicates a flexibility and multiplicity, qualitative studies illustrate the indi-
vidual’s own perspectives of experiences. Focusing on the individual’s back-
ground of game construction overlap well with a social constructivist knowledge 
claim since it scrutinizes the experiences constructed by the individual and its 
surrounding culture. Examining the individual’s own perspectives can contribute 
with hands-on information and a hypothesis about how the designers’ compose 
their purposeful play in Swedish culture.  
 
 

3.7 Validity and reliability considerations 
 
Lastly, criteria of validity and reliability will be presented. Validity criteria are 
“used to suggest determining whether the findings are accurate from the stand-
point of the researcher, the participant, or the reader” (Creswell, 2003: 195). 
Creswell continues and exemplifies with eight ways to increase validity: triangu-
lation (different data sources), member-checking (allowing the participants to con-
firm the material) rich thick description (in-depth text explanations), clarify re-
searcher bias, discrepant information (such as opposing theories), prolonged time 
in the field, peer debriefing (having the material scrutinized), and, an external au-
ditor (having a co-worker read the material) (Ibid. 196). This essay uses the fol-
lowing strategies: triangulation in means of theoretical diversity and material 
where multiple theories are used and a data is collected from several sources; rich, 
thick description when rendering the narrative material in terms of fleshing out the 
narrative analysis in extensive text explanations; clarifying researcher bias (see 
above and chapter I). Triangulation operates as three different theories are com-
bined to complement each other through an interdisciplinary spectrum. That is, by 
applying Pruyser’s psychological worldview, Bell’s ritualization framework, and, 
Howard’s quest formula, the essay attempts to avoid possible theoretical single-
mindedness. Of course, one theory might be sufficient but including new angles 
increases the diversity of the theoretical outset. Furthermore, by finding holes in 
one concept and complementing it with new approaches the researcher evaluates 
and develops the perspective. The data that is analyzed functions in a similar 
manner since there are two comparable cases having the same theoretical lens 
applied to them. This amplifies the results of the analysis since the material will 
present a more broad perspective and allow comparison. The cases themselves are 
collected through interviews and game analysis which will be coded into a narra-
tive structure by using rich, thick descriptions to expand the material. By allowing 
the interview material elaboration through the coding procedure the reader is 
given detailed insight in the narrative process. When clarifying the research bias, 
it is important to be honest concerning previous connotations with the interview-
ees. As mentioned above, no such connection exists and the author has no previ-
ous experience with the methods that the interviewees’ are questioned about.   
However outside the interviews, the author has extensive experience of game his-
tory and practice which colors the understanding of games overall. Furthermore, 
the “Swedish culture“ as a section of the analysis is also one where the author 
must admit subjectivity: mostly due to being a native where some analytical as-
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sumptions are clear to the author but not to non-natives. Moreover, some factors 
might not be noticed since the author perhaps finds them “natural” or dismissive 
since they can be considered “normal” due to the exposure to Swedish culture. 
Therefore, the analysis and the conclusions made in this essay strive toward hav-
ing an unbiased approach (although such is veritably unattainable) when handling 
the case data but also recognizes the influences that familiarity with game-related 
and cultural analyses. 
 
Reliability implies that the researcher holds a convincing research strategy. Crite-
ria for reliability are: a thorough description of the essay’s purpose, researcher 
role, respondent’s position, and, context. Secondly, the validity strategy triangula-
tion increases validity as well as reliability. Thirdly, a detailed analysis method 
increases the stringency of the study (Creswell, 2003: 204). This study employs a 
sincere and straight-forward explanation of the aims and purpose of the study in 
chapter I. The purpose statement and aims, research questions, and, research over-
view carefully describes the intent of the study and why it is required to be con-
ducted. The strategy of inquiry and analysis methodology are described in detail 
in chapter III to increase the reliability of the research process. The author’s role is 
to explore a phenomenon and apply the appropriate tools to extend information 
acquisition in multidisciplinary research. The researcher is also responsible that 
the data and analysis are presented in a correct manner both ethically and aca-
demically: the scholar is accountable that the respondents’ wishes about anonym-
ity, sensitive data, and, a general level of truth about the purposes of the interview 
data is sustained when processing and publishing the paper.  
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Chapter 4 Empirical data and analysis 

The analysis that is presented in this study is of such a large nature that it has 
been divided into two parts where one can consider chapter 4 as part one and 
chapter 5 as part two. In chapter four the empirical case data that was gathered 
from the two semi-structured interviews are presented and analyzed. In chapter 
five the two games related to the two cases are presented and analyzed. 

4.1 Presentation of Empirical Data 
 
 
In this section the empirical research data will be presented. The two cases will be 
dealt with separately and the chapter includes the full outline of the interview 
data. The initial semi-structured interview themes and open-ended questions can 
be found in the appendix and can be used to track the case summaries. Within the 
actual analysis, each interview is an extensive exchange of narrative experience 
and is coded (as described in the chapter III) to follow a more coherent structure. 
 
 
 
 

4.1.1 Case I: "Mark’s” experiences as a lead designer at DICE 
 
 
Interview questions I-II: “Please introduce yourself; What has been your respon-
sibility at the company?” 
 
 
The interview with Mark reveals a veteran of game construction and supervising. 
Within the Swedish game sector, Mark has worked for a good many years where 
he has focused on DICE’s development of the Battlefield-series and other titles.  
 
We sit and talk at the DICE headquarters in Stockholm, a large building in fash-
ionable glass and steel. Mark begins with explaining that the fundaments of mean-
ingful game play are found in the word itself: “game” and “play”. A focus on real-
ity and a rich play style build the basic blocks of his vision of a virtual world. At 
DICE, he explains, the catalogue of games the company has produced visibly 
aligns with this idea: strong visual experiences with highly realistic features which 
the player moves within and acts based on the game rules. These rules form the 
mechanics of the world and what is possible to do with the avatars.  
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It depends, sometimes we here have a concept, “this is the world we are going to work 
with” – if I enter as a level designer that is – then a lead, a project, usually says “this is the 
world we are going to have.” And as a level designer I have to interpret that world which is 
presented to me and modify it with the game mechanics that the game contains. And then 
create a world that mirrors what the game both needs mechanically and experience-wise. 
(M, 1-2:28-33) 

 
 
Mark notes that with computer advancements game design becomes harder when 
too much detail is packed within the game experience. Too much input can con-
fuse the player when trying to understand what units are to be focused on when 
playing:  

We have been mostly working with realistic worlds, you know our Battlefield games. And 
what one notices is that the more technology advances and allows us to have more objects 
in the world, a light setting that reminds of the real world, richness of detail, and sound and 
everything alike, the harder it gets for the player to understand what to do. (M, 2: 45-49) 

 
 
Interview question III: “Describe how you experience the construction of the 
game world(s).” 
 
 
Meaning, as Mark sees it, is lost when the player is at a stand-still within a con-
structed space that lacks any signs of relevance. Mark tells that relevance is tuned 
in by the human mind which in turn interprets the visual data it receives. When 
creating a digital world the mind fights with decoding processes since each object 
can be equally important if not stated otherwise.  

You know, the picture gets too unsettled. Because even if we can show all this advanced 
stuff, we miss the mechanics that we as humans have when we interact with a living world. 
We know, I naturally know that it is you I look at now but in a computer made world the 
coffee cup can be as important, so to speak. There is something that makes the living world 
interpretive in another way than computer worlds. (M, 2: 49-54) 

 
To form relevance, then, Mark explains that DICE’s game design focuses on the 
significant aspects of game play to steer the mind in the right direction. He gives 
the example of enhancing or muffling certain sounds that are relevant to the 
player: 

We work with that all the time, among other things. Sound… we have, I think it was in Bad 
Company the first interaction – was it High Dynamic Range Sounds - that enhances sound 
that were interesting to the player within the sound picture. And we diluted sounds that 
were not interesting to the player. As a human we do this automatically since we know 
what we need to listen after in a certain situation. If we are walking by a road cross, we 
know to listen after the clicking sound and not after the cars. But you do not do that in a 
game and we help the cognitive process for the player, so to speak. (M, 2: 55-62) 

 
By doing this, he argues, the game designer can signal to the human mind to listen 
to a particular sound while sorting out another. Mark finds that helping the cogni-
tive processes to isolate what is significant is one of those tools that have been 
used when trying to make a digital space more coherent.  
 
 
Interview question IV: “What does your picture of the game world include?” 
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Aesthetics are important but Mark explains that in the end the player will not un-
derstand what to do with all the beauty if there is no information explaining what 
it means. 

Well, ultimately it is the game mechanics that has to reign over the aesthetics. It is there one 
will end up. The challenge is to have both to fully deliver. We use to say that in the end 
“gameplay is king”, so to speak. It is that which must steer it all. If the end user does not 
understand what he is supposed to do because everything looks so good but says “I do not 
know how to act with all this”, then we need to enforce the acting, gameplay. That is, the 
rules, mechanics, and so on. Or else it does not get so good. (M, 2: 36-44) 

 
Mark explains that the game is deemed to be fruitless if game play lacks rule-
based and mechanical stringency. In practice, this means that the player needs to 
understand what to do within the space, be it to investigate, defend, destroy, care 
for or manipulate. Praxis is key and Mark feels that it should rule over how good 
the world looks or is delivered.  
 
Mark continues and explains that game play within the Battlefield-series mostly 
equals warfare. Action is the core element of the games and this is something that 
Mark acknowledges as somewhat problematic: violent action in games is not the 
same as real violent action.  

For my sake, I have felt that – at least concerning the Battlefield-series which we work with 
– that our worlds must be perceived as real. It does not have to be on an exact 1:1 scale of 
reality because that does not work in our games. But when you play the game it is supposed 
to feel like “this is taken from the real world.” The typical example is the game mechanics, 
or what you wish to work on, which we want is, you know, with a lot of action. It is sup-
posed to be full throttle for the player. And if you place that within the real world it does 
not become action. We have all see that. (M, 3: 64-70) 

 
Certain gruesomeness seems to be unavoidable since the games are supposed to 
be realistic and simulate war. The player is supposed to feel that this setting might 
have been taken from the real world. Mark stresses that the player is also to feel 
that it is obviously a game since real violence is not as glorified as the one seen in 
action movies and games. Apart from controlling an avatar, Mark explains that the 
environmental construction is tailor-made to increase the feeling of purpose for 
the player. If a game map of the Old Town in Stockholm would be made, the large 
scale buildings and spaces would cause the players to become lost. It is simply too 
big to allow any kind of high-powered action. Not seeing one another, Mark ex-
plains, would then derive the game of its purpose since the players expect combat. 

We cannot start with, if we for example make a map where one fights in Gamla Stan (The 
Old Town in Stockholm) which could be a scenario in Battlefield, it would be far too big 
for 64 players. You can imagine yourself if 64 people would walk into Gamla Stan, one 
would get lost, one would never meet someone! So what we often have done is to scale the 
world down, not houses so that they are smaller, but smaller districts for example. And ac-
tually smaller in size. It is not five houses down a block but maybe two or three. (M, 3: 64-
71) 

 
 
Interview question V: “How do you perceive the different factions within the 
game?” 
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Mark tells that he finds opposition to be a central part of games. The player needs 
to find something to act against whether it is an artificial intelligence, another 
player or simply a high-score.  

We can put it like this, the base concept is that, and this once again deals with interactivity, 
the player must have something to do. So there is always a base concept that there is some 
kind of opposition. Where you as the player needs to fight in some way against this opposi-
tion, whatever it may be. And I think that is something fundamental for games on the 
whole. (M, 6:161-166) 

 
 
Interview question VI: “Explain the oppositions in the game(s).” 
 
 
He gives the example of a racing game where the opposition is other programmed 
cars and that there does not have to be an ethical or story-related opposition. The 
need to struggle with something is central.  

It can be something like, I mean, take a racing game, and there is, there is no evil there. 
You fight against the world to drive as fast as possible. Competitor’s instinct, you know. It 
is always there.  (M, 6: 166-168) 

 
 
Interview question VII: “How are these constructed? – Are there objects tied to 
the characters?” 
 
 
When telling of a hero-image, Mark explains that the hero is rarely elaborated 
upon. In his experiences with game design, the hero is not given any specific 
qualities or items that signify the individual.  

Single-player games begin often where one is places in the hero’s shoes, simply enough. It 
is a hero story that one follows in one way or another. (M, 3: 82-83) 

No, in our genre are no objects. If one would imagine like those that one has got in Zelda 
there are clear things and so on, legendary sword or whatever. But we do not have it in that 
way. (M, 8: 255-257) 

 
The hero concept is to DICE as a company but the most central feature Mark rec-
ognizes in the hero is likability. That is, the hero must have qualities that the 
player will agree with and find compelling.  

We have not been working for so long with single-player and therefore this concept with 
heroes. Bad Company was the first that we did. So that is something that is still growing 
within us. But naturally it has to be appealing to a larger audience out there. It [the hero] 
requires certain qualities that one recognizes and that the player wants …that are desirable 
so to speak. Otherwise it will be very hard to please the player. (M, 3: 85-90) 

 
Mark also stresses that the player should be given an empty space which is ready 
to be used: more like a platform. When playing and approaching this merging 
process, a connection is established between the player and the digital avatar. The 
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actions and the environment within which the game is played will then confirm 
the players’ procedures. 

I think that in our case that uses the first-person concept that much of the player controls 
will fulfill the role. And sure, we are not that accepting about what one can exactly do what 
one wants. Or really, we have never had civilians in our game, instead are soldiers you can 
shoot since it is based on shooting. One gets rid of such problems then. But otherwise we 
have a pretty empty role for the hero. However, the surroundings mirrior that the hero does 
right things, naturally. But it is you that is there. (M, 8: 268-274) 

 
 
 
Interview question VIII: “Do you find that the antagonists or protagonist are given 
reasons for the acting?” 
 
 
To Mark’s experiences, there have not been any distinct connotations between 
“good” or “evil” in creation compared to what can be seen in other video games, 
such as other Swedish developer Starbreeze Studios The Darkness (2007). One 
DICE game has had Nazis as the antagonist, but Mark notes that historical warfare 
is not inherently evil but it is the closest they have come to something like that.  

So basically, our games rarely include good and evil in that kind of way. Because the clos-
est good and evil we have come is [Battlefield] 1942 where one can consider the Nazis 
were the evil ones – the Germans. But they were not that either, but the closest. We have 
never had something like The Darkness that has an even further more clear evil or such. Or 
monsters or such things. We have never been there. (M, 5: 147-151) 

 
In DICE’s Battlefield Bad Company (2008), they tried something new when creat-
ing a storyline and a main protagonist and his cohorts.  

Compared to other single-player games, Bad Company was built upon four characters. And 
they are also a set, if one looks upon these four characters as one character because they ac-
tually were together at the same time. And they are talking to each other in cut-scenes. We 
are then suddenly given what could be an inner dialogue. If one sees them as one entity, so 
to speak. (M, 4: 119-123) 

 
Mark elaborates on these four characters and discusses their possibility of reflect-
ing the inner dialogue of one mind. They are always together but show different 
perspectives on the battlefield.  

If one thinks this and the other that, the one can understand it like an inner personal won-
der: “what am I really supposed to do?” So I think that one can gain much from that since it 
is easier to show outwards. (M, 3-4: 123-125) 

 
Mark finds these characters as anti-heroic since they are a team of misfits. They 
are not set out to become heroes but find themselves in such situations where they 
end up with both a highly sought after treasure and a successful rescue mission.  

The heroes, they are somewhat anti-heroic. In the first Bad Company, they happen to cross 
the border into another country in which there was already a conflict and where they picked 
up the trace for gold. So they were not actually heroes but happened to become heroes in 
the hunt for their own fortune and were thrown into the middle of the conflict. And eventu-
ally there became the ones who settled it even though it was not their ambition from the be-
ginning. Their ambition was to find the gold and get out of there. (M, 5: 134-139) 
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In contrast to them is the Legionnaire, an unsympathetic enemy that was made to 
contrast the soldiers’ perspectives. When asked if the picture is different between 
the heroes and enemy, Mark says: 

Yes, yes... He both acts to show more sympathetic features in him [the hero] while one 
shows unsympathetic features in the opponent. (M, 5:153-154) 

 
 
Interview question IX: “Describe how you see the making of quests/missions.” 
 
Mark explains that when creating motivation the quest should be non-repetitive 
and infused with meaning. Mark exemplifies with how the enemy reveals himself 
to act as a story-related bait where the players knows that he is to be found later 
on.  

They [quests] are different. I think that one tries to vary them as much as possible so that 
they do not feel as repetitive. One probably needs to present the player quite early to the 
goal so it is present although the road there is not visible. Then there is like when the main 
bad guy enters at the beginning of the movie and later disappears and one must find him. 
That is pretty standard. (M, 6: 172-177) 

 
 
Interview question X: “Explain how you make these missions relevant.  – Are 
there symbols or themes?” 
 
 
Mark talks of sub-goals or minor questions/missions that tell the player that to 
achieve the ultimate goal the following minor stages must be achieved. However, 
with a hint of cynicism, he boils quests down as a means of avoiding repetition 
and to give variety.  

Of course, one can do it in many different ways too, but I think it can be hard once again 
with interpretation: “what am I doing? Why am I doing this?” If there is no set goal and if 
there are short, I do not know, almost mundane goals one would feel “why am I playing 
this?” (M, 6:179-183) 

You add some form of part goal all the time. That is, one shows the end goal so that one 
can say “for you to get there you have to do this,” and then it develops and you have to do 
it, but later it reveals that you were forced to do it instead. It becomes minor stages, so to 
speak, but you do not present them from the beginning but instead they are given as it goes. 
And sometimes it is the case that “it is done, so now I have to do this”, or it can be “no I 
could not do it, instead I need to do this first” to open sub goals and then you return. It is 
just to create variation in the story, really. (M, 6: 184-191) 

 
 
One way of giving games and their stories more variety would be to give a char-
acter more depth and complexity in the forms of interior battles. Mark notes that 
although the idea is stimulating it does not always contribute to the interactive 
experience.  

At the same time, one realizes that the interesting parts of the hero are the components 
within him that are less appealing. So it becomes a dual depth. But now I am speaking for 
my sake and that is something one could explore, that one could make more interesting. (M, 
3-4: 90-94) 
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Mark muses that the only game that has come the closest to such a formula is a 
game called Heavy Rain, but he finds the method to still be flawed since the inner 
battle is most of times a passive dialogue. The game scene is still too limited in 
story development where even the game he considers to be at the peak of charac-
ter inner process still pushes the story onwards with an external murder story: 

I think it shines with its absence in the game genre… games in general. I think it is Heavy 
Rain that has come the farthest in any form of developmental journey or such. But even 
there a hunt for a killer dangled ahead, so to speak. However, I personally, see it as an in-
teresting area to investigate even in games. To create an inner development within the char-
acter. (M, 7: 195-199) 

 
DICE has still yet to invest in more elaborate inner adventures. He finds the inner 
process too passive compared to fighting an external force. This is since he finds 
games to be primarily interactive, where an internal struggle can trap itself in be-
ing only observable: 

We have not been doing that just yet, but I can imagine that interactivity – that is, a game is 
an interactive experience – and at the present situation for it to be interactive, you need an 
outer process to act against. Threats, enemies, monsters, whatever you got. Because it is 
almost that which makes you play. At the present at least. If you have an inner process, it is 
more passive. As I see it today, it creates an interest for the character, but it is not that ac-
cessorial in creating interactivity. (M, 4:110-116) 

 
Mark draws the parallel with the journey in The Lord of the Rings where Frodo’s 
companion Sam travels from his home village to the farthest reaches of the world, 
returns home a stronger man and dares to ask his beloved for her hand. Mark ex-
plains that if the game industry could gain resources for such enactment it would 
be possible to maintain meaningful play while constructing a solid story. He tells 
that: 
 

And that is what becomes the emotional journey for that character. And it is it we feel that 
“wow” for. That is actually what is exciting. (M, 7: 207-208) 

The game should be the back-scene where one plays the inner journey, so to speak. (M, 7: 
203) 

 
 
Interview questions XI, XII, XIII, XIV: “How has living in Sweden affected your 
apprehension of the construction/design?; Do you experience that you use specific 
symbols?; Do you experience that you use specific characters?; Do you experi-
ence that you use specific behavior?” 
 
 
Mark tells that his view of Swedish game design is that they produced more real-
istic video games. He finds that their products have less stereotypes in terms of 
how war is depicted. 

It is not as stereotype, more realistic. Have you seen the Battlefield 3 movies and that stuff? 
Sure, it is still the American military, but I would like to say that if we had made a movie, 
then it would have been The Hurt Locker or, what that TV-series with Skarsgard is called, 
Generation Kill, which is a more realistic depiction. (M, 8: 242-245) 
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Interview question XV: “How do you find the process you take part of differs 
from other global companies?” 
 
In contrast to American games that usually have a lone hero, DICE games shows 
a game development where circumstances makes the character heroic and not the 
other way around: 

Even though they [the characters] have a macho style sometimes, they are no heroes: they 
are human. They might be doing heroic deeds but they are not heroes. Do you understand 
what I mean? There is no one that starts elevated, there is anyway now come to think of it 
since you will play as one person, but it maybe is a world where the circumstances creates 
the hero rather than that the hero creates the world. (M, 8: 246-250) 

 
Mark thinks that, in sum, it is his exposure to an European mentality that becomes 
visible in the games: 

I think the US has more of that lone person who is going to save the world. Europeans have 
a more, well, or use to, realistic. I mean, we are European. We have that mind set already 
from the beginning. So it is not a kind of wish but it is the way it goes when we make 
games. (M, 8: 250-253) 

   
 
 
 
 
 

4.1.2 Case II: “Steven’s” experiences as a game play designer at Starbreeze 
Studios 
 
 
Interview questions I-II: “Please introduce yourself; What has been your respon-
sibility at the company?” 
 
 
Steven’s narrative tells of a man with many skills. He explains that his passion for 
games and story-driven pen-and-paper role-playing games is what made him ap-
ply to the company and they have influenced during many years as a game play 
designer. He has worked with Starbreeze Studios’ titles The Darkness (2007), the 
cancelled Bourne-project, and, their future secret releases.  
 
The interview with Steven is held on Starbreeze Studios’ roof top cafeteria in 
Uppsala, Sweden, with a view of Domkyrkan’s towers and turrets. Steven begins 
telling of his view of making games with explaining a long process where a pub-
lisher offers the company a project which they may accept of decline. One such 
recent example is a project with the Bourne franchise.  
 
Interview question III: “Describe how you experience the construction of the 
game world(s).” 
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Usually it starts with a very general picture, since its story related things that we do here, 
there is a story involved very early. But that depends since we work with publishers and 
cannot actually decide over our projects. So when the publisher comes and says “Ok, we 
have this project,” for example Bourne, “do you want to do it?” (S, 2: 53-58) 

 
When the Starbreeze Studios team sits down and discusses the project, they begin 
with scrutinizing the core features of the intellectual property and moves from 
there to the game play: 

The intellectual property is a brand, that is, Bourne for example, with all that it includes: 
Bourne is dangerous, he is a trained agent, he has amnesia, he does not remember anything 
from his education and all that. (S, 3: 74-76) 

 
 
Interview question IV: “What does your picture of the game world include?” 
 
 
Steven tells that they used symbolic themes became words that were made into 
the rules that frame the game world. When working with a game project they have 
used what he calls bullet-point: key words transformed into symbols that both tell 
of the world itself and the way the game is played.  

We began with, the first step we had was a design that was solely developed by people here 
and it was the first approach to it and it emanated a lot from how one should play the game 
and maybe not as much as with Bourne to do. But that one tried to use specific words and I 
think what they said then were “escape, evade and…” something more. They were specific 
words that could be like if you wrote bullet-points on all the bottles that are at the grocery 
store, sort of. (S, 3: 86-91) 

 
Steven tells that when building the Bourne world, the studio tried to give it a real-
istic touch; the game world they worked with should have been believable, creat-
ing a feeling of authenticity. Such a populated world was, however, hard to 
achieve due:  

Well, something that is a simple phrase that describes what the game is about. And another 
such expression was something called a “believable world”, for example. It means that one 
should be able to walk around on a space and it would feel like people lived there. It would 
be a realistic place. (S, 3: 93-97) 

 
There appeared an obstacle when creating such a believable world and using the 
Bourne franchise. Steven compares the clash with that most people do not know 
what it is like to get into a fight but rather have a glorified version from media – 
the real and the constructed were too far apart: 

I think the problem was that we never really succeeded with the blend. As mentioned, it 
was cancelled. But the approach was that one tries to make it look realistic but there is a 
line between what is believable and what is realistic. What we have here is more about the 
believable. Most people do not know how it is to hit another person in the face. (S, 4: 106-
111) 

 
The publisher wanted Bourne to be what Mark calls a “killer with a conscience” 
but that was hard to achieve due to the violent nature of the franchise: 
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They [the publishers] had a concept that they called a “killed with a conscience”, where one 
could not go around and berserk people down and such things, but at the same time, in 
games, one does not want to limit the player too much and there were many hard compro-
mises to do. (S, 4: 118-120) 

 
On the other hand, Steven tells that creating realism and meaning within a ludi-
crous game world as long as it is logical within its own its context. He exemplifies 
with the two games The Chronicles of Riddick and The Darkness (2007): 

Riddick is a very bloody game. The Darkness as well. There is a lot of violence in those 
games. It is such an amount of violence that I think both have an age limit of 18 on the box. 
You rip our hearts out of the chest on people in The Darkness, one stabs people in the eye 
with a knife in Riddick. They are extremely violent games. And they therefore place them-
selves in a category that is not realistic. There are monsters and characters that see in the 
dark. It really…it is that distant from reality that I think the violence becomes distant in 
some way. (S, 4: 125-130) 

 
Steven explains that the two games The Darkness (2007) and Chronicles of Rid-
dick are established genres with unrealistic violence in such a degree that the 
player directly finds the game content plausible:  

Besides, it is so that one is a science fiction world while the other is based on a comic book. 
I think the whole methodology in what one includes is, in The Darkness there are small 
monsters that jump around and look like goblins. I think that the mythology is already 
pretty established that it is not realistic. (S, 4: 132-135) 

 
Compared to the Bourne project, Steven explains that the action games Chronicles 
of Riddick and The Darkness (2007) are more violent and bloody thus becoming 
less realistic because of that. The games’ contexts are too alien and therefore the 
violence becomes alien as well. Moreover, one game is based on science fiction 
and the other a comic and Steven notes that these are already known unrealistic 
settings. These settings help in the design process and Steven feels that the ambi-
ence and the atmosphere of the games are what made them unique and alive. 
Story is central to him since it give more depth rather than simple ideas such as 
“walking from A to B”.  

I think personally that something Starbreeze always have been good with, which was the 
reason that I applied here after I played the old Riddick, was the ambience. Just that kind of 
ambience that appears in game: you hear some people talking in the background, you see 
things in the world, and you are a part of that world. It is so much more than just pressing a 
button and doing something. It feels like you are a part of the game. I think it is a strength 
in games since often it is about just what you do, stuff like, you walk from A to B all the 
time. (S, 5: 137-142) 

 
 
Interview questions V, VI, VII: “How do you perceive the different factions 
within the game?; Explain the oppositions in the game(s); How are these con-
structed? – Are there objects tied to the characters?” 
 
 
Steven explains that the two games’ protagonists, Riddick and Jackie respectively, 
are characters where one can see in the dark and the other has monstrous tentacles. 
Furthermore, the titles could use characteristic objects that were tied with the in-
tellectual property: Riddick was given his trademark knives and Jackie The Dark-
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ness’ tentacles. It was hard to bestow Bourne with something new since he was 
already an established image without any items.  

Since we make games that are based on IPs then, existing IPs… then there is that Riddick 
already has his curved knives and in The Darkness Jackie’s got those tentacles. (S, 11: 379-
380) 

Usually it is mostly about the IP, it does not have as much to do with that we are trying to 
put our mark on it. (S, 11: 381-382) 

I mean, Bourne, we had not been able to include a felt hat to Bourne, that had not worked. 
Instead, people would have still seen Matt Damon. It is the sort of the same with Riddick, 
really, since there, Vin Diesel is the object in some way. (S, 11: 384-387) 

 
 
Continuing on character development, Steven tells about the heroes from the 
companies other games and begins with The Darkness:  

My view, and an established view too, he [Jackie] is very much a teenager: he is violent, 
aggressive, but has bad luck with girls and all that. He is a bit of what I think the public for 
the magazine are like and can imagine to be. Like an archetype. (S, 5: 147-151) 

 
 
Steven explains that within his experience of character construction, the enemy is 
always presented as more diabolical than the game’s protagonist although the hero 
could be a murdered himself. The team worked with interpreting The Darkness 
(2007) using the characters from the comic book which became key when creating 
them within the game. 

They are very cruel, and they are very…it is like one of them who is the villains, he is a 
mafia boss, he blows an orphanage with kids inside up just to show Jackie how pissed he is 
with him, sort of. And he murders his girlfriend by shooting her in the head and things like 
that. They are presented… even though you are a hit man and shoot people and do violent 
things, the crook is always one step worse anyway. He is simply evil. (S, 5: 153-158) 

 
Steven finds two events in the game particularly prominent in that case: although 
Jackie works as an assassin and runs about killing Paulie’s thugs, Paulie bombs an 
orphanage and kills Jackie’s girlfriend to deliberately hurt him.  
 
 
Interview question VIII: “Do you find that the antagonists or protagonist are 
given reasons for the acting?” 
 
 
The protagonist is what he calls anti-heroic – a hero but with complex and dark 
undertones. That is the case with both characters from the Chronicles of Riddick 
and The Darkness (2007). He explains with an example from The Chronicles of 
Riddick: 

The wardens are all pigs. They try to use you for money, mostly. And they do drugs and 
what they do has many unsympathetic qualities there as well. So in Riddick you play a per-
son that is pretty raw and mean as well, just like Jackie. So they are very anti-heroic charac-
ters both of them. Then the surrounding world is more wicked. That is why it is dark and 
moody. (S, 7: 205-210) 
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Steven finds that if the game has some strong story-related sections that manifest 
the characters’ purpose, the reasoning behind terrible actions becomes legitimized. 
However, he also notes that the majority of the game usually does not relate to 
these narrative ideas since the game mostly shows a man running about shooting 
with his guns. There are rarely any options to approaching the story which Steven 
claims confirms that shooting is the appropriate action. 

Personally, I think that the game is… well actually there are some highlights. It is in the 
beginning when Jenny, as the girlfriend is named, gets shot and there are those strong mo-
ments that establish what you do. But in general, the story that the game actually tells is 
that you shoot with your guns. That is because it is what you do most of the time. These 
story-high lights are essentially disconnected from what you do. (S, 6: 171-175) 

 
In general, however, Steven finds that a lot of the games’ game play is far off 
from their stories. Yet he finds The Darkness (2007) somewhat different since it 
provides with an emotional justification to all that violence. There are still flaws, 
Steven explains, since there are not options on how to approach Jackie’s venge-
ance. Steven says one cannot revaluate the situation and do something else which 
delivers only a single solution to the issue.  
 

I sadly think that games motivate themselves in the sense that in the end it is the only thing 
you can do. Your interaction with the game is limited to shooting and therefore it becomes 
in some way natural. The difference there [in The Darkness] is that one is so pissed with 
him [Uncle Paulie] because you have seen Jenny been shot in the face yourself and it is a 
pretty brutal scene. And it is heartless because he expresses himself extremely heartless and 
he does it so coldly. So I think you get a sort of emotional connection with Jackie in that 
context. But generally it is the only option you got. You cannot really leave and have a cup 
of coffee. (S, 6: 193-199) 

 
.  
Steven tells that meaning in actions games is difficult to achieve. Killing is the 
most complex part of the design since murder is an evil act but is seen as some-
thing natural in games. He says killing it the worst thing he can think of since it 
snuffs the light out of a life. Steven finds it strange that homicide has become 
something standard and he questions his own part in it.  

Actually, killing is evil, but it is something that is taken for granted in games today. To kill 
things. But strictly concerning everyday moral it is the worst kind of thing that exists, it is a 
person that dies. It besets all the people in the surrounding and it besets of course the per-
son, too. Like all dreams, visions and stuff like that. I think that is probably the weirdest 
thing in games on the whole, that killing is such a big deal. And we are great sinners in that 
sense since we make games that are very brutal and you kill a lot. But it is probably the 
biggest thing I question even though I am a part of it. (S, 10: 322-329) 

 
Steven muses that killing enemies is popular in games since it can be made repeti-
tive, becoming an easy way to make lengthy game play. He thinks that The Dark-
ness (2007) does it a tad better since it provides with relevance to the action but 
that violence mechanics are a simple solution: 

It is automatic, and in then in the end it is very easy to make repetitive mechanisms around 
violence in computer games. It is very easy to create ten hours of repetitive gameplay by 
pressing a button and then on another, or pulling a lever to aim and then push another to 
shoot. It is an extremely simple mechanism. And by mixing it up with weapons makes it 
production-wise easy to make action. I think that is a large factor, too. (S, 12: 426-431) 
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However, one can identify that Steven feels that the story remedies such solutions. 
Moreover, he argues that The Darkness (2007) is not entirely inconsistent since it 
has a story based formula compared to other games. He says: 

I think that The Darkness does it better than many other games. And many games takes the 
biggest short-cut there is – you are a soldier and he is an enemy soldier. (S, 6: 201-202) 

 
When talking about how one can deliver the story, Steven tells that cut scenes5 are 
common but not optimal in games. This is due to that the player cannot alter the 
content of the cut scene and is simply left watching it. Steven tells that one of his 
goals in game design is to explore story telling from the player’s perspective.  

The most that is presented in that way is presented outside of yourself and that is something 
that I burn greatly for: to try to tell things in the form of that it is the players that experience 
and acts themselves. (S, 6: 167-170) 

That way it is connected to what you do and not as much connected to what the world tries 
to tell you. And I think that one has failed a bit when one connected it to cut-scenes, be-
cause cut-scenes are something you cannot manage but is instead something that is showed 
to you. (S, 6: 173-176) 

 
For example, Steven finds that there are no thoughts concerning the life of the 
enemy. He gives the example of when a player kills 20000 Germans in the game 
Call of Duty 2 and you never stop and ask yourself “who was that person?” Kill-
ing is only an act of reducing antagonist troops and death looses meaning after 
some time.  

I think it is a central ingredient in that kind of thing too because if you do now know why 
you are doing something, you are not part of the world, then you do not give a shit about 
what is happening. I mean, if you have shot 20000 Germans in Call of Duty 2 then you will 
eventually come to a point where you do not think that this person might have had a family. 
Those kinds of questions do not exist. It is just the enemy. (S, 7: 212-216) 

 
Steven explains that the player will be jaded after being exposed to consistent vio-
lence. It reflects his disagreement with that phenomenon since he wants to empha-
size the player’s reflexive stance when playing. Death looses its value when the 
player no longer cares about death. 
 
 
Interview question IX: “Describe how you see the making of quests/missions.” 
 
 
When making quests or missions, however, Steven finds them less compatible 
with non-linear storytelling. This is due to the fact that you might get large mis-
sions to complete and sometimes smaller in between, but it is primarily the main 
story-related quest that actually propels the player forward. The player is only 
stimulated by the idea that there will be more development once that quest goal is 
accomplished. Furthermore, Steven finds that most quests use basic motivation, 
such as revenge and escape, and is rarely developed past those concepts. 

                                                 
5 A cut scene is a pre-rendered scene that is usually more elaborately animated and appears in 
video games to explain or highlight an event. 
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It translates very badly to a nonlinear production, really, so it becomes like that you get this 
goal and then you are going to do this goal and then that goal. Sometimes there are things 
[quests] in between that actually are irrelevant, and instead, the only important thing is that 
you come to that thing [main quest] to progress. (S, 7: 235-239) 

Someone tells you what you are going to do, you might need to find out where by yourself, 
then you go there, usually kill someone, then the next door opens, sort of. That formula in 
games has existed since games began to exist. After Pong, that is. (S, 7: 242-245) 

 
Steven says that there are not many alternatives when it comes to game presenta-
tions: the character usually starts with gun in his/her hand and what else is there to 
do with it than to shoot. The player is ushered into doing certain actions without 
moral implications.  

The player does not often think why they do what they do since it is, you know, you start 
with a gun in your hand. What are you supposed to do with it? There are not that many al-
ternatives in the end. (S, 8: 253-258) 

 
 
Interview question X: “Explain how you make these missions relevant.  – Are 
there symbols or themes?” 
 
 
Steven thinks that if there were no chances to restart a game or that there were no 
obvious “bad choices”, there might be more relevance in the actions that the 
player takes. It would make the game more realistic in the sense that there is no 
right or wrong way in life. Steven tells that he wants to produce games with plenty 
of alternative exits.  

In practice, there are rarely one right way or one false but rather loads of different roads 
towards the same goal. Or different goals. I would like to do something that is more con-
nected to what decisions you chose to do. If you shoot the mafia boss, that means one exit. 
If you do not, there is another. (S, 8: 263-266) 

 
Allegories within games are too static, Steven explains, and are usually boiled 
down to simply “good or evil”. This rigidity, Steven argues, is so black and white 
that one is either Gandhi or Hitler. He finds that there are always immediate re-
sponses in relation to these affinities which do not reflect the real world where 
consequences can appear much later on and are not either good or evil.  

It is very black and white. Gandhi or Hitler. It does not reflect reality. Furthermore, in com-
parison, in reality, if you make a decision you might not see the consequences of that deci-
sion. If we say that I resign from my job. A half a year later you get fired from your new 
job because the company does not do too well. You did not have a clue about that when 
you resigned. But in games you receive the consequences directly. And that means that you 
gain four points in “evil”. That is not correct; it means that the decision in practice did not 
mean anything because you did not get any consequences from it. (S, 7: 219-225) 

 
 
As a solution to quest stagnancy, Steven’s proposes with a game concept that he 
calls “the aquarium”. The aquarium is a setting with many units, including such as 
the “rocks, gold chest, twig” et cetera, and the player has the options to explore 
their purposes at leisure.  
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The aquarium is a good metaphor since in an aquarium there are rocks, the gold chest, you 
have the little twig, you have many things. The fish swims like it wants to. It will most 
probably swim to the treasure chest sometime but it does not have to do it at first. Instead, if 
one has this aquarium and one thinks that a level has the same elements: there is the battle, 
there is the hacking, the conversation, and one can visit these things in the pace one wants. 
And depending on the order one does that, then maybe different things even happen. (S, 8: 
273-278) 

 
As for starting goals, Steven argues that the player could be given larger themes. 
These could be too large and without proper guidance the player could lose moti-
vation. Steven is aware of this and argues that: 

It is the biggest problem of them all. But at the same time, it means that one has a goal to 
begin with. If you instead have these encompassing things, for example revenge: “Ok, how 
do I get revenge? Do I need a weapon?” Then you might go to the man and chat and check 
“Hello do you have a weapon?” Then, he might get furious since weapons are illegal. So 
instead you have these embracing things that you yourself can put in motion. (S, 8: 280-
284) 

 
If applying revenge as a concept, the player could question how to gain revenge. 
The alternatives, according to Steven, should be many and is what gives game 
play meaning due to the weight of one’s actions. 
 
 
Interview questions XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV: “How has living in Sweden affected 
your apprehension of the construction/design?; Do you experience that you use 
specific symbols?; Do you experience that you use specific characters?; Do you 
experience that you use specific behavior?; How do you find the process you take 
part of differs from other global companies?” 
  
 
Steven tells that making games in a Swedish context has formed the games in a 
specific way. He finds that there is an American macho standard in a lot of games 
and he thinks that he and Starbreeze Studios have a somewhat ironical relation-
ship to the stereotypes. Particularly irony and sarcasm can be found in Starbreeze 
games. But the stereotypes are still there in their products since their largest cus-
tomer base is American.  

I think there are less and less macho culture in our games and more sarcasm and irony in 
some way. But I think that the macho culture is there due to the very simple reason that we 
aim mostly at American customers. (S, 10: 334-336) 

 
Steven says that it is interesting how one does not reflect why the characters use 
American slang, but he thinks that is since it is so deeply etched into the game 
formula.  

“How do they do there?” and one does not think that much about why the characters need 
to shout a lot of military abbreviations and not saying something valuable instead. (S, 10: 
354-356) 

 
But another theory from his considers is that the macho ideal could have stayed 
because the people that make games grow up with the stereotypes themselves.  

But in some way, games are made by macho for macho. As mentioned, by people who 
grew up in the 80s and watched Schwarzenegger. (S, 13: 465) 
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Unique to Starbreeze Studios, Steven muses, is that their products play with the 
dark-light dichotomy since both Riddick and Jackie thrive in darkness, 

I think that darkness and light, physically that is, it has always had a very large part of eve-
rything. Because in Riddick, one sneaks a lot in the shadows and you break lights and hide 
from things and with the help of the dark. The dark is your friend, it is even said so. And in 
The Darkness it is as much since it is even in the title. You refill your dark powers by 
standing in the dark and you destroy lights to not lose those powers. (S, 13: 433-437) 

I think it is fun since we have turned it around. Because ordinary superstition does not say 
that the dark is all that positive. But in the games it has always been that. Since Riddick sees 
in the dark, he has got that strange special sight he uses to see in the dark, he does not have 
the same weaknesses that ordinary people have. And The Darkness is the same. There you 
are in your prime in The Darkness. I think that we twist a bit the traditional view that peo-
ple always have had. (S, 13: 446-451) 

 
  
 
 
 
 

4.2 Empirical data analysis 
 

 
In this section the theoretical lens that was described in chapter II will be applied 
to the empirical case data. Since the essay uses a lens rather than a theory, the 
analysis does not strictly compare the material with a theory but rather looks 
through the lens to interpret the interviewees’ narratives. The analysis will be, as 
written in the above methodology section, composed of the interview data and 
structured into one chronological narrative for each respondent. The analysis of 
each case is arranged into three sections reflecting themes of the three-world 
model, ritualization and quests, and, the Swedish cultural influences. Further-
more, the more important game experiences from the narrative data will be high-
lighted and analyzed in an own section. The interviewee from DICE was given 
the pseudonym “Mark” and the respondent from Starbreeze Studios “Steven.”  
 
Although the interviewees might not have been participating in working on all of 
the titles that they mention, the experiences are nonetheless as important since the 
games color their own perspectives. From a social constructivist knowledge 
claim, these are considered due to the influences of other projects to the inter-
viewee’s own design trajectory of meaningful play. 
 
 

4.2.1 Case I: “Mark’s” experiences as a lead designer at DICE 
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4.2.1.1 Constructing an expression of meaning-making: the illusionistic 
world 
 
 
When asked how Mark perceives the construction of a game world he explains 
that there is usually a team that collaborates to build a world. His experiences of 
working at DICE circulate around the production of a digital world that focuses 
on what one does and content. His role is to mold the world to fit the type that is 
supposed to be experienced. In quote M, 1-2:28-33, one can see here that Mark 
approaches the construction of the illusionistic world inside the game in terms of 
logical structures. When Mark approaches from the position of a level designer, 
the world must be stable in terms of the physics that rule, the tools that the player 
has access to, and, in what way the world will react. These “game mechanics” are 
the illusionistic world’s frame.  
 
The logical framework that Mark begins with is influenced by his working pro-
jects. Since he works at DICE, a company that does primarily war games, he re-
flects on the nature of the world’s content as colored by that genre. Still, Mark 
withholds that the realistic nature of the warfare still must retain meaningful fac-
tors for the purposeful play to keep the world intact.  
 
Quote M, 2:45-49 shows that Mark approaches an issue of meaning-making 
strategies in his experiences when creating the illusionistic world. Due to the 
complexity of the illusionistic world’s content, making the player understand the 
base line purpose of the world seems to be an issue at more advance levels. That 
is, the more complex an illusionistic world becomes, the more the surrounding 
aspects of the autistic and the realistic world threatens its logic. What Mark pri-
marily recognizes is the input from the realistic world which can become too 
great: the illusionistic world looses what makes if make-belief. Mark’s account 
does not include the influences of the autistic world or dream-like allegories due 
to the concentration on realistic features. 
 
The process of constructing meaningful play inside an illusionistic world seems 
to be connected to the way the player understands the world’s symbols. Mark sees 
these errors to be based in how we as humans interpret our world. The computer 
world, the illusionistic world, needs to be formed to be properly interacted with. 
In quote M, 2: 49-54, Mark encloses upon the issue of the nature of the illusionis-
tic world as he dwells on how to solve the problem. He finds that there seems to 
be something inherit human that makes us understand the symbols around us and 
that is the key to imbuing the illusionistic world with meaning. When entering a 
constructed world, Mark sees how we seem fail to recognize the same patterns, or 
rather, the developers of such a world cannot reproduce the same awareness in-
side the illusionistic world.  
 
Mark explains that he finds the empowerment of certain features or symbols to 
reinforce the illusionistic world. He explains that he has been working with how 
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sounds can help to produce a more meaningful picture inside the structure. By 
manipulating the sounds, the world becomes infused with logical segments that 
are purposefully elevated compared to others. 
 
Quote M, 2: 55-62 shows that sounds are a symbol that Mark considers to in-
crease the structure when producing coherency inside the illusionistic world. 
Since Mark’s works are heavily influenced by the realistic world, Mark stresses 
that the construction needs to increase the aspects of reality to stabilize the illu-
sionistic world. Producing a realistic game world can lose its logical frame and 
meaning if the user is such symbols. The construction of sounds acts both a simu-
lation of reality and as nodes for meaningful symbols. 
 
Mark emphasizes that understanding the meaning of the illusionistic world is 
what the process eventually boils down to. He believes that the construction proc-
ess must yield to the practical features of the illusionistic world. In quote M, 2:36-
44, Mark returns to the notion of purpose inside the illusionistic world and links it 
with practice. “Gameplay is king” translates to creating a reason for action inside 
the imaginative environment. Mark’s view of practice takes on a similarity to a 
meaning-making strategy since the embodiment of meaning takes the form of 
meaningful action: the construction process reveals a core where enactment 
equals function. Purposeful play is kept inside the imaginative frame of the illu-
sionistic world although the world is illustrated as real. Mark explains his experi-
ences with the rendering of reality in quote M, 3:64-70 that the construction proc-
ess a clash exists when the realistic world comes too close to the illusionistic 
world. If the illusionistic world is not allowed to maintain the meaningful action 
that gameplay attempts to produce, the borders of the illusionistic world weaken. 
Mark encloses on one of the features that seems to be troublesome when portray-
ing a war game with realistic features: combat and design. The functionality is 
central to Mark when creating a realistic imaginative warzone. He stresses the 
fact that the individuals that will enter the illusionistic world have to feel that the 
structure conveys significance. Combat becomes a tool to interpret the illusionis-
tic world and must be maintained central to be meaningful. Due to the combat 
nature of the game, the illusionistic world is forged accordingly to reflect that the 
practice is stringent within the meaning-making environment.  
 
The content of the illusionistic world, seen in quote M, 3:64-71, is exemplified 
with Gamla Stan, must be structured to make the participants understand the in-
tended practice. Mark ties these adjustments in with the purpose of the illusionis-
tic world which is to encounter other players and to fight them. The illusionistic 
world must be made appropriate for the war to be done, since if the players can-
not find each other within a city maze, there will be no fighting done and as such 
no meaningful play.  
 
When discussing the objects used inside the illusionistic quest world, Mark ex-
plains that the nature of the games which he has been working with do not usually 
have such. He exemplifies in quote M, 8:255-257 with Nintendo’s The Legend of 
Zelda-series (1986) where the protagonist is hallmarked with a legendary sword. 
Mark tells that there might be differences when making different kinds of games 
and the use of characteristic items. He explains that when making first-person 
games (seen directly from the characters eyes), it is the player who is acts as the 
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hero and there are no connections to him since the player might feel that the iden-
tification process is disturbed. Compared with third-person games, such as the 
Zelda-series (where the player sees the character from outside), the process is 
easier since the player controls an avatar. 
 
The functionality that Mark displays in quote M, 8:268-274 illustrates that his 
view of meaning-making does not require illusionistic objects to produce mean-
ing. The functionality of practice itself within the illusionistic world seems to be 
the core in the construction process. Moreover, practice provides with purposeful 
play in a more realistic context compare to the mythological motivation he com-
pares with.   
 
 
 
 

4.2.1.2 Maintaining meaning: the ritualization processes and quests of the 
illusionistic world 
 
 
 
Mark tells that opposition is another central concept that motivates inside the illu-
sionistic world. Opposition, as Mark sees it, is basic when creating an illusionistic 
world since it provides with the meaning that the user needs. Action becomes the 
practice that embodies meaning and which Mark boils it down to. It is the act 
itself that manifests the core meaning.  
 
One can here see in quote M, 6:161-166 that the oppositional forces of a ritualiza-
tion are notable in Mark’s vision. As a result, Mark’s experience seems to require 
some sort of clashing force to spark meaningful practice. The legitimization and 
redemptive hegemony processes of the ritualization framework allows combat 
become the differentiating practice. Although Mark’s explanation of the practical 
nature of games is for the users to feel that there is importance in their action, 
there are also levels of dominance: combat implies that the users destroy each 
other to manifest legitimized behavior. Even though Mark does not connect these 
processes of ritualization to specific cultures, he argues that it is something ever 
present in his view of constructing meaningful worlds. Instances of situational, 
simple, and, misrecognizing ritualization processes can be identified. The user 
participates in meaningful action where combat against other for dominance is 
performed in terms of: differentiating combat that is exclusive to illusionistic 
world and is therefore situational; combat against other players is automatically 
the easiest way to gain dominance by eliminating the opponent; combat is the 
only option to ensure ritual dominance and the users unquestioningly using the 
methods to gain power.  
 
Concerning the nature of opposition, Mark draws the parallel with a racing game 
where there can exist no forms of visible character antagonism. It is simply other 
cars or time itself that the player is to conquer. One can see that quote M, 6: 166-
168 shows that the functionality of the meaning-making structure itself is key to 
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Mark’s concept of constructing purposeful play. Even in worlds where there are 
simply digits that instruct how significant practice is used, the opposition and 
differentiating strategies are used to overcome challenge. Mark’s experiences 
notes that the player needs a purpose to use the illusionistic world and a deeper 
symbolism such as “evil” is not necessary.  The allegorical challenges visible in 
quest games are not part of the construction process since the motivational devel-
opment is inherit in purposeful play. 
 
Mark explains that his experiences with making games have not used dialectic 
ideas such that of “good” and “evil” to create meaningful play. When reflecting 
upon the attributes of the shadows and threshold guardians, Mark observes that in 
an older DICE games they used national identities to allow the player to choose 
which side they wanted to play as. However, he notes that it never was the intent 
to portray any side as linked to concepts of moral alignment. In quote M, 5: 147-
151, Mark employs here a potential symbol of the shadow in relation to the Nazi 
regime. However, he notes that there were no such connections in their develop-
ment. The symbol of the Nazi, as pointed out by Kingsepp (2004, 2005), are seen 
in other modern media as a demonized group that are used as symbols for evil. 
Mark seems to mostly make an example when discussing factors of opposition. 
Therefore, one can identify a neutral stance concerning Mark’s perspectives of 
the ideological ritualization process in the illusionistic world content. Although 
the games use certain cultural symbols to some extent, his observations of such 
processes shows that these characters are mostly used as chess pieces. Concepts 
from a more untamed and autistic world, such as monsters, is not something he 
has experience of.  
 
Mark explains that he has not used story-based characters as a motivational tool 
when creating illusionistic worlds and quest games. The hero-shadow dialecti-
cism is not something that has been prioritized apart from having a functional 
dimension inside the illusionistic world. The concept of the hero is something 
new for DICE as a company which has mostly worked with multiplayer games in 
the warfare genre. He explains, however, that some of their games have started to 
include a single-player mode where the player partakes in a story. Battlefield Bad 
Company (2008) is a DICE game that allows the player to follow a set of charac-
ters in that game world. When Mark elaborates on how the construction process 
used character symbols such as the hero, he exemplifies in quotes M, 3:82-83 and 
M, 3: 85-90, his view of the Bad Company setting. Mark tells that he was not in 
the working process of the Bad Company game but reflects upon the process from 
his understanding. 
 
Mark’s experiences that when creating a hero there are attributes that are impor-
tant such as an appealing persona to please as many as possible. Situational, stra-
tegic, and, misrecognition ritualization processes can be seen at work in how 
Mark’s observes the conceptual work. Firstly, the joint hero is made to apply to 
that scenario, making it perform as intended in that context. Secondly, if the hero 
is constructed as appealing to as many as possible, Mark shows that the ways that 
the hero acts are designed to be absorbed in the smoothest fashion. In quote M, 4: 
119-123, Mark reflects that using four characters to reproduce one entity, their 
character traits create multiple traits that make a larger audience being able to 
bond with their belief systems.  Thirdly, by introducing the hero characters, the 
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symbols which they are connected to are constructed to deliver a meaningful be-
havior in a way that is accepted as accessible as possible. The four characters 
perspectives construct a dominant meaning structure within their roles as the ob-
servers.  
 
Furthermore, although Mark’s historical familiarity in the gaming industry as 
sparse when making heroes, he locates one core features of the hero’s persona: 
the likable and easily attainable personality of the hero as a potential role-model. 
As such, the construction of the hero becomes a symbol that the user adopts to 
enter the illusionistic world and manifests as a purposeful unit. If the player is 
meant to identify with the hero as seen in quest theory, there is a conscious design 
behind the hero’s meaningful practice.  
  
Mark identifies that the characters produce a form of ritualization circle among 
themselves. The symbolic units of their journey, such as the gold and The Le-
gionnaire, provide with a meaning-making structure that constitutes their beliefs 
and behavior is correct. The shadow and herald functions as the motivational 
symbols which embody the oppositional ritualization practice which the hero’s 
actions can understand and dominate. Furthermore, given their ideological history 
as soldiers, the characters and are given the opportunity to enforce their ritualized 
practice upon the shadow. Their acting not only manifests as ritual dominance but 
also as a strengthening of their own ritual mastery. The gold performs the role of 
an icon which the heroes pursue to conquer and gain ritualized power by practice 
and honing their ritualized body. The game mechanics itself, reflecting purpose 
inside the illusionistic world, shows that violence is the logical solution to their 
predicament. By targeting an opposition ritualized group, the hero’s legitimiza-
tion process reveals that they can practice violent ritualization to claim domi-
nance.  
 
Mark identifies the characters behavior as anti-heroic, a concept he sees as tied to 
the realistic nature of the games. One can see in quote M, 5: 134-139 that Mark’s 
retelling of the story that the acting and ambitions of the hero characters were 
given a set of qualities in their roles of “anti-heroes”. The heroes do not seem to 
be actively seeking adventure or the like but rather are thrown into a situation 
where they by accident discover the gold. Furthermore, the way that Mark ex-
plains their interest in the gold is worth dwelling upon. Mark phrases it as “the 
hunt for their own fortune”, meaning they are set on stealing the gold for their 
own use. The heroes enter a fictional and specifically design quest space where 
they encounter the shadow and threshold guardians that guard the herald. When 
compared to Mark’s earlier statement that the hero is given desired attributes, 
these characters seem to portray a sense of ambivalence but compared to the 
shadow, the hero are still constructed to be more likable. In quote M, 5:153-154, 
the enemy is supposed to be less sympathetic compared to the heroes. This seems 
to be a technique that is used in tandem with the concept that the heroes are sup-
posed to share more accepted qualities with the player. This builds a clear con-
trast between the two forces and it also puts the player in the position of the more 
benevolent actor. This appears to be the more sympathetic side in Mark’s recount. 
 
Mark explains that when constructing a journey that has to motivate the move-
ment inside an illusionistic world, he finds quests to be a solution to avoid mak-
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ing a repetitive process. To secure that the player from loss of meaning, Mark 
explains that he sees quests as a way to lead the player through the game. He de-
scribes in quote M, 6: 172-177 that functionality of the quest is to keep the player 
motivated and given a purpose to accomplish the journey. When Mark briefly 
reveals the shadow to the hero, he motivates the player to perform ritual domi-
nance. Meaning is therefore built from the fact that the player knows that there is 
some kind of opposition and solution ahead that requires progress to be attained. 
The allegories of old are less visible here in sense that the quest itself does not try 
to educate the hero but rather has retained the function as levels that the hero 
completes to reach his goal. Function, therefore, seems to be the core of the quest 
in Mark’s explanation. Furthermore, since Mark sees a shadow as one of the 
standard features, the oppositional unit seems to permeate to the quest level as 
well. The quest is not only a step forward until the end but also a means of over-
coming something that is working against the hero inside the illusionistic world. 
Whatever the shadow is, it is presented in such a way that the hero is bound to 
search for it to achieve success. 
 
Mark explores in quote M, 6: 179-183 the variety of the quest and tells that the 
use successive steps of the quest propel the player forward to the main goal which 
motivates play. Quests are not essential but important to maintain the meaning-
making structure or the player can lose sense of purpose inside the illusionistic 
world. Mark explains that during the construction of the quests, the minor chal-
lenges are used to extend the content of the journey. They do not have the same 
motivational effect as the primary quest. The minor quests are thus more func-
tional even so than the main quest is kept intriguing.  
 
The issues that might appear when the player faces challenges that are without 
significance are notable in quotation M, 6: 184191. The structure that he unfolds 
is aware of the chances that the player will miss the track in such a way that the 
story becomes inconsistent or not appealing enough. In such a scenario, the feel-
ings of being lost and meaningless grow. Mark seems to consider these parts vital 
to the meaning-making structure since they provide with the function that the 
player needs to continue playing. Observing some sections “mundane” illustrates 
how the functionality of quests is driven by a search for meaningfulness when 
constructing a coherent illusionistic world. Not only has the hero entered the illu-
sionistic world but is also exposed to the shadow and is in some way disturbed by 
the opposition it represents. That opposition that is presented early in the journey 
into the illusionistic world to motivates the player to follow the shadow to remedy 
the oppositional forces. 
 
When asked to elaborate on different solutions to avoid the mundane quests and 
to increase meaning, Mark portrays an illusionistic world which is in the form of 
an inner struggle. He explains that inside such a journey the hero can become 
more complex and rewarding. In quote M, 3-4: 90-94, however, Mark considers it 
hard to achieve such a construction in games since the technology is not that well 
developed to portray actor-like performance. The psychological development of 
characters is in Mark’s vision not a thing that is too well developed in games. 
Such an inclusion does not motivate game play from a practical perspective due 
to its role in the background; Mark sees it as a passive process. In relation to 
building meaning to the journey and opposition, an inner process is less active 
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and as such loses some of the interactivity. Reinforcing that very interactivity, as 
Mark has noted, is the key when producing meaning in a digital illusionistic 
world.  
 
However, due to the issues of interactivity and passive information, the meaning-
making structures can be yet too sensitive. As seen in quote M, 4:110-116 Mark’s 
focuses on the practical dimensions of purposeful action. Although he recognizes 
the potential of inner journeys and their addition of color to the hero’s journey, it 
is not obligatory. He continues and tells about his experiences of deeper allegori-
cal aspects and meaning of quests and the illusionistic world which he finds to be 
lacking. 
 
In quotation M, 7: 195-199 one can see that Mark’s experiences with other games 
that use excessive character depth substantiate his critical understanding towards 
the idea. He illuminates the fact that even though the game Heavy Rain (Quantic 
Dream, 2010) seems to have a well built character background, the motivational 
technique comes from practical solutions based on opposition - finding a killer. 
Meaning, as such, finds its roots in the purpose of fulfilling some sort of action. 
 
 

4.2.1.3 Influences of the construction process: cultural aspects   
 
 
 
When Mark is asked to recount if he considers his design processes to have been 
influenced by living in Sweden, he explains it that he considers purposeful play 
more realistic. He identifies in quote M, 8: 242-245 stereotypical tendencies in 
other cultural expressions such as American genres. Realism seems to be a pri-
mary attribute in the construction processes that Mark retells. From such a stand-
point, one can see that the logic and more realistic environments of the realistic 
world affect the illusionistic world that Mark builds up. It also seems to be the 
key feature that Mark has experienced in his design when keeping the world in-
tact and designed to depict meaning when aspiring to create the illusionistic world 
similar to the real world. It seems to be a part of the creation flag ship.  
 
He continues and discusses influences concerning characters in quote M, 8: 246-
250 where Mark’s concept of the hero is influenced by the ordinary man that is 
devoid the stereotypical hero. The depiction ties to his understanding of the hero 
as an anti-hero: a person that has non-standard heroic qualities but is still consid-
ered more sympathetic than the shadow. Although Mark notes that they use 
American soldiers and a fictional country, he sees the process as more grounded 
and realistic in how these cultural expressions take form. He criticizes the Ameri-
can stereotype and sees that his picture of the hero is something that he has gotten 
from living in Sweden: a more realistic concept. Visible in M, 8: 250-253 are the 
stereotypes that the American franchise uses, which in relation to Mark’s view of 
DICE’s characters, must be unrealistic since the DICE characters are realistically 
constructed.  
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4.2.2 Case II: “Steven’s” experiences as a game play designer at 
Starbreeze Studios 
   
 
 
He informs that the company had their major breakthrough with their The Chroni-
cles of Riddick: Escape from Butcher Bay (2004), The Chronicles of Riddick: As-
sault on Dark Athena (2009), and, The Darkness (2007). These are, as Steven ex-
plains, “story-based FPS games.”  

 
 
 

4.2.2.1 Constructing an expression of meaning-making: the illusionistic 
world 

 
 

When Steven analyzes how a construction of a game world starts, he tells that 
there is a larger team of people that discusses the game content before the process 
is set into motion. He explains that the process usually starts with the story and 
then moves towards the game play content. This is due to the company’s story-
related works. The Bourne project that Steven refers to in quote S, 2: 53-58 is a 
cancelled, or “canned” as Steven says, game based on the Bourne novels by 
Robert Ludlum.  

 
When forming the game world, Steven starts from the information that was 
handed to him and builds a picture from that data. The game world is formed by 
the intellectual property, IP, which Starbreeze Studios is financed to use. The IP 
includes the information which Steven bases his work around and contains the 
core data when constructing a meaning-making structure. Steven tells that the 
world is made by using a set of symbolic themes that reflects Bourne’s adventur-
ous and imaginative character. Steven breaks down the process of working with 
the Bourne IP as localizing the most prominent features.  Steven identifies the key 
characteristics of the IP in quote S, 3: 74-76; Bourne is summarized with the 
qualities that he is most easily recognized with. It is through these which Steven 
sees the frame of purposeful play. These attributes would be central inside the 
illusionistic world since the world is made specifically to fit Bourne. Since the 
illusionistic world is also composed of an interactive dimension, Steven trans-
forms these characteristics into a set of rules that manifest inside that world.  He 
points out that the meaning-making structure focused on the themes which were 
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made into words that symbolize both the range of imaginative elements inside the 
world and also how the world is used.  

 
In quote S, 3: 86-91, one can see that the illusionistic world is given a group of 
operational symbols that explain the purpose of the world. These symbols are also 
transformed into actions: the meaning-making structure reflects these qualities in 
the form of practice. These “bullet-points” used when creating the Bourne illu-
sionistic world focuses on the functionality of Bourne as the hero – the central 
figure. The world is formed around the way that Bourne will perform and there-
fore play is formed for this purpose. Bourne’s role as an agent is to progress 
stealthily and avoid dire situations by “escaping and evading.” The illusionistic 
world that Steven depicts stems therefore from the way that Bourne will act and 
behave inside that world. Practice, in the form of these key symbols, would be the 
core of the world and bind Bourne’s unnatural characteristics to that specific con-
text. Functionality based on how Bourne acts appears to be the way Steven molds 
the world and understand its purpose.  

 
Steven continues and explains that the development tried to withhold a simple and 
rational approach when producing the world. The illusionistic world was to be 
given a realistic scheme that seemed tangible. His view of how the world would 
be received was tied to the feeling that the world had a plausible structure in the 
sense that it would be felt as authentic. Steven elaborates on this notion in quote 
S, 3: 93-97 and recalls that the construction of the illusionistic world would be, 
then, to both include a convincing basis as well as to allow Bourne to act logically 
according to his persona. The illusionistic world would be a space that seems real 
and Bourne could operate in a believable manner. When presenting these concepts 
to the publisher, Steven returned to the above symbolic words when promoting 
the creation. Steven sees the resemblance with a movie script, where a central 
theme runs through the work like a red thread. 

 
However, the assembly of such a meaning-making structure inside the illusionistic 
world was not successful. Steven’s experiences of the production were not as 
strong as he had hoped. Creating a believable structure within the illusionistic 
world seemed harder than the team thought. The game was, after all, cancelled for 
various reasons. In relation to how he perceived the process, he says the issue 
seemed to come from making the world seem both real and authentic in relation to 
Bourne’s actions. 
 
Quote S, 4: 106-111 illustrates that Steven identifies a set of issues when trying to 
create an illusionistic world which contains realistic elements. The authenticity of 
the illusionistic world appears to lose its purposefulness when the realistic and 
autistic influences collide. As noted by Steven, the illusionistic world is sensitive 
to input from the realistic world which makes it seem illogical to hit people. At 
the same time there is Bourne’s symbolic composition as a character which Ste-
ven must use for the content to become based on the Bourne franchise. The realis-
tic environment inside the illusionistic world does not seem to comply with the 
autistic tendencies in Bourne’s actions. Excessive violence does not appear to fit 
when connecting the realistic dimension of the illusionistic world with what is 
believable practice. Steven isolates that violent behavior does not appear in the 
real world as in fiction.  
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Steven continues with retelling the issues of combining realism and fantasy. Using 
violence as means to meaningfully progress inside the world collides also with the 
IP’s view of a believable world. The killer with a conscience-concept that appears 
in S, 4: 118-120 to emerge further identify the factors that make the illusionistic 
world unstable.  The omnipotent behavior that is bred in violent games reflects a 
purpose structure where realistic reactions are absent. At the same time, the illu-
sionistic world that Steven depicts needed some violent elements to be true to the 
Bourne IP.   

 
Steven explains that Starbreeze Studios has been working primarily with action 
games such as The Chronicles of Riddick-series and The Darkness (2007). In ex-
cerpt S, 4: 125-130, Steven observes that the creation of the illusionistic quest 
world in the above games is different compared to his experiences with the 
Bourne project. The meaning-making structures in the two above games illustrate 
illusionistic worlds where the autistic world is more dominant. The illusionistic 
world is exposed to the elements of the autistic world in terms of monsters and 
force is seen as logical. The realistic world is kept more at bay with the use of 
demonized symbolism; the two IPs include imagery and symbols that are more 
strongly associated with the fictional genres compared to the Bourne IP. Steven 
experiences this as a reason to why those kinds of illusionistic worlds are easier to 
construct as seen in quote S, 4: 132-135. 
 
The transition from creating a realistic meaning-making structure to fictional one 
seems to be considered less complicated. One can identify that the inclusion of 
non-realistic elements to the illusionistic world allows for a more accessible blend 
of the purposeful play and the issues of belief. As seen in Steven’s experiences 
with the Bourne label, the two less realistic games do not seem to include the 
same problematic structures concerning the conscience and moral of the player. 
Believability is, due to the autistic nature of the illusionistic worlds in The Chroni-
cles of Riddick and The Darkness (2007), maintained since violence is part of the 
meaning-making structure.  

 
Steve considers the ambience of the IPs that Starbreeze Studios have been work-
ing with as an asset in the construction process. The company focuses on the story 
elements of the game which Steven feels contributes to the meaning-making ele-
ments and feelings of purpose. Steven highlights in quote S, 5: 137-142 the issues 
of creating significance inside the game world being connected to a purposeful 
trajectory. To magnify the sensation of meaning, the illusionistic world benefits 
from feelings of existential stringency: if the world is made to feel plausible the 
level of purpose increases. 

 
When asked if there are any objects that are typical to the illusionistic worlds that 
he has had experience with, Steven explains in quote S, 11: 379-380 and S, 
11:381-382 that the typical objects are already bound to the IP.  

 
When discussing the processes during the Bourne-project where the studio had 
more leeway, Steven explains that there were no few possibilities to add to 
Bourne’s arsenal. Quote S, 11: 384-387 illustrates that inclusion of illusionistic 
objects has therefore not been part of the construction process. Rather, it seems 
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that the characters themselves that are part of the IP are considered to act as the 
means to connect play with the world.  

  
 
 

4.2.2.2 Maintaining meaning: the ritualization processes and quests of the 
illusionistic world 

 
 
 

When Steven tells about his conceptions of the content of a meaningful illusionis-
tic world, he approaches the processes of ritualization and quest themes in the 
construction procedure. Steven exemplifies with the game The Darkness (2007): 
the IP The Darkness is a comic which Starbreeze Studios had to interpret. The 
main protagonist, Jackie, is a hit man for the mafia who is chased by his employer 
and is forced to fight them back. Steven finds, as seen in quote S, 5: 147-151, that 
Jackie’s personality is made to reflect the consumers. 

 
In contrast to Jackie are the mafia who are presented as the primary villains of The 
Darkness (2007). Their leader, Uncle Paulie, ordered an assassination on Jackie 
and also goes through a series of acts to both enrage and hurt Jackie. Among these 
are the blowing up of an orphanage and killing Jackie’s girlfriend, Jenny. To-
gether the mafia composes the shadow and the threshold guardians which Jackie 
must defeat to reach the end of his journey. Compared to Jackie, Steven observes 
these antagonists as more cruel and wicked. In excerpt S, 5: 153-158, he describes 
the enemy as evil although Jackie is violent. 
 
Steven summarizes his view of the shadow as an unsympathetic individual. One 
can identify a differentiating theme in the game construction: Jackie as the hero is 
portrayed in a better way compared to the shadow although they use the same 
methods of practice. Steven considers the shadow as even worse even though 
Jackie is portrayed as a violent and unstable figure. Therefore, the hero is pro-
duced using redemptive hegemonic processes: the hero is given the legitimizing 
stance to practice dominance over the shadow. Steven shows awareness when 
creating a process that manifests the ideologies within the meaning-making struc-
ture. The shadow provides with the challenges of the quest and a visage for the 
other that threatens dominance of the illusionistic world. Therefore, Steven’s ac-
count reveals a differentiating technique where the hero’s side is created as domi-
nant and superior in spite of using similar methods of practice. Jackie’s ritualiza-
tion practice also manifests practically in way that he strengthens his ritual mas-
tery by performing the ritualization processes. Embedded in his corporeal expres-
sion of ritualization, he and the player mold his ritual body throughout the course. 
Steven’s view of the shadow as “evil” further establishes a notion that the shadow 
is given less desirable qualities to produce a sense of purpose in the opposition 
process. By clothing the shadow in qualities that are less sympathetic, the opposi-
tional meaning-making structure is made to legitimize violence and dominance. 
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In another Starbreeze Studios game, The Chronicles of Riddick – Escape from 
Butcher Bay, Steven reveals a similar formula: the hero, Riddick, is imprisoned at 
the top-security prison Butcher Bay and tries to escape through violent methods. 
The shadow, here the wardens and other prisoners, are given qualities that are 
worse than those of Riddick himself. Riddick as a character is provided with bru-
tal and ruthless attributes as well, but still is argued to be more acceptable. 
 
In quote S, 7: 205-210, Steven identifies both of the heroes as anti-heroic due to 
their “raw and mean” nature. The characters are portrayed with attributes that are 
similar to the shadow but are considered better. Furthermore, due to the shadow 
and threshold guardians’ attitudes as villains, the violent practice that is seen in 
both Riddick and Jackie’s behavior is legitimized. Differentiation through either 
violent retribution or escape is accepted within the illusionistic worlds. The dark 
ambience that Steven identifies illustrates how elements from the autistic world 
influence the meaning-making structures with chaotic imagery to enhance the 
picture of an unruly and sinister space. This space motivates Riddick’s quest for 
escape and allows him to use violence to establish his role as the hero. The con-
struction of that setting also further enforces the dominant role as he disposes of 
all opposition inside a prison and traverses the cruel environment. 
 
Steven identifies that revenge is the core motivation in The Darkness (2007) since 
Jackie wants to avenge his murdered girlfriend Jenny. Such moments that are im-
portant to Jackie are what Steven experiences to be the more salient features when 
creating purposeful play. However, he feels that they could be given more space.  
 
One can identify in passage S, 6: 171-175 that although the meaning-making 
structure is imbued with narrative strands that provide with purposeful play, the 
actual body of play is disconnected from those situations. As recognized by Ip, 
Steven notes that the major amount of time inside the illusionistic world is dedi-
cated to “the approach to the innermost cave,” or “shooting with your guns.” Ste-
ven indicates that the challenges that are made to provide with meaning during the 
journey might lose their basis due to this. However, ritualization processes of 
strategy and misrecognition can be identified and act to stimulate meaning al-
though the narrative motivation is not constant. Since play inside the illusionistic 
world surrounds the fact that violence is supposed to be used, the dominative 
practice of shooting threshold guardians is seen as natural. Furthermore, the act of 
murder is the simplest way to establish dominance and is therefore strategically 
present in the construction process. 

 
Steven is critical to the violent nature of many games. He sees that there is rarely 
given any other choice and that the construction of the oppositional powers is 
there simply due to an easy development method. He explains in S, 6: 193-199 
that due to the limited options the player must agree with whatever legitimization 
discourse there exists. Although Steven is critical of the simplicity of violent solu-
tions, the reestablishment of legitimized violence in the game world is natural 
since one becomes emotionally attached to the hero. One can identify that the 
journey Jackie partakes in to avenge Jenny becomes empowered with a purpose 
that stems from the story elements in the creation process. The narrative appears 
to influence the meaning-making structure to legitimate use violence to solve a 
violent act in a dominant manner. By linking the hero to the story and imbue it 
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with the situational ritualization process, the legitimization process provides with 
purpose. The misrecognizing process is also evident in the excerpt since the 
shadow and the threshold guardians are made into characters that motivate the use 
of dominant opposition.  At the same time, Steven observes that there is never 
given any other possible solution to the scenarios which further implies a mis-
recognizing ritualization processes.  

 
When Steven is asked if he has considered any allegorical values in his experi-
ences of action as practice, he summarizes that the act of killing is the one thing 
that he sees as the most complex connection with purposeful play. He explains in 
quotation S, 10: 322-329 that murder is a horrible thing and that it is strange how 
it has become so deeply rooted within the franchise. Steven continues and says 
that the reason why violence has been such a large part of the construction of 
meaningful play comes from a programming perspective. The reinforcement of 
repetitive violence game play allows simpler means to establish legitimization 
processes within the game structure. Since violence is according to Steven the 
most effective game mechanism, it reflects that it is quick access to incorporating 
the player within the ritual practice. Empty violence, however, seems to be dis-
pleasing to Steven and he argues in passage S, 12: 426-431 that the inclusion of 
story elements redeems some of the crudeness with violent game mechanics. It 
appears, then, that giving the mechanic a sense of retribution provides with a more 
complex feeling when entering the ritualized space. Although ritualization strives 
towards subtle misrecognition and legitimized action, the strong story elements 
could be seen to make the player more aware of the obvious clash for dominance. 
However, Steven finds the inclusion of powerful motivators to immerse the player 
even further as the character will bond with the player on a more sophisticated 
emotional level. 

 
Steven tells that the story-related sections are often retold in the form of cut-
scenes where the player loses control and the information is automatically pre-
sented. He experiences them as less beneficial when attempting to create meaning 
inside the illusionistic world since player cannot decide the outcome. Actions that 
Jackie performs are not directly associated with what the player might have con-
sidered important. Steven explains in S, 6: 167-170 and S, 6: 173-176 that the 
disembodiment of player control when using cut scenes limits the immersion.  
Steven’s account indicates that he finds the interactive processes weaken during 
the programmed cut-scenes. Meaning can become disempowered since the player 
is not in control. If the practice inside the illusionistic world is the key to main-
taining meaning, the cut-scenes limit the chances that the meaning-making proc-
esses are continued. Furthermore, the purposefulness in the quest journey is also 
stalled since the meaning-making practice is controlled by the computer device.  

 
Steven tells that violence can express the same sense of disconnection from mean-
ing when there are no motivational factors behind practice. The imagination at 
play derives its meaning, seen in S, 7: 212-216, since purposefulness comes from 
a setting that manifests purpose. Without knowing why the battles are to be 
fought, the hero and player simultaneously lose meaning within that context. Ste-
ven points towards that the process of differentiation within the constructed world 
requires some sort of arena to be made purposeful. The villain, and simultane-
ously, the hero as well, become only tools that are used to perform the actions. 
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The ritualizing practices are left without a situational factor as well as a quest 
world connotation to why the opposition is constituted.  
 
Steven’s explanation of the construction of quests as meaningful play, he tells in 
S, 7:235-239 that their function is to lead the player from one stage to another but 
is not that effective. Steven thinks that the formula is derived from the way mov-
ies are made – moving from scene to scene with dialogue in between. Steven’s 
background with quest objectives highlights his experience he has concerning 
what he considers meaningless elements in the meaning-making process. The way 
that the quests are deployed to enhance significance throughout the journey inside 
the illusionistic world is not always successful. Steven tells that the journey inside 
the illusionistic world does not always produce the fluency he wishes for it to 
have. This is mostly, as seen in quote S, 7: 242-245, due to quick responses to 
one’s actions. The rapid feedback seems to not provide with valuable meaning 
since the minor quests are mostly used to motivate the player on superficial levels. 
The allegorical dimensions of wicked symbolism and purposeful adventure that 
quests can include are not present in Steven’s account and as such do not increase 
the meaning of play through allegories. Steven tells that games use basic motiva-
tional techniques, such as revenge or escape, that has potential but the issue is 
how the game at a whole is constructed. The alternatives are few and have limited 
variety, as seen in passage S, 8: 253-258. Consequences, Steven tells, could pro-
vide meaning to practice in the illusionistic world. If the meaning-making process 
is formed to create a scenario where the player can never make a “bad” decision 
and avoid a restart of the game, purposefulness increases. 
 
In quote S, 8: 263-266, Steven means that by constructing such structures when 
playing, play becomes meaningful since the player is aware that one cannot cor-
rect mistakes. Practice becomes valuable since the player is exposed to decisions 
that have purpose in the sense that it has an impact on what you can experience in 
the illusionistic world. Furthermore, allegorical imagery of good and evil are not 
easily applicable since they do not reflect importance when playing. He explains 
in quote S, 7: 219-225 that every option should have a consequence but that those 
should not be tied with any specific affinity. This is since that is not how reality 
works when making decisions. Those consequences would then provide the game 
space with an increased sense of meaning since the player has to think through 
their actions thoroughly. By adding extra weight to decision making and the way 
it shapes the illusionistic space, all practice within the space becomes relevant in 
creating a personal trajectory as well as infusing the setting with a sense of sig-
nificance and complexity.  
 
Instead of creating a scenario progression from A to B or with dialectic choices, 
Steven presents his vision of the construction process as an aquarium in quote S, 
8: 273-278. Within this metaphor he explains that the meaning-making process 
must be equipped with units that are typical to the illusionistic world. The player 
is allowed freely to explore these and discover the purpose with the units. Ste-
ven’s aquarium illustrates an illusionistic world where the search for meaning is 
freer than compared to the IPs that he has previously worked with. Although there 
are items within his vision of the meaning-making process, these are not imbued 
with allegorical dimensions but rather have a functional feature. The symbols in 
Steven’s account, the treasure, chat, and, the twig, provide with events that are 
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purposeful to the player but not mythologically connected as proposed by How-
ard.  

 
When asked how the construction of such a free world would motivate the user, 
Steven acknowledges the issues of the formula in excerpt S, 8: 280-284. Steven’s 
fish bowl illustrates a process where meaningful play is steered by a larger theme 
rather than small allegorical quests. The mythological connections to castles, dun-
geons or other forms of medieval imagery are less prominent in his account. A 
more functional aspect can be seen in his perception of meaning-making play. The 
illusionistic world is imbued with character-bound strands that motivate progres-
sion and purposeful play. The freedom that Steven illustrates in his vision of 
meaning should also be personal, where the individual’s approach to the illusion-
istic world could color the experience: 
 
Steven’s concept of a meaning-making structure where the individual has a great-
er influence on the illusionistic world shows a creation process that focuses on 
personal meaning. If the player can determine their own trajectory to motivate 
play, meaning is formed in the way they interpret and use the tools presented to 
them. Allegories and symbols as such turn into nodes that imply functionality 
inside the imaginative space rather than incumbent morals or themes. The loom-
ing sense of consequence through action forces the player to embrace a sense of 
significance when acting in the world where the player has multiple doorways to 
chose from when interacting with the world. 

 
 
 

4.2.2.3 Influences of the construction process: cultural aspects   
 
 
 

In terms of how Steven considers his experiences working at a Swedish game 
company, he sees a unique way that the company places itself on the market. He 
observes that their game construction focuses on the modification of genres. He 
thinks there is strong a macho culture visible in the violent games in American 
franchises. Steven believes that kind of culture expression might have affected 
their games although he considers them to make fun of the absurd macho stereo-
type. In quote S, 10: 334-336, he also notes that their games are made primarily 
for an American public, which adds to the macho stereotype.  
 
On the other hand the Japanese scene, Steven says, can be more strangely com-
posed and is not as influential as the American. He notes that in some of the ele-
ments of the construction process there is not always an awareness of the Ameri-
canization. When comparing games, some parts are left unnoticed during com-
parison with other game companies. In passage S, 10: 354-356, Steven shows that 
some of the Americanized can pass on unnoticed such as phrases. He muses that 
his generation has been affected by media, which in turn, his formed view of the 
illusionistic world content. Particularly, 80’s television seems to have formed is 
mentioned in quote S, 13: 465. 
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When Steven reflects about if there are specific factors that he experiences typical 
of their products, passages S, 13: 433-437 and S, 13: 446-451 illustrate that he 
identifies light and dark variables in the creation processes. Steven’s observation 
of the dark-light dialecticism shows that the interpretation of those attributes has 
been reversed. The common contrasts and dialectic opposites seems to be some-
thing that their meaning-making structures explores.  Steven thinks it has some-
what to do with the technology that had been used which had good resources for 
light rendition. Nevertheless, he considers their development of the light attributes 
to have been favorable since they have been altered from the common perspective. 
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5 Game analysis 

 
This section deals with a two-part analysis of the games that are included in the 

two cases6. Firstly, Mark’s experiences working with Battlfield Bad Company are 
analyzed, specifically the instances concerning the development of characters, the 
antagonist, and, the gold as the motivator. Secondly, Steven’s experiences with 
The Darkness are analyzed. Distinctively, the bombing of the orphanage, Jenny’s 
assassination, and, the encounter with The Darkness and Paulie are examined.  

 
 
 

5.1 Battlefield Bad Company   
 

 
DICE’s Battlefield Bad Company (2008) is a combat game that employs the func-
tionality from Mark’s recount and rests on highly developed game play. This sec-
tion analyses the highlighted sections from Mark’s narrative with special attention 
to the world structure, struggle between characters, and, motivation. 
 
 
 

5.1.1 “Bad Company” - The four squad members 
 
 
During the initial parts of the mission, the four squad members are travelling the 
Russian countryside and it allows conversation in-between gunfire. This intro-
duces the personality-based diversity of the four characters and their equal arche-
typal roles emerge: 
 
[Haggard] So new guy, I bet you’re wondering how three nice guys like us ended 
up in Bad Company, right? 
[Redford] I bet he won’t be wondering for long… 
[Sweetwater] Well Haggard got transferred here for blowing up the biggest … 
east of Paris. I myself accidentally uploaded a virus to the army’s secure network. 
And the serg’… well, why don’t you tell him yourself, serg’? 
[Redford] I made a deal: they cut my term short if I agreed to transfer here. 

                                                 
6 The following section includes information about the Battlefield: Bad Company and The Dark-
ness that will reveal crucial information about the story and progress within the game (also known 
as “spoilers”). 
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[Sweetwater] Only problem is that B Company has the highest mortality rate in 
the army. So the serg’ is really playing long odds. 
[Redford] For three more days, then I’m going fishing and you can have this war 
all to yourself. 
[Sweetwater] So we’ll pretty much be playing it safe. 
 
The four squad members are introduced in this section and are given space to de-
scribe their character. One should note that within the illusionistic game world, 
they are among the few individuals that are given characteristics. It is, therefore, 
noticeable that they are important to that context. Concerning their persona, one 
can identify that the four individuals take on different roles in terms of their per-
sonalities: it is, however, only Preston that does not overtly explain who he is. 
Compared to Mark’s analysis of player-avatar identification, it is visible that Pre-
ston is deliberately left more transparent put side by side with the other characters. 
From a player perspective it is understood from the game trajectory that they are 
protagonists and the world is constructed for them to explore. The world is there-
fore their ritualized space where they battle for dominance as soldiers for the 
American army.  
 
The characters inclusion in the war, however, is shown to be accepted at best. The 
Bad Company is, after all, a selection of outcasts that can redeem their mishaps in 
society by being cannon fodder. As seen in the above dialogue, then, the soldiers 
do not seem to care for the war they participate in. The macro-battle between 
American and Russian forces does not apply to their individual level but they are 
nonetheless agents in motion to become ritualized bodies to the American rituali-
zation process. War encompasses all of the elements of ritualization: an assault on 
Russian soil - a situational space – implies the easiest way to allow strategic ritu-
alization since war boils down to kill-or-be-killed status. The soldiers are bodies 
of both misrecognitional and redemptive ritualization as well since they automati-
cally aid in establishing American ritual dominance by their cooperation in the 
war.  
 
Archetype-wise, the characters fulfill different roles concerning persona but con-
clusively all are of the ally archetype. They aid Preston in his part of the mission 
and reveal no correlation with either mentors or “fathers” to the future herald. 
Rather, the squad seems to be held on an equal level in terms of roles. Indeed, 
Redford is the sergeant but he acts alongside Preston in an identical way during 
the story while the mentor archetype mostly delivers wisdom. As allies, the char-
acters function in the same manner: they advance as a group, shoot, heal, and, 
cover each other. It seems that it is mostly their personalities that separate them 
apart. Without them, the four soldiers would have been hard to tell apart except 
from physical differentiations. 
 
In this second excerpt, the squad illustrates conflicting feelings towards their 
movement within the game world. The soldiers show a circular reflective argu-
mentation where they boost their decisions by confirming each other. 
 
Moments later, the squad rendezvous atop a hill to get a view of their combat 
situation. On the crest of the hill they spot trucks and helicopters moving away 
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from their position. They know the mercenaries can carry gold and decide to 
scout the area. 
 
[Haggard] Look, they’re leaving! All of them! 
[Sweetwater] We actually did it! You think we’re gonna get that transfer? 
[Redford] I don’t know, but you’ve deserved it. 
[Haggard] Yeah right! Hey…check it out, down by those trucks. Those are mercs, 
right? 
[Redford] Looks like it. 
[Haggard] Shouldn’t we try to stop them? You know, ask some questions, 
maybe…search ‘em? 
[Redford] Our orders are to secure the area, so…I guess. 
[Sweetwater] What?! No hang on, what happened to not taking any chances? 
How about playing safe? These guys could be dangerous, we’re going home to-
morrow, remember?  
[Redford] This will only take a minute. 
 
In this passage, one can identify the argumentation techniques Mark approaches in 
his narrative. The squad appears to disregard military duties and rather search for 
consent within their own group. It appears to be clear to the characters themselves 
that their plans are not according to standard routine and thus start looking for 
acceptance to their own behavior. By allowing their arguments to flow between 
them the different opinions – Haggard’s eagerness to inspect and Sweetwater’s 
unwillingness – are considered between the characters. If one would, then, assume 
Mark’s perspective, the characters would then embody different parts of the inner 
struggle that exists within the silent Preston. Since Preston is kept in the back 
ground he allows both the player to assume him as avatar more easily (as argued 
by Mark). Furthermore, since Preston is the hero, he is the one what completes all 
the missions by fulfilling the most crucial actions. Therefore, Preston enacts all of 
the group’s wishes. This, as a result, can be seen as Mark argues a reflection of 
the group being composed as one unit. The three more prominent squad members 
portray feelings while Preston acts practically. 
 
Continuing on this perspective one will see a difference in their ritual practice. 
They start to approach a differentiation process when the troops starts to become a 
single ritualized body and disobey orders. By adjusting their points-of-view to a 
new synchronized trajectory, they unite and start to claim dominance within the 
ritualized space. As the story goes, the squad goes rogue in pursuit of the gold 
which marks them as in between the American and Russian struggle for ritual 
dominance. This implies that the newly developed differentiation technique pro-
pels the heroes since they know they will be autonomic when finding the gold. In 
other words, since Bad Company chooses to explore unauthorized space during a 
mission, they break of from the American ritualization process and start their own 
chase for dominance. This process of finding their own ritual dominance, or 
rather, to escape from their current, starts at this moment where they bend their 
mission rules to their advantage.  
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5.1.2 The Legionnaire: the shadow 
 
 
In the following section, the soldiers encounter their first mercenary who estab-
lishes a visage for antagonism. Previously, the Russian forces have been “face-
less” in the means that there has not been any reflection considering them as indi-
viduals. The unraveling of mercenary forces, however, establishes true threshold 
guardians that terrify the protagonists. The shadow is exposed at this point in 
terms of a myth about the Legionnaire by using his symbol, and, there are envi-
ronmental changes in his proximity. There are also hints towards the herald since 
the Legionnaire is the one guarding it in the form of gold. 
 
After an assault on a Russian settlement, Sweetwater goes missing but then calls 
out to the others to join him inside a destroyed building. 
 
[Redford] Sweetwater?! 
[Sweetwater] I’m over here, Serg’! And I think you’d all better get in here. 
[Redford] Boy this better be good! 
[Sweetwater] Damn smoke! 
[Haggard] You haven’t gone and hurt yourself have you? If they ship you home as 
well, I’ll be alone with the new guy! 
[Sweetwater] Come here, take a look at this! 
 
The four soldiers approach a corpse of a fallen soldier. 
 
[Preston] He’s not Russian? 
[Sweetwater] Nope, we got ourselves a mercenary. One of the Legionnaire’s no 
less. 
[Haggard] Whoa, the Legionnaire? I thought that was just a spook story? 
[Sweetwater] Nah, he’s real. Got his own damn army - some say the deadliest in 
the world. Now look at this. 
 
Sweetwater bends down and inspects the mercenary up close and reads a text. 
 
[Sweetwater] “Acta non verba” …that’s the Legionnaire’s motto. It’s Latin and 
means “action not words.” 
[Haggard] Hang on! I was at the Taco Emporium and I’ll think you can find that 
Spanish. 
[Redford] Oh just shut up! Your motto should be “verba non acta” ‘cus you never 
shut the hell up! Let’s get out of here! 
[Sweetwater] You should listen, serg’! Knowledge is power! For example, rumor 
says he always pays in gold bars. 
 
Everyone stops and Haggard rushes back to the corpse. 
 
[Haggard] I’ll just check…uh, for a pulse in his pockets. Well slap me hard and 
call me Eldorado! 
[Sweetwater] Ok, Eldorado, let’s have a look. 
[Haggard] Whoa, whoa! Finder’s takers, that’s the rules! 
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Haggard retrieves a gold piece from the mercenary’s pocket. Sweetwater and 
Haggard struggle for a bit until Redford confiscates the gold. Meanwhile, Preston 
narrates the situation. 
 
[Preston] So, that’s how it started. We found this little piece of gold. To people 
with less moral fiber, that might have posed a problem. But, we’re all men of duty. 
So when the sergeant said the gold belonged to the army, we all agreed and got 
back to work. 
 
 
 
The encounter with a mercenary, the Legionnaire’s emblem, and, the gold signi-
fies the first major motivational element in the illusionistic game world: the mer-
cenary and the knowledge of the Legionnaire provide with faces to the threshold 
guardians and shadow; the gold becomes the first hint towards a herald. In other 
words, this scene illustrates the first sense of these archetypes.   
 

 
 

Note: Picture courtesy of www.playstationlifestyle.net. 
 
 
The Legionnaire’s motto as seen in the above picture – acta non verba – signifies 
a ritualized practice within the ritualized space he controls. That space is within 
Serdaristan where the Legionnaire holds unmatched fire power that he is willing 
to use when protecting his interests. His motto, then, illustrates the ritualized 
dominance that he uses since the symbol includes the Legionnaire ritual practice: 
he does use words to gain his dominance but rather uses violence and war strate-
gies to assume command. This is later seen in how he craves gold from Serdaris-
tan’s president when threatening to assassinate him. Furthermore, the way that the 
Legionnaire uses violence to secure his ritual dominance reveals that the ritual 
arena itself is only accessed when using violence. Words are of no use in a clash 
between oppositional dominant forces, such as the one seen between Bad Com-
pany and the Legionnaire. There is never a question of attempting to diplomati-
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cally solve Bad Company’s intrusion upon Serdaristan soil nor is the Legionnaire 
willing to discuss the president’s dept. This illustrates how a common ritualized 
practice is used, and that the action never is questioned. Violence becomes legiti-
mized and naturally used when pressing onwards in that situation. Indeed, war 
equals violence in any context and it is the sole purpose of the phenomenon. 
However, the way that the Legionnaire has a firm grip around the situation – as 
well as being the shadow within the story which signals that he is to be stopped – 
there could be more solutions to the issue but non are constructed. One should 
also note that the nature of the game itself is supposed to be violent that that is 
something one cannot deny. Yet, it is still relevant to investigate how the dis-
course is evolved around naturalized violence.  
 
Furthermore, the construction of the ritualized space serves a special function by 
holding extra-natural circumstances. It is foremost visible with legend he has built 
a around himself. The Bad Company soldiers do not see the Legionnaire until 
later in the game and build their vision of him on the gold bars and stories. Due to 
the Legionnaire’s myth status –or a spook story as the squad claims - it is never 
questioned why he pays his associates with gold bars (which is a rather mythical 
act itself). It becomes visible that the Legionnaire acts as an independing symbol 
for glorified war. Since Serdaristan is a fictional country and the characters fight a 
faceless super villain, it is equally natural that the overtly violent practice be-
comes natural and that they will find a large collection of gold bars. It is mani-
fested with rules that make war logical, which as Mark claims, is acceptable 
within the video game genre. War itself in the actual world is not like it seen in 
video and computer games. By constructing a myth-based formula in a realistic 
context, the enclosed ritualized space is stabilized when these rules apply.  
 
 
In the last chapter of the game, the soldiers have localized the gold among the 
unfinished buildings of a place called Sadiz. The scene presents a desert landscape 
with steel skeletons showing the remains of the would-to-be city. In the following 
picture one can see how the player controls a tank between houses without walls 
and a gloomy burning sky looms overhead.  
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Note: Picture courtesy of www.supercheats.com. 
 
 
The scenery uses several symbols that comply with the hero’s journey: the ap-
proach to the innermost cave is the most clear since the player experiences a vis-
ual change when coming closer to the Legionnaire and the gold. The more sinister 
landscape reflects that the player has entered the true enemy’s territory in means 
of proximity. Symbols connected to height or depth are not used here but other 
visual units help with constructing an image that relates to the barrenness of a 
cave. Earlier instances of the game show green vegetation (see pictures in analysis 
4.2.1.3) while this scene is stripped of the living except dried up bushes. In the 
next picture oil towers lit on fire which can appear as an allegory for infernal 
flames.  
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Note: Picture courtesy of www.supercheats.com. 
. 

 
 
The transmission from vegetal life to death can be identified as a symbolic change 
that occurs on land. It could, of course, be a simple change in environment, but 
the correlation to that the player comes closer to the herald and shadow signifies 
that the change is symbolically synchronized. Since open war is less likely to be 
held in a cavern complex (since it would be too enclosed) the landscape changes 
instead to aspires a realistic feeling but with the symbolical connotations intact. 
Rock and sand along with oil and fire draws parallels with demonic imagery and 
the classical symbolism of evils in hell.   
 
The illusionistic space as such changes much like the real world does in terms of 
geographical differences. What makes it unique to the practice within the illusion-
istic world is that it alters according to the trajectory of the story. Much like the 
hero’s journey, the starting point is one of a green and lush landscape and the 
closer the hero comes to the shadow the more malevolent the world becomes. 
Since Battlefield Bad Company (2008) uses realistic imagery it uses the most na-
ture-based symbols possible to still apply classical imagery. This allows the illu-
sionistic world to maintain intact from both invading autistic and realistic tenden-
cies since the game world is on the border between make-belief and realism. All 
imagery is located in the real world but is used in such a way that it follows the 
illusionistic plot side by side with the characters progression. It is also autistic 
enough to become unreal so that the practice within the world is recognized as 
fiction..  
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5.1.3 The Gold as the herald 
 
 
In this section, the soldiers search for more evidence of the Legionnaire’s gold. 
The herald will be more clearly developed as a motivational factor that forces the 
characters to enter a hostile quest space. 
 
The soldiers approach an enemy compound and find mercenaries. After the squad 
eliminates the mercenaries and secure the area two trucks drive away. The sol-
diers search the fallen bodies.  
 
[Sweetwater] They are dead all right. Come on, Haggard, can we get back to the 
others now? 
[Haggard] Nothing! Not even a nugget! 
[Preston] Where are they going so fast? 
 
Preston indicates the trucks that speed off and from the last one drops a large 
gold bar. The four soldiers look at each other and they board a truck to pursuit. 
After a while, they seem to have lost track of the two trucks but atop another hill 
they look out over a scene where a line of watch towers are trailed by a high 
fence. The trucks are visible behind the fence. 
 
[Preston] Those are the trucks. 
[Sweetwater] I told you it was a short cut. 
[Redford] They’re crossing the border now, we can’t follow them any fur-
ther….where’d Haggard go? 
 
Haggard is seen running down the hill towards the border with his gun flailing 
about him. Shots are released towards him but he keeps on running. 
 
[Haggard] There’s gold in ‘dem darn hills! 
[Redford] Shit! That’s a neutral zone! Haggard! Fall back! 
[Sweetwater] He can’t hear you, serg’. If he could he wouldn’t listen. 
[Redford] I hate so say this, we have to go and get him back. 
[Sweetwater] Do we…do we really have to go and get him back, I mean…have 
to? 
[Redford] Move out. 
 
 
The characters enter the neutral country called Serdaristan due to Haggard’s lust 
for gold. Redford takes the decision as sergeant to follow him and the rest of 
group follows which ends in violating the country’s borders. Haggard’s acting in 
this scene becomes quite different if one continues reasoning with Mark’s argu-
ment of the group acting as one. Then Haggard’s trespassing would become a 
reflection of the group’s will to chase the gold but only one part is willing to test 
the boundaries. As seen, Haggard challenges the safety of returning home and the 
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rest follows him to his rescue – or perhaps – gathered the courage to make the 
leap once they saw that he made it.  
 

 
 

Note: Pictures courtesy of www.gamespot.com. 
 
 
It appears that rescuing Hagard and at the same time finding the gold are great 
motivators. The gold motivates the player and the soldiers to enter the space al-
though it houses the world’s deadliest army. In terms of the game’s progression, 
the breach into Serdaristan acts as the entry into the “real” illusionistic quest 
world. This is seen in how it is where the most central aspects of the hero’s jour-
ney are located: the shadow (Legionnaire) and more importantly the herald (gold). 
War is the macro illusionistic space and in search for the boon the squad enters 
this detailed micro-space. This is visible in the change of scenery (see above 
which shows Russian versus Serdaristan soil) and the cluster of events that are out 
of the ordinary compared to their original mission. 
 
 It becomes possible to identify an illusionistic wall at this time within the game 
since crossing the border does not only signify entering the neutral country but 
also a secluded illusionistic space. The transition from a majority of green fields 
and blue sky to grey-brown tundra acts to emphasize this entry. One can also draw 
parallels to stage five in the hero’s journey – crossing the first threshold – since 
the heroes must follow their companion into unknown territory. The surreal events 
– such as heaps of gold and super-villans – exist only here since this is the only 
place such a thing might take place. Their quest is therefore properly engaged at 
this point since they will need to complete their task to master the quest space to 
be successful. This includes vanquishing the shadow and gaining the boon, but 
also to accept their peculiar circumstance to make it out alive.  
 
In the last chapter, at the ruin city of Sadiz, the soldiers find the warehouse with 
the gold. High stacks of gold bars fill the room but they are interrupted by more 
fire fighting and the final encounter with the Legionnaire begins. The Legion-
naire, who sits in a helicopter, is shot down and the soldiers victoriously return to 
the bounty. Stages seven, eight, nine, and, ten of the hero’s journey are developed.  
 
 
[Preston] So…it wasn’t a spook story. 
[Haggard] Oh no, look at it…you…please! It…it’s true. Tons of gold! 
[Sweetwater] My thoughts exactly. 
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[Redford] Well I be damned. 
 
[Preston] I really didn’t wanna ruin the moment, but we had no idea how we were 
gonna get the gold outta there. And the bad guys was still…you know, alive and 
kicking.  
 
After shooting down the Legionnaire’s helicopter, the squad returns to the ware-
house. 
 
[Sweetwater] Hey guys, anyone actually thought how we’re gonna get the gold 
outta here? 
[Haggard] There you go again! Negative, negative, negative! 
[Sweetwater] Do you have any idea how heavy it’s gonna be? 
[Haggard] We’re gonna be the richest GI’s in the world. Can’t you just smell the 
coffee and be happy about that? 
[Redford] Shut it, Haggard. 
 
The soldiers find the American army in progress of transporting the gold into 
their trucks. 
 
[Sweetwater] I guess it was too good to be true. 
[Haggard] Look what your negative thoughts brung us! 
[Sweetwater] So this is all my fault? 
[Redford] Doesn’t matter, we blew it. Let’s just get outta here before they spot us. 
 
The four soldiers turn around and try to casually walk away but are interrupted 
by one of the American soldiers. 
 
[Soldier] Soldiers! What are you waiting for?! 
[Sweetwater] Eh…sir! We’re a group of…highly…eh…invented… 
 
Preston takes a step forward and salutes the soldier. The others follow him. 
 
[Preston] The area is secure, sir. 
[Redford] Just awaiting new orders, sir! 
[Soldier] Take that truck and follow the convoy. 
[Sweetwater] Eh…that truck, sir? 
[Soldier] Yeah, that truck full of…scrap metal. Move out! 
[All] Sir, yes sir! 
 
The scene changes and a truck is seen driving along a desert road framed by oil 
towers. It abruptly takes off in a different direction after a while. 
 
[Preston] Wars are fought for any number of reasons. Sometimes, if the ones they 
give you weren’t good enough, you find your own. And, maybe, if lucky, you get 
out in one piece. But in the end, I guess it’s really about the guys next to you. 
 
 
In rapid progression stages seven, eight, nine, and, ten of the hero’s journey take 
place. Stage seven, the approach to innermost cave becomes real to the player 
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since both the environment and the story-related antagonists are more densely 
distributed. Stage eight, the ordeal, follows a classical clash with the shadow, here 
seen in the final battle with the Legionnaire. Stage nine, the reward, is given a 
twist where the story first appears to show that the soldiers will not get the gold. 
But then, the twist occurs and the soldiers have the opportunity to steal the gold 
not from only the Legionnaire but also the American army. The last cut-scene 
shows stage ten, the road back, where the soldiers take off with the herald.  
 
The final events reveal a transformation in the core story. It is after having entered 
the secluded illusionistic space that the squad openly becomes what Mark calls 
“anti-heroic”. This is primarily isolated in their abandonment of the dominant 
American ritualization processes to differentiate themselves from it. Stage nine of 
the hero’s journey stands as a clear example to this where the heroes actively hal-
ters American interests to their own benefit. As Mark claims, it is not the hero 
who makes the war but the other way around, and it is seen here that the soldiers 
take any chances they will get to disband the former allegiance. This combination 
of controlling protagonists that have egoistic – or as Mark called “realistic” - 
characteristics constructs personas that are understood as the winning side but also 
are given a crude realistic touch.  
 
In sum, the events accumulate into a plot that allows the quest to remain practical 
yet also incredible. When the soldiers enter Serdaristan, the extraordinary qualities 
of the quest are introduced in such a manner that it allows room for both Mark’s 
realism and the remarkable traits of the illusionistic world. The gold could be seen 
as an illusionistic object and the quest herald, but in this case since the hero has 
less of an owned object with supernatural qualities, instead a pursuit of a material-
istic item. This could reflect the realistic nature of the illusionistic world itself. 
That is, although the game depicts highly realistic imagery and practice, the ab-
surd circumstances aids in making the plot plausible. Since the micro space is 
primarily based on fictional enactment the events are legitimized due to their fine 
balance between realistic and heroic. That four “cannon fodder” soldiers invade a 
country, defeat a war mastermind, and, get a way with gold bricks is highly im-
plausible – but it could happen, and it is presented in such a way that it could. 
This is what makes the transition between the amazing and practical reality work.  
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5.2 The Darkness   
 
 
In this section, an analysis is performed on three events from the game The Dark-
ness (2007) according to their relevance in the Steven’s case: the bombing of St. 
Mary’s orphanage, Jenny’s assassination, and, the battle with The Darkness and 
Uncle Paulie. Each event is described with dialogue and descriptions of the event 
in detail.  
 
 

5.2.1 The bombing of St. Mary’s orphanage 
 
Jackie disobeys Paulie and is set on discovering the reasons behind the recent 
events. To demotivate and hurt Jackie, Paulie bombs Jackie’s childhood orphan-
age home. Jackie, Paulie, and, Eddie Strote have their archetypes established and 
the orphanage is revealed as a motivational space.  
 
Jackie receives a call from Uncle Paulie where he threateningly explains the 
situation and what he has done to gain his revenge on Jackie.7 
 
[Uncle Paulie] You fucking maggot! Anyone hurts Paulie Francetti and I hurt ‘em 
twice as bad in return. Three times as bad! ‘Cus I decide how this city works, you 
hear me? I hope you took a good look at the sky today, ‘cus it’s the lamest mo-
ment of peace you will ever have. Very short and very miserable in your pointless 
fucking existence. Think of happy thoughts, think of the people you love, think of 
St. Mary’s orphanage, fucking imbecile children and the bomb that blew their 
retard brains to pieces. They’re all dead, Jackie. And I want you to think of me 
and remember: this was all your fault! 
 
Jackie is paged by Jenny. He calls her: 
 
[Jenny] Jackie, did you hear on the news about St. Mary’s orphanage? Oh God, it 
is so horrible, that was our home, Jackie! 
[Jackie] Yeah…I don’t know what to do or feel about it. All I know is that it’s evil. 
Where are you? 
[Jenny] I’m at home but I’m on my way there right now so I can see if there’s 
anything I can do to help. Jimmy’s picking me up. Can we meet at Fulton street at 
the exit to the orphanage? Just take the train from Canal and you’ll be at Fulton 
in a minute. 
[Jackie] I’ll be there as soon as I can. 
 
Jackie and Jenny talk after seeing a news broadcast about the explosion. The 
chief of the police, Eddie Strote, claims it was a gas leak as the broadcast is inter-
rupted by another blast. 
 

                                                 
7 Strong language occurs in this section and is left uncensored to ensure that the presented data 
reflects the case truthfully. 
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[Jenny] Oh my God, Jackie, this is so awful! No ones heard from Sister Mary. The 
police said it was some kind of gas explosion.  
[Jackie] Our Sister Mary? Jesus…what about the kids? 
[Jenny] Two or three died. One of the firemen said some have severe burns.  
 
In this segment, the characters archetypes are developed further by infusing their 
personas with motivation from the events at the orphanage. Most clear are the 
roles of Uncle Paulie as the shadow, Eddie Strote as a threshold guardian, Jackie 
as the hero. The event functions as the initiative catalyst for Jackie’s quest to kill 
Paulie. As Howard notes, it provides with an opportunity where the story-related 
motivation is turned into practical action since Jackie is provoked to attack Paulie.  
 
To begin with, the incident itself requires further analyze. This section can be 
identified within the game’s illusionistic world as the “call to adventure” seen in 
the hero’s journey since it acts as one of the primary catalysts for Jackie’ revenge 
against Uncle Paulie. The explosion at the orphanage forces Jackie to react and 
find Uncle Paulie. Moreover, the orphanage opens up a potential part of the macro 
world where micro events will be unfolded. (More on this in the next part of the 
analysis: Jenny’s assassination.) One can at this point see that the orphanage and 
the attack trigger strong feelings within both Jackie and Jenny. The place, there-
fore, is a node that connected personal feelings and motives within the two char-
acters. As such, the orphanage stands out among other buildings both in relevance 
to Jackie and Jenny but also in means of the quest progress. The building becomes 
vital to their existence since they stop up with whatever they are doing to investi-
gate the incident. Moreover, the building has a symbolic value to the characters 
due to their upbringing at the place and that Sister Mary has acted as their matron 
mother. Furthermore, the orphanage also provides with strategic, misrecognitia-
tive, and, redemptive hegemonic ritualization since the building activates strong 
feelings within the characters but also a reason to suppress Paulie’s ruthless be-
havior. The bombing provides with strong legitimization to release a counter-
attack.The orphanage, in sum, is turned into a situational macro space that moti-
vates Jackie to continue with his progress to hunt down Paulie.  
 
Concerning character development, the first character that is firmly established is 
Uncle Paulie. It is visible in the excerpt from his dialogue with Jackie that his in-
tention was to hurt Jackie when bombing the building. Paulie is displeased at such 
a level where he both injures Jackie and blames him for making Paulie having to 
set off the bomb. At that point, Paulie presents his ruthless and “evil” role as the 
shadow archetype as noted by both Steven and Jackie. This evilness establishes 
Paulie’s role in the game as a stereotypical catalyst for the hero’s journey in 
means of acting as an anti-thesis to Jackie as the protagonist by opposing him. 
This challenge to Jackie’s ritual development as an ritualized agent proves to em-
power the ritualized war that exists between the two forces. Paulie, obviously set 
on killing Jackie, fears for his dominance and applies violent ritual practice to 
suppress Jackie’s attempts to gain ritual mastery. By doing this, Jackie must react 
within the situational space where violence is the key action to counter Paulie’s 
attempts to unarm Jackie.  
 
Eddie Strote, the chief of the police, is introduced more openly at this point in the 
story. His role is rather small compared to the impact Uncle Paulie’s actions have 
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on Jackie and Jenny’s lives. However, he plays a vital part since he becomes the 
primary threshold guardian. Eddie’s role as the chief of the police implies that the 
supports Uncle Paulie’s illegal actions and positions the law force at Paulie’s side. 
Therefore, he becomes Paulie’s henchman and most prominent threshold guardian 
compared to the character-less cannon fodder that Jackie defeats in hundreds dur-
ing his missions.  
 
Jackie’s role as the hero is visible from the beginning of the game due to the sim-
ple fact that the player is controlling him. Yet at this point in the story, Jackie is 
given more emotional and motivational units that symbolize him as the protago-
nist and enemy to the shadow. As the hero, Jackie must act in both a symbolical 
and practical manner to defeat Paulie: Jackie enters Paulie’s domain to challenge 
his evil ways (that are in contrast to Jackie’s) on a larger scale of dominance but 
also on a minor, personal, level where Jackie’s feelings are involved. It is impor-
tant to note that Steven’s observations concerning Paulie and Jackie are that both 
are gruesome but that Jackie is less so compared to Paulie. One can see that this 
construction becomes highlighted when placing the two characters beside each 
other. Jackie is, after all, set on killing Paulie and thus committing the same mur-
derous act that Paulie did. However, since Jackie is given more empathetic quali-
ties than Paulie as well as the point-of-view of the protagonist he becomes more 
“good”. Steven’s argument that characters should not become black and white in 
their personas can be seen here by their resemblance. Although Jackie and Paulie 
are mobsters and actively perform illegal actions they still are withhold as human 
with sensitive sides, especially Jackie. 
 
 
 

5.2.2 Jenny’s assassination 
 
 
Following Paulie’s bombing, Jackie visits the orphanage and searches the crum-
bling building. After having relived past memories at The Darkness’ gloating and 
finding his way to the still unscathed parts of the building, Jackie is forced to wit-
ness a scene where Uncle Paulie and Eddie Shrote deliberately assaults Jenny and 
eventually shoot her to death. At this point in the story, The Darkness has its ar-
chetype developed and manifested. Jackie is given more motivational factors and 
an allegorical trajectory from the normal illusionistic quest world into a more au-
tistic micro version. Within this world, Jackie is also equipped with supernatural 
items that will aid in his battle with the new The Darkness.  
 
 
[The Darkness] Learn that you are my puppet! Now watch this! 
 
Jackie is restrained by The Darkness and sees through a glass how Uncle Paulie 
and Eddie have Jenny tied up with a rope. 
 
[Jenny] Dick! Jackie was so right about you! 
[Paulie] You shut up you dumb broad, you’re giving me a fucking head ache! 
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[Eddie] This was your idea, Francetti. If it was up to me I would’ve blown her 
brains out already. 
[Paulie] Well it’s not. 
[Jenny] Fuck you! Why are you doing this? 
[Eddie] Maybe you should ask your boyfriend when he gets here? 
[Jenny] Jackie? Why, haven’t you fucked him over enough? 
[Paulie] Shut you fucking mouth! Bitch! 
 
Paulie hits Jeny with his gun and she collapses. Jackie is restrained harder by 
The Darkness’ tentacles. 
 
[The Darkness] Be still and watch. 
[Jenny] Ok…Please don’t kill me…No! 
[Eddie] Damn it! 
 
Paulie puts his gun against Jenny’s head but she pushes him away. Eddie strikes 
Jenny and she falls to the floor. Jackie tries to break loose from the grapple but is 
only noticed by Eddie. 
 
[The Darkness] Your flesh is mine. Your will is mine. 
[Eddie] Well, well, well, just in time. I heard you and your girlfriend grew up 
here, Estacado. What a shit hole. 
[Paulie] My fucking nose! 
[Eddie] And now the place looks like it was hit by a bomb. 
 
Paulie pulls Jenny to her feet. 
 
[Paulie] Get up! 
[Eddie] Oh what’s the matter? Don’t know your ass from your elbow with all that 
demon shit? 
[Paulie] You know why we are here? ‘Cus you hurt me, Jackie. I took you in for 
my own! I trusted you! So now all this blood is on your hands. 
[Jenny] Jackie, what’s going on? Get me outta here! 
[Paulie] Aah, shut the fuck up! You see a happy ending here, Jackie? You figure 
you have something to bargain with me so that I don’t blow her fucking brains out 
outta her fucking nose? ‘Cus the way I see it: you got nothing! 
[Eddie] It just gets bigger and bigger, doesn’t it Jackie-boy? We hurt you, you 
hurt us. Like some fucking game we’re playing here. You cause me a lot of trou-
ble, boy.  
[The Darkness] She’s mine. 
[Paulie] You were my blood, Jackie. I loved you like a son. And you took from me. 
You stole my respect and you stole my trust. And when blood takes from blood, 
someone always pays. So now, I take from you, Jackie! 
 
Paulie pushes Jenny up to the window with his gun at her neck. Jackie is on the 
other side of the glass and he pummels the glass with his fists but is held watch-
ing) 
 
[Jenny] Jackie, this is not your fault. 
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Paulie pulls the trigger and executes Jenny in front of Jackie’s eyes. Paulie points 
the gun at Jackie but The Darkness breaks the glass, sending Paulie and Eddie 
running. Jackie is released from the grip and he approaches Jenny’s body. 
 
[The Darkness] What did they do to Jenny? (Mocking) She was a burden, this is 
freedom. 
 
Jackie picks up a gun and heads to a nearby mirror. He places the gun to his 
head. 
 
[The Darkness] What are you doing? No Jackie! This is not your time! No cannot! 
Must not! 
 
Jackie wakes up in a trench. A grey landscape is visible and the sky is orange. A 
pointed-helmeted German soldier executes three English-speaking soldiers. 
Jackie finds some weapons and kills the executioner and enters the scenery. 
 
[The Darkness] You wronged me, Jackie. You betrayed my gift. You should not be 
here. Hell has no form. It bends to my will. This is my dream of you. 
 
Jackie pushes his way through the battlefield and glimpses of a dark castle are 
visible in the horizon. Jackie finds a human settlement composed of British sol-
diers and a path to a village. They reveal that the German soldiers do not die but 
stand up after being shot. There he finds his great great grandfather, Anthony 
Estacado, who tells him that it was he who is responsible for The Darkness. It has 
since been passed through the family. He tells Jackie there is a way to control it – 
two specially forged weapons. Jackie exits the village and follows a long dark 
path lined with gnarled black trees. Mad German soldiers attack Jackie until he 
finds a crucified human – Death – who is hung up-side-down. 
 
[Death] Do you know the word of hope? 
[Jackie] Jenny. 
[Death] Use these weapons wisely…or The Darkness will consume your soul. 
 
Jackie finds the Darkness Guns and then returns to Anthony who tells that there is 
a heavily guarded large canon outside the castle. To reach it, Jackie travels 
through sewers and catacombs. Once through, he finds a gargantuan iron train 
upon which the cannon is mounted. Jackie climbs it and jumps into the control 
room. When Jackie starts operating the train, he fades out and re-awakes in New 
York inside a subway train and is thrown out on a platform.  
 
[The Darkness] I have fixed your broken head ball. You have passed my test. No 
more dreaming.  
 
 
This section includes the second and, according to Steven, one of the most power-
ful motivators to Jackie and the game. During the scene where Paulie and Eddie 
assault and eventually kill Jenny, these three characters have their archetypes ul-
timately established. Paulie as the shadow becomes clearer since he goes to such 
lengths as to take away Jackie’s love. Eddie aids Paulie in the act but is kept in the 
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background, showing his role as a threshold guardian (compared to a shadow that 
would have a more prominent role). Jenny is turned into a true herald since she is 
turned into something Jackie never can attain: a unit of spiritual and motivation 
value beyond mundane levels. As the ultimate boon, Jenny becomes a spiritual 
symbol for Jackie’s revenge and the final catalyst to legitimate his violent actions. 
 
The Darkness traverses several achetypes at this point: it begins with acting as the 
mentor, aiding Jackie and giving him supernatural powers in his battles with Un-
cle Paulie’s threshold guardians. Later on, The Darkness reveals its momentarily 
role as a shape shifter since it transforms from the mentor into a shadow. This 
shift occurs when The Darkness halters Jackie from stopping Uncle Paulie and 
Eddie when hurting Jenny. One can see how The Darkness reveals its true ambi-
tions when it shows its obvious glee when suppressing Jackie’s anger and proving 
its dominance over him. Since The Darkness seems to enjoy making Jackie realize 
that it has control over him and to further make Jackie hate Paulie, one can iden-
tify that The Darkness wishes to hurt Jackie as bad as Paulie does. Therefore, it is 
not simply a shadow due to its dark affinity but due to its malignant nature.  
 

 
 

Note: Picture courtesy of www.gamespot.com. 
 
 
The scene where Paulie and Strote kills Jenny manifests the final legitimating 
ritualization unit. By purposefully killing Jenny, Jackie is hurt on such a deep 
level that his vista only includes gaining revenge. Jackie’s own violence gain fur-
ther legitimating to use the redemptive hegemonic action that is standard in 
Paulie’s domain. Violence, as the key practice, is both enforced further by Jenny’s 
assassination since Jackie must use Paulie’s own methods against him to suppress 
him in his ritualized space. Furthermore, when Jackie gains the Darkness Guns, 
these items misrecognitionally implies that he is supposed to use them not only 
against The Darkness but also against Paulie and his threshold guardians. As 
noted by Steven, Jackie is given the guns and only one solution: to use them to 
solve his predicament.  
 
Correlating to The Darkness’ reveal as a shadow and Jackie commits suicide; 
Jackie is drawn into what is known as the Otherworld. The Otherworld is a sepa-
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rate dimension The Darkness claims as its own. The Otherworld is the first alle-
gorical micro-space that Jackie enters. This step into an alien world draws the 
thoughts to step five in the hero’s journey – crossing the first threshold – due to its 
obvious environmental change. Upon his arrival, Jackie finds himself beneath a 
hazy orange sky with scorched earth below him. Dark colors spread in all direc-
tions and in the far distant one can make out the shape of a tall and brooding 
building. Across the land and in the way of Jackie’s movement are undead Nazi 
soldiers, reanimated and highly hostile. The Darkness narrates the player during 
the journey throughout desolated villages and bunkers. A castle comes into view 
and it comes to Jackie’s knowledge that it is the place where The Darkness re-
sides. 
 
Jackie’s trajectory within the Otherworld illustrates a miniature version of the 
hero’s journey: he is placed within a supernatural space where he must overcome 
malignant enemies to once again return to his normal home. On his path to his 
escape are a set of events that provides him with the heralds common to the quest: 
knowledge and sacred items. Firstly, Jackie gains the knowledge of The Dark-
ness’ forceful dominance of the fallen souls and its abode within the hellish do-
main. Secondly, Jackie gains two unholy items that will aid in his battle with both 
Paulie and The Darkness. When exiting the world Jackie rides the train, a massive 
vessel of The Darkness and the Otherworld, which forcefully drives Jackie back 
into his normal environment. Therefore, one can visualize this emergence as a 
dark birth.  
 
The Otherworld is a living image of a sinister deity: the Otherworld is an aspect of 
the game where an autistic world takes form. It is the source of the supernatural 
events that take place within the illusionistic quest world. It is therefore alien New 
York due to its embroidered mystical features. The Darkness as both Jackie’s pro-
tector and master displays its true power and dark command when it wants Jackie 
to be tested inside his “dream”. The following picture shows a scene from the 
Otherworld where Jackie’s guns are visible, the two Darkness’ tentacles on the 
sides, one of the whispers The Darkness occasionally says, and most importantly, 
the grim landscape. 
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Note: Picture courtesy of www.gamespot.com. 

 
 
The clearest symbol is the immediate surroundings and the ways that it reflects 
The Darkness’ spirit. All colors are related to the darker spectrum of the rainbow: 
black, orange, red, and, iron are used to show a demonic connotation. The color 
spectrum draws parallels to a volcano or an inferno. As such, the shadow is given 
aesthetics that exceed the moody imagery that symbolize Uncle Paulie. New 
York’s cityscape is a shady environment filled with murder and deceit but the 
Otherworld displays unholy affinities. Furthermore, although the mafia is the im-
minent perpetrators within Jackie’s vision, The Darkness is the source for his in-
ner demonic actions. The Darkness and all that it stands for could be an indication 
of Jackie’s inner evolution: the mafia and his corporeal self are manifested in the 
city while his plunge into the demonic depths when succumbing to his family 
curse is reflected in his passage within the Otherworld. 
 
The undead legions and ghosts within the Otherworld further enhance the de-
monic symbolism. The undead acts as the threshold guardians are visibly sinister 
in their depiction as rotting carcasses. Moreover, their equipment carries further 
symbolism: their armor – especially the metal helmet with a sharp point atop – 
draws parallel with Nazi uniforms. As such, another connection to menacing im-
agery is established due to an interpretation of the Nazi legacy. The undead are 
not only perverted humans driven by The Darkness’ evil discharge but they are 
also versions of one of the most portrayed genocides in modern history. 
 
During this section of the game, Jackie is granted with the symbolical item that 
will aid him in his quest. The Darkness Guns are the allegorical items that Jackie 
is given by a helpful spirit, the manifestation of Death and a prisoner of The Dark-
ness. The character and the act of delivering the items steer Jackie in the right 
direction when needing to battle The Darkness. Fascinating is the fact that the 
items are not of a dialectic supernatural affinity but instead the same as The Dark-
ness itself. The hero and the shadow, in Campbellian tradition, are usually a con-
trasting pair where the hero stands for the light and the shadow the dark. In this 
mythos, the hero and the shadow share many characteristics and a case of using 
“fire to fight fire” seems appropriate. In terms of game mythology, it would seem 
that since Jackie has The Darkness as his master and mentor, he must become The 
Darkness’ master once the entity has revealed its true archetype. Since The Dark-
ness became a shadow and forcefully displayed its ritual dominance over Jackie, 
Jacke must obtain the relevant knowledge and power to turn the tables. When suc-
cessful, Jackie achieves ritual mastery and dominance since he becomes a com-
plete agent of The Darkness but on his own accord. Jackie’s own agenda will 
permeate The Darkness’ since Jackie will use The Darkness to his bidding. When 
compared with Steven’s account, the items are part of the story itself as he claims 
but appear to be delivered into the world in a manner where they are his to be 
found. Therefore, within the game structure the items are not initially his and cen-
tral to him but become relevant to him when his main quest becomes visible. The 
guns might be canon in the comic, yet their presentation within the game reveals 
items that are tools for Jackie’s to gain revenge rather than iconic belongings.  
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5.2.3 The Battle with The Darkness and Uncle Paulie 
 
 
Jackie has a suitcase with sensitive information that belongs to Eddie Strote, the 
chief of police, and they have a rendezvous at a church. Jackie has placed a bomb 
inside the suitcase and his great great grand fathers ghost, Anthony, tells him that 
it is inside the Otherworld he can battle The Darkness. After a conflict with Eddie 
and his men, Jackie pierces the suitcase which detonates the bomb and kills him-
self along with the police. Jackie wakes up aboard the giant iron train in the Oth-
erworld. The Darkness is furious with Jackie. 
 
[The Darkness] You don’t know what you’ve done. A death awaits you worse than 
death. 
 
Jackie tries to fire the giant cannon but lacks ammunition. Jackie locates a shot 
inside a remote bunker with the help of Anthony. With the shot, Jackie blows up 
the massive front doors to The Darkness’ black castle. Once inside, Jackie finds a 
rectangular chamber. At the four corners four “extraction machines” where 
husks of human bodies are placed. They resemble those of Death. One the distant 
short side is a larger withered body. Jackie removes the four corner-bodies and 
sits in the machines. A black substance leaves him and The Darkness wails in 
pain. Jackie leaves his Darkness Guns at the last of the four bodies, assumedly 
Death. The Darkness manifests at the fifth body as a skeletal version of Jackie 
with tentacles visible and a dark cloud enclosing its body. Jackie battles The 
Darkness which eventually yields and Jackie sizes control of the creature. Once 
he becomes The Darkness’ master, Jackie reawakens in New York. Jackie learns 
that Uncle Paulie has been hiding in his mansions built on a light tower island out 
at sea. Jackie pursues and The Darkness explains that Jackie will lose his soul if 
he performs more murders. 
 
Jackie arrives at the light house mansion. A solar eclipse occurs as Jackie climbs 
a flight of stairs. At the top, Jackie is met by hostility and in the assault loses his 
control of The Darkness which releases a killing spree. Jackie is blasted with im-
ages of deceased people from the Otherworld and Jenny. Jackie occasionally sees 
glimpses of the carnage The Darkness performs with his body; dark magic and 
slaughter of defenseless security personnel renders the mansion open to find 
Paulie. At the back of the mansion is a stairway to the light house. At the top, 
Jackie meets Uncle Paulie and shoots him. 
 
[The Darkness] This is the last one. Finish him. 
[Paulie] Listen Jackie, I’ve been thinking. I know this worked out bad for both of 
us but there’s no need to be rash here. Why don’t you fucking listen to me you 
piece of shit?  
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[The Darkness] When he dies, I own you. Take his life so that I can take yours! 
[Paulie] I mean you think hard, don’t make a hasty decision. I could do a lot for a 
guy like you. 
 
Jackie takes forth The Darkness’ tentacles. 
 
[Paulie] Jesus! Listen, I’m serious! Anything you want, you just ask. I can get it 
for you. You want a cut, just say the word! We’re both men of the world, you and 
me! We know the score!  
[The Darkness] Kill him, and lose your soul to me! 
[Paulie] Don’t do this, Jackie! Please! I’m begging you on my very soul. 
[The Darkness] For me, make the maggot suffer. 
 
The tentacles swirl about and Paulie pulls his gun. He starts to shoot at Jackie 
who with a single shot suppresses Paulie’s gunfire. 
 
[The Darkness] Do it Jackie…now! 
[Paulie] Estacado…you fucking piece of shit. I hope you rot in hell forever. 
 
Paulie dies and Jackie suffers from more flashes of imagery containing Jenny. 
 
[The Darkness] Now you are mine. Mine! 
 
Jackie blacks out. The ending scene is shown where Jackie rests his head on 
Jenny’s lap. She tells him they only have a little time to say good bye. She hushes 
him from asking too many questions. He asks her if he’s dreaming and she an-
swers “yes” and the scene fades out. 
 
 
In this last segment of the story, two vital events take place: Jackie’s mastery of 
The Darkness and the final battle with Paulie. These two are highly relevant to the 
progression of the quest since when Jackie controls The Darkness and the Paulie’s 
death two shifts are established in the fight for ritual dominance. Secondly, the 
end of the quest alters some of the archetypes and the progression on the hero’s 
journey.  
 
To begin with, Jackie reenters the Otherworld and confronts The Darkness in his 
castle. Here the shift from the illusionistic quest world to the autistic world is 
visible. This is needed to allow room for a supernatural entity such as The Dark-
ness to be employed within the game structure. The castle follows the symbol of 
the dark cavern or dungeon that reflects a descent into the shadow’s abode. Very 
true, the structure is where The Darkness waits and Jackie defeats it to gain its 
powers. This quest space incorporates several images to deliver a vision of 
Jackie’s own twisted transformation: the building itself is a container of the dark 
as an impenetrable fortress within the Otherworld and Jackie’s physical descent 
into the belly of the structure is an allegory that he succumbs to The Darkness’ 
evil ways even when he thinks he is in control.  
 
Paulie’s mansion is the last micro space that Jackie enters and is required to be 
placed within the illusionistic quest world since Paulie is a mundane character. 
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The light tower is, as seen in Howard’s argument, a structure that empowers the 
feeling of a crucial battle by using a feeling of ascension. The fact that Paulie 
waits for Jackie at an elevated structure at sea reflects symbolism of the hard jour-
ney Jackie is about to complete. The building could have been a flat, simple build-
ing like those in New York, but by making it rise out of the ordinary gives a spe-
cial effect to it. When the player knows that the final battle is at hand, the feeling 
of significance is psychologically increased due to the effort of climbing a tower. 
The steep surface does not only correlate with other stories that use such struc-
tures but rather, the act of climbing implies that something special is waiting at 
such a secluded a space. The fact that Jackie’s ultimate boon, his sought after re-
venge, is waiting for him there confirms that composition.  
 
Thusly, five parts of the hero’s journey are delivered during the end of the game. 
The approach to the inner most cave, as noted by Ip as the most common part of 
the hero’s journey, is present here. By travelling into the Otherworld to finally 
return powerful, Jackie is ready to encounter the last battle. This battle, or the or-
deal as called in the hero’s journey, is the attack on Paulie’s mansion. The battle 
marks the final action for Jackie since he returns to the point that started the story: 
Uncle Paulie and murder. It completes the circle that is formed when Jackie began 
his quest and entered into flow of unnatural events that both starts and ends with 
Uncle Paulie. At this last section of the game is also a hint towards a part of the 
hero’s journey called the reward besides Jackie’s vengeance. One can assume that 
Jackie’s final meeting acts as the reward although it is not as clear as a life-giving 
elixir, a kingdom or other classical rewards. Within Jackie’s meeting with Jenny 
are two hints concerning the last parts of the journey, the road back and the resur-
rection: since The Darkness controls Jackie and that Jenny mentions that he is 
dreaming, it is probable that Jackie continues his existence but within a new quest 
world and that his road back is one where he acts as The Darkness’ puppet. Jackie 
could have become a newly reborn entity that has transcended his prior state start-
ing a new quest circle. 
 
In this last section of the game, Jackie’s search for ritual mastery and dominance 
takes place. Jackie marks the new dominant agent since he successfully sup-
presses both The Darkness and Uncle Paulie’s prior dominance. Jackie gains con-
trol of The Darkness powers and its grip around Jackie’s life. Jackie also kills 
Paulie and therefore also gains dominance particularly in the way that he uses 
Paulie’s own situational, misrecognitional, hegemonic, and, legitimated practice - 
violence. Jackie proves that he uses Paulie’s preferred means of suppressing other 
ritualized agents and wins, therefore revealing his position as the master of that 
ritualized space.  
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6. Addressing the research questions and Conclusions 

 
 
 
In the conclusion, the results from the analysis will be interpret and compared 
with the research purpose and questions. A matrix model and several theory-based 
models are used to allow for an easier overlook when analyzing the discoveries in 
both a vertical and horizontal manner.  
 
The research question “what can the designers’ stories inform about the process of 
creating meaningful play in the late modern Swedish cultural context?“ will be 
operationalized separately through the six sub-questions presented in 1.2:   
 

I. How is the construction of illusionistic worlds explained and visible in 
the designer’s narratives? 

II.  What symbols can be identified in the interviewees’ stories? 
III.  What processes of ritualization can be identified in the account of the 

construction process? 
IV.  In what way do the game designers describe meaningful play and 

quests in video game development? 
V. How do the narratives illustrate the Swedish ritual context? 
VI.  What can the designers’ experiences say about video game construc-

tions in the late modern Swedish context and the video game canon? 
 

 
To begin with, a comparison of each section of the horizontal axis from the matrix 
seen in model III will be discussed and interpreted.  
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6.1 How is the construction of illusionistic worlds explained and 
visible in the designers’ narratives? 
 
One can identify the following: Mark and Steven advances on the construction 
process from two different ways. Mark approaches the construction of illusionistic 
world as a primarily realistic rendition. Within that world, practice is central to 
establish the meaning of the world itself and certain symbols are amplified to im-
prove the sense of meaning. The analysis of Mark’s interview shows a construc-
tion process where the realistic and logical perimeters of the real world are cen-
tral. To develop a meaning-making structure within an illusionistic world, Mark 
highlights foremost functionality of enactment that fits the purpose of the world. 
Steven, on the other hand, approaches the construction from a story-based per-
spective and then moves on to construct the illusionistic world according to the 
themes from a story. The intellectual property that Steven has worked with fea-
tures more autistic attributes and appears to be more easily applied when con-
structing a coherent meaning-making structure. Themes from the intellectual 
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property are in turn operationalized into the frame of the world. Concepts of illu-
sion processing seem to be mostly seen in Steven’s excerpt since due to these 
story elements. 

 
If these differences are solely based of the content that the illusionistic world de-
signed is hard to identify. The genre that Mark works with seems to be less in-
clined, at least from Mark’s experience, to use unreal stories or fantasy elements 
to motivate. Realism is, after all, the picture that is wished to be portrayed. Action 
itself seems to be strong enough to produce the purposefulness that Mark consid-
ers essential to meaningful play. Steven, alternatively, appears to find the setting 
and narrative to influence meaning in a far greater extent. If this is due to his ge-
nre experience, is also hard to say. But supposedly, the two ways that the respon-
dents consider their ways of constructing illusionistic worlds can be tied to the 
genres since they approach from either a realistic world or an autistic world per-
spective. Influences from the realistic world or the autistic world can as such be 
seen to influence the two respondents’ works and color their construction proc-
esses. 

 
Pruyser’s argumentation that symbols and the cultures imbued in the illusionistic 
world are created from stories correlates more accordingly with Steven’s experi-
ences than Mark’s. This could be seen in the initial approach that Steven uses 
where the story connected to the IP is operationalized into forming the illusionis-
tic world. However, one should note that Mark does recognize the value of the 
story segments but does not perceive them as key since the base purpose of the 
illusionistic world is to include purposeful practice. That action is what the world 
should primarily reflect, according to Mark. As such, the story can in that sense be 
identified to have influenced Steven’s work more than Mark’s when using sym-
bols and the motivational techniques and fostering an emotional connection. 
Therefore, the “stories” which Pruyser argues to be central when transmitting 
concepts of symbols are not as visible in Mark’s experiences. These stories could 
therefore be seen as dispensable when constructing an illusionistic world within 
Mark’s specific focus. Logical enactment within that world can be assumed to be 
the central feature when making the world consistent and solid. 

 
When analyzing the games, however, one will identify a different picture. The 

realism and neglected story from Mark’s experience seems to have changed: the 
story is unrealistic and several archetypal symbols appear to create a spectacular 
series of events. What is interesting is that there is a fine blend between the realis-
tic and the absurd, where realism is applied as a film across the whole game to 
keep it intact. One can identify that the story is what makes the game’s realism 
abnormal; had the game been produced without the story elements it would have 
been a more typical Battlefield-game. 

 
The Darkness (2007) formula remains vindictive and moody which correspond 

to Steven’s account: it reveals that the case construction contains stringency 
throughout the analysis. Steven focuses heavily on the relevance of story and its 
motivating factors which become clear in how the events around Jackie are what 
fuel his search for revenge. The events that Steven highlights seem to be particu-
larly important since they add most significance to Jackie’s adventure compared 
to the more small-scale events where he does the fetch-quests. Jackie continuously 
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speaks of Jenny, the orphanage, and, his hate with both Uncle Paulie and The 
Darkness. This seems to reflect the notion that these units are more significantly 
connected to Jackie than the generic threshold guardians. 

 
 

6.2 What symbols can be identified in the interviewees’ stories? 
 
It is visible that the two respondents use symbols in different ways. Mark does not 
use the typical illusionistic object in the same extent that one can see in Steven’s 
retelling. Mark’s genre can once again be the reason since the realistic world’s 
influence might be affected by the fact that the illusionistic object is not some-
thing that belongs to realism. Steven, on the other hand, illustrates that there are 
some objects tied to the construction of the illusionistic world but that these are 
taken from the IPs. Steven does show, though, that when creating an illusionistic 
world that has more influences from the realistic world than the autistic, such ob-
jects do not seem to fit when making the world plausible. A realistically influ-
enced illusionistic world, can as such, pass up the illusionistic objects since they 
seem to not serve the imaginative purpose. Steven’s experiences with using autis-
tic influences have been favored due to the unrealistic attributes within them and 
that compatibility with creating darker illusionistic worlds. The objects and traits 
that are found in the IP’s that Steven has experience with seems to function simi-
larly to the illusionistic object as they become the hallmark of that illusionistic 
world. Both developers seem to rather use objects, mundane or supernatural, in a 
functional manner. Pruyser’s concept of the illusionistic object can in some in-
stances function as the tool with which the individual enters the imaginative play-
state. Such instances can be seen as somewhat similar to the ways that, for exam-
ple, Jackie uses his tentacles to illustrate an entrance into a fantasy world. These 
worlds are notably more autistic than the illusionistic world which Pruyser pro-
poses. 
 
In the games, these symbols are more illusionistic or autistic than compared with 
the two respondents’ accounts. Mark’s realistic world displays some strong sym-
bolism seen in the environmental changes that correlate with a proximity to the 
shadow and herald. The shadow and herald are also symbolically more complex 
compared with Mark’s account where they are not particularly elaborated. The 
shadow is a faceless figure perhaps more a concept than the individual seen in the 
end, which poses the greatest threat to the soldier-heroes. Although the herald is a 
realistic symbol of infinite freedom it shows allegorical qualities due to the fact 
that it is a spectacular amount of gold.  
 
Steven’s depiction of the symbolism shows that the symbols are functional items 
which relate to the story. The game analysis identifies more overt symbolism in 
the cast where specifically The Darkness is naturally evil due to it being a malig-
nant spirit. Furthermore, Jenny acts as a commonplace herald as a “damsel in dis-
tress” but on a more spiritual level due to the game’s supernatural character. The 
Darkness guns are in Steven’s depiction part of a practical equipment-set, but in 
the game depiction one can identify a deeper symbolism: the Darkness Guns that 
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Jackie receives are tools for Jackie’s freedom but also display an allegorical value 
representing Jackie’s dark fall. This is particularly visible in the way Jackie uses 
dark forces to defeat The Darkness and gain mastery of the unwilling spirit. In 
both cases, the gold and the guns are material items that are amazing in their own 
way which reflects a symbol of the illusionistic world. They are also functional 
items that are to be used practically to give the hero the ultimate boon: the gold 
lets Preston and his fellow soldiers escape the army and Jackie can gain his re-
venge by suppressing the Darkness and killing Paulie by using the powerful fire-
arms.   
 
In relation to works by Pruyser (Malony & Spilka, 1991), DeMarinis (2003), Ce-
trez (2005), and, Stålhandske (2005), the above analysis (sub-questions one and 
two) builds upon these works while other discoveries confirm these prior studies.  
 
To begin with, this study has positioned itself in an inventive way concerning de-
velopmental psychology of religion and meaning systems. It explored the possi-
bilities and unfamiliar aspects of its disciplinary combination. This study has at-
tempted to apply a discipline from the social sciences - the psychology of religion 
- in a new manner when combined with game studies.  Psychological studies in-
cluding games usually approach online gaming research as argued by Corliss 
(2010). Compared with other studies that have a psychological approach, this 
study did not concentrate on the pathological issues of psychology but rather the 
theoretical dimensions. This study is in that sense different since it does not focus 
on the typical subjects of either the psychology of religion or video games studies. 
It also expands the psychology of religion epistemologically in the sense that 
video game construction is identified to contain complex meaning structures con-
nected to play and the way man psychologically perceives imaginative dimen-
sions. The way Pruyser beholds religion and the connection previous studies hade 
made to meaning systems has heavily influenced this essay which can also be 
seen in the likeliness of the analysis outcome. 
 
Indeed, discussions of meaning-making in the discipline have been the topic of 
DeMarinis’ (2003), Cetrez’s (2005) and Stålhandske’s (2005) works that ap-
proached new areas and have paralleled meaning-making as the equivalent to “re-
ligion.” As noted, this study has much to thank those studies since the research 
conducted in this paper would not have found the data it had if it sought for clas-
sic religious expressions. As one of the respondents said himself, games seem to 
be lacking allegorical values. This is, of course, not always the case as some digi-
tal worlds include strong religious imagery. The above analysis shows that in the 
ways that the two designers participate in constructing mystical worlds although 
they might not consider that themselves. When assembling the case data, the spe-
cific context that this study focused on showed that the concept of meaning-
making was applicable to digital design. Furthermore, the use of symbols that has 
been show to vary within the cases corresponds somewhat to the prior studies as 
well. The low-profiled use of symbols and objects that the two respondents told 
about reflects some of the empty ritual landscape that Stålhandske portrays. A 
pure functional value, in that sense, builds bridges between that study and this in 
terms of touching upon some kind of mutual feeling towards practical and func-
tional solutions to ritual practice. Objects, as physical objects, can be used in a 
way to dive into a sacred or imaginative space. The respondents’ functional view 
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compared to the more mystical allegories within the games themselves shows that 
there is a certain level of imbalance between the intentions of not having super-
natural qualities bound to objects but that they are given those attributes when 
applied to an imaginative world.   

6.3 What processes of ritualization can be indentified in the 
account of the construction process 
 
On the subject of the two interviewees’ processes of ritualization there shows 
similar inclinations. The narrative analysis shows that both Mark and Steven illus-
trate that practice and performance within the illusionistic world are central and 
that the oppositional processes are fundamental. Once again, the genres might 
influence the respondents’ experiences, where Mark’s work with war games 
shows that combat is essential and Steven’s story-based genre considers the set-
ting to legitimize violent practice. From a ritualization perspective, the way that 
meaning is created reflects strong correlations with the processes of situational, 
strategic, misrecognition, and, redemptive hegemonic processes. The illusionistic 
world is created as a space where the purposeful action is used and it is only there 
(whether it is realistic or autistic) it is logical and works in that fashion. Both re-
spondents identify that if one would act in the same way in the non-digital world, 
the outcome of such action would be wholly different. By allowing the player to 
use a designed character and space, that avatar embodies the form of a ritualized 
body which gains ritual mastery within that context when the opponent is devel-
oped to be fought as an oppositional force. Mark considers that factor as requisite 
when producing meaningful play while Steven considers that the inclusion of a 
setting amplifies the motivational value of combat. In sum, both respondents iden-
tify practice as distinctive to their view of meaning-making. Steven is somewhat 
more critical to the necessity of violence action but that it seems to be something 
that has come to stay within the genre.  
 
The analysis of Battlefield Bad Company (2008) shows that there are four domi-
nant ritualization processes in action: the American versus the Russian army, the 
Bad Company’s fight for freedom and wealth, and, the Legionnaire’s mercenary-
war. There is an encompassing connection with Bad Company’s attempt to claim 
their own ritual dominance since the player tries to maneuver the soldiers between 
these aggressive spheres. This construction illustrates a trajectory where world 
creation is relevant to the squad’s ritualization process: the realistic world is the 
future exit where the soldiers return to life outside the war; the illusionistic 
world’s starting point is within the large-scale ritualization war held between 
America and Russia; the second illusionistic space Serdaristan shows how the 
soldiers must overcome a ruthless neutral force to access the means for their ritu-
alized freedom. Serdaristan becomes a ritualized situational space within a larger 
one where the soldiers can fight their way to independence or dominance using 
the practice that is natural in all spaces: warfare. Here one can see that there are 
clear distinctions between the heroes, the shadow, and his threshold guardians. 
The game begins with using a character-starved Russian army as the shadow 
which is later replaced by the far more elaborated Legionnaire and his army of 
mercenaries. When the soldiers break loose from the American army and avoid 
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the Russian army, the Legionnaire becomes the direct obstacle to the heroes since 
he stands in their way to lay hands on the herald – wagonloads of gold bars. This 
character creation enhances the legitimization processes that the soldiers use to 
promote their ritualized practice. The gold motivates the squad to pursue their 
goal and the Legionnaire is presented as a sort of ghost story which is an unnatu-
ral menace to be dealt with since he is within an illusionistic space inside a larger 
space. Such a legitimization and hegemonic redemptive process is somewhat rec-
ognized by the soldiers since they assume that they will be getting home and not 
lose to this enemy, meaning, they do not consider him too large of a threat.  
 
The Darkness (2007) shows multiple layers of ritualization: Jackie fights two 
shadows simultaneously to gain his herald. In illusionistic New York rules Uncle 
Paulie with his mafia and The Darkness in the Otherworld. Both are obstacles 
which Jackie must suppress to manifest his ritual dominance which is empowered 
by revenge. The most immediate dominant suppressive acts are Paulie’s continu-
ous attempts to kill Jackie as a way to hinder him from challenging Paulie’s domi-
nance (meaning, to kill Paulie and end his reign). Jackie does not wish to elimi-
nate Paulie’s dominance actively but in a misrecognitative process does so when 
yearning for revenge since Paulie assassinated Jackie’s girlfriend Jenny. More-
over, since Paulie dispatches all of his henchmen to kill Jackie – which fails due 
to Jackie’s supernatural powers – Jackie successively grinds down Paulie’s forces 
and his dominant control over New York. However, there is a dormant shadow 
which poses a more subtle threat to Jackie: The Darkness is an entity that changes 
archetype from mentor to shadow and ultimately wants Jackie as its new ritualized 
body. Jackie uses The Darkness powers to his advantage but fails to recognize the 
misrecognitive and redemptive processes that bind Jackie further as a ritualized 
agent to The Darkness. Eventually, Jackie realizes he must defeat The Darkness 
but only to use the ritualized mastery that he has gain so that he can suppress 
Paulie once and for all. This means that Jackie suppresses The Darkness’ domi-
nance within its autistic world so that he can use the powers even more within the 
illusionistic world. However, there is a drawback since Jackie will lose his soul to 
The Darkness which will gain complete control over Jackie if he kills Paulie. 
Jackie ignores this fact and kills Paulie which eliminates his ritual dominance but 
at the same time falls victim to The Darkness’ sinister dominance. Jackie is there-
fore turned into The Darkness ultimate ritualized agent and gains ritual mastery 
when using The Darkness’ complete array of powers. Opposition becomes mani-
fold since Jackie has to fight two parallel dominant forces that are malevolent in 
comparison with his personal trajectory but succumbs to one in the end.  

 
 

6.4 In what way the game designers describe meaningful play and 
quests in video game development? 
 
Processes of ritualization and quests are noticeable. Meaningful play and logical 
progression seems to be the intermediate tool to fulfill domination and ritualized 
differentiation against “the other” within the game space. By adding quest themes 
and formulas, the respondents’ find that the progression value is connected with 
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their previous accounts. Warfare is used to foster a feeling of meaningful play 
within Mark’s designed space. Mark observes that when quest characters are ap-
plied, they serve in a functional manner due to the limitations of digital theatrical 
performance. Quest formulas are employed to avoid repetition inside the illusion-
istic world and thus evade loss of meaning. Meaning in general is tied to a con-
tinuous feeling of progressive practice in the face of opposition. Mark does not 
emphasize on embedding allegories to mystic qualities or lengthy story elements 
since they are usually passive in what he sees as active practice. In the instances 
where he has worked with story-related games, the sense of meaning is still de-
rived from purposeful action rather than story. 

 
Steven, on the other hand, sees the hero as identified with anti-heroic qualities 
because of his darker attributes. The story-related traits of this structure influence 
the way that the quest is formed and the way that meaning is maintained. Al-
though the majority of the construction processes shows stages inside the illusion-
istic world in the ways of an A to B movement imbued with violence, Steven 
claims that a story motivates such action.  Steven is, however, critical to the vio-
lent behavior which is legitimized: although dominion over the oppositions that 
exist is made logical with a defined story, it is something that he dislikes. He finds 
that demonized characters promote a stronger sense of meaning since they are 
presented as more sinister although the hero is portrayed similar. 

 
The quest theory that Howard proposes does not seem to correlate as strongly 
with the interviewees’ vision of how quests function. One can identify that the 
theory placed much weight on the implementations of a specific allegorical sym-
bolism. These features appear to have less value in the interviewee’s narratives 
although they both approach the quest space from different perspectives. In the 
modern interpretations of quests, the spiritual or morality allegories seems to have 
been put aside to allow the practical solution. The quest space is neither symbolic 
in the sense of mystique ornaments nor height-related in a way reflecting a psy-
chological journey. Rather, both respondents seem to consider the way quests are 
introduced as too linear and support temporary motivation rather than a grand 
narrative. This might, however, be where the respondents’ could have attempted 
to include such dimensions to increase the allegorical value of quests, but both 
seem to argue that such is not necessary since it is still the functionality that is 
central. Steven’s concept of the aquarium includes some classical imagery such as 
a treasure chest and the like, but consequently these are more focused on the pur-
pose of these items rather than including adventurous elements. 
 
A different image is revealed when analyzing the games: Battlefield Bad Com-
pany (2008) and The Darkness (2007) display manifold quest themes and struc-
tures. The most obvious ones are the environmental changes seen in the progres-
sion of the game trajectory. Secondly, the games display similar usage of the 
hero’s journey in the sense that the most important segments employ classical 
story-telling strategies. 
 
Battlefield Bad Company (2008) shows that the squad moves from green grassy 
plain into grey wastes and finally into the desert with infernal tint. This change is 
deployed simultaneously when getting closer to the shadow and the herald. The 
player witness how there is relevance in this progression since the symbolic con-
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notation between classical imagery and the shadow stir a sense of approaching the 
goal. The image of the herald is continuously used to motivate the player-hero. 
Gold acts as an allegorical herald due to the metal’s exotic value. To use a fantas-
tic motivational device implies that constructing meaning within the world needs 
something out of the ordinary to coincide with the equally fantastic quest. Escap-
ing armies, invading countries, disarming dictators and mercenary-leaders are, 
compared to the realism Mark tells of, extreme events.  
 
The Darkness (2007) shows changes to both aesthetic symbolism and level differ-
ences when approaching significant spaces. Most clear are the ways that the Oth-
erworld castle and Paulie’s mansion are depicted. Both structures are highly rele-
vant to Jackie’s progress and share many features: towering structures, dark sur-
roundings, and, a struggle to gain entry. The combination of these elements and 
the fact that the two shadows are connected to these spaces reveals that there is a 
designed quest-progression within their construction. The player recognizes the 
area as the core of the shadow and the end of the quest by attaching darkness as a 
natural element in these spaces. This is further enhances by the physical struggle 
to reach the shadow’s residence. Jackie is also given substantial rewards at these 
places which confirm his hardships. Not only does the progression of the missions 
or quests give rewards but also follow the hero’s journey and as such include a 
logical progression of rewards and defeat of the shadow. This motivates the hero-
player since the ultimate reward is to return with a knowledge greater which is 
transformed here into the mastery of game mechanics but also the completion of 
the game.  

 
 

6.5 How do the narratives illustrate the Swedish ritual context? 
 
The question concerning the Swedish ritual context is somewhat complex. Mark’s 
retelling is stringent as it continues to value the practical dimensions of purposeful 
action. Realism and functionality are consistently central. Steven’s aquarium illus-
trates that the inclusion of larger personal themes could add more motivational 
value. A more free and consequence-based meaning-making structure is consid-
ered better to show a personal trajectory. None of the respondents argue for a my-
thologically connected dimension to ritualized behavior. Therefore, one could 
identify similarities with the “ritual homelessness” that appears in Stålhandske’s 
approach to the late modern ritual context.  The respondents are not including 
mythological or other religiously connected influences with ritual practice but are 
instead personal and simply practical.  A strong functionality that imbues meaning 
without specific nodes connected to any existential belonging can as such reflect 
the motivation to perform ritual but without any characteristic units. It would ap-
pear then that it is in the hands of the individual that enters the created space to 
generate meaning when performing the intended action.  
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6.6 What the designer’s experiences can say about video game 
constructions in the late modern Swedish context and the video 
game canon? 
 
Mark and Steven consider their views of hero creation and meaningful play to be 
less stereotypical and more realistic. The anti-hero as a concept is common to both 
respondents’ experiences. The anti-hero seems to be more believable when con-
structing coherent illusionistic worlds, ritualization processes, and, quest themes 
since the anti-hero include a more plausible persona. The role of the anti-hero 
seems therefore to make the entry into the illusionistic world more applicable in 
the Swedish context which would consider heroism as more “realistic.” The le-
gitimized use of oppositional and differentiating strategies becomes believable 
when the hero also has flaws as well. From a quest theory perspective, the classi-
cal “light” hero appears to be less appealing to the two designers. Even though the 
designers observe that they make games primarily for the American market, they 
try to avoid the stereotypes of that culture and use what they considered a more 
“Swedish” formula.  Mark identifies the Swedish context to be more realistic with 
commonplace human illustrations compared to American game standards where 
the hero is something unbelievable. Steven sees that the reverse of dark and light 
in their creation processes as something new in the context of game construction. 
In relation to the above interpretation of the ritual context, one could see that Ste-
ven’s observation of this schism has reformed the previously dialectic imagery 
into one of functionality. The practical qualities of light and darkness would as 
such be approached from a sense of meaning from enactment rather from their 
values in mythology.  
 
It appears to be hard to analyze the Swedish ritual environment within the two 
games since there are no (that are found) references to comparative elements from 
the interview material. Therefore, this section is left blank since the games do not 
contain data that refers to canonical information save for the concept of the “anti-
hero” recognized by both case interviewees. This notion of the anti-hero seems to 
reflect the same basic character structure: the hero is designed to appear as more 
realistic and complex compared to other hero-depictions. Mark argues that the 
heroes in Battlefield Bad Company (2008) are molded by their exposure to war 
whereas his view of the American hero who forms war with his presence. Steven 
argues that the anti-hero is a dark character with questionable motives.  
 
The two respondents’ definitions of “anti-heroism” seem to be applicable to both 
the Bad Company and Jackie: this is seen in how the squad and Jackie are thrown 
into an extraordinary context that presents dubious outcomes which all characters 
take. Bad Company is made of make-shift soldiers that find success in battle al-
though the odds were against them. They also steal and cheat the American army 
for their own personal gain which reveals the use of more adult and grim themes. 
Jackie is from birth the carrier of The Darkness and as such meant to be affected 
by its dark energies and as such he is bound to be exposed to dismal circum-
stances. Moreover, he is also spontaneously forced to employ its powers as he 
finds himself in a supernatural predicament. 
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Furthermore, the absence of mythological connotations that the interviewees notes 
seems to be present after all when analyzing the games’ structures. Both games 
use classical archetypal structures and spectacular symbols to charge their stories. 
This could be a coincidence but the plethora of quest-related themes points to that 
such themes persist although the creators do not recognize them. This could be a 
product of the cultural heritage, but such speculation is a topic for another study. 
 
In the above four research sub-questions (three to six), one can see that this study 
continues to explore on the works of Cetrez’s (2005) and Stålhandske’s (2005) in 
relation to ritual; Howard (2008) and Ip’s (2010a; 2010b) in relation to opposition 
and archetypes; Allen (2010), Blasingim (2006), Lankoski, Heilo, and, Ekman 
(2003) in relation to the hero concept and cultural connections.  
 
Cetrez’s (2005) and Stålhandske’s (2005) studies in the psychology of religion 
have also discussed ritualization frameworks and meaning-making processes, 
making this study quite similar to them. The authors own 2008 study in the psy-
chology of religion and ritual studies did similarly. Comparable conclusions con-
cerning the ritual content could be seen there where differentiating strategies such 
as violence, practical solutions, dialectic use of dark-light symbolism, and, op-
positional discourse could be seen in the cases. Stålhandske’s concept of ritual 
homelessness is potentially similar to the findings in this essay where ritual does 
not have the spiritual connection as seen in quests but are instead primarily func-
tional. However, this might be an over-analysis since perhaps there are not always 
a “deeper” meaning embedded in the game content. Nevertheless, there are some 
inclinations towards this formula in the sense that both cases consider the use of 
opposition as “shallow.” That is, the ritual context provides with the tools but not 
the content.  
 
Howard (2008) and Ip’s (2010a; 2010b) application of the twelve steps from the 
Hero’s Journey was visible in the analysis. Step seven, the approach to the inner-
most cave, is the most recurring one in the case data due to the intensity of com-
bat, but there are inclusions of other parts as well. In Steven’s description, the 
stages are more visible due to his work with story-driven games where motiva-
tional units such as unjust behavior form examples such as The refusal of the call 
and The meeting with the mentor. When Mark elaborates on the content in the 
Bad Company production, he also encloses upon The approach to the innermost 
cave and also The reward seen in the hunt for the gold. Stages seven (the ap-
proach to innermost cave), eight (the ordeal), nine (the reward), stage ten (the 
road back) are visible in both games but in different forms which shows that the 
study has many similarities with the works of both Howard and Ip. Concerning 
archetypes, both games reveal a strong use of a hero set out on an extraordinary 
quest to retrieve a herald (either gold or revenge) that is gained by defeating one 
or more shadows. In terms of how this study relates to other studies on arche-
types, it appears they came to the same results.  
 
The dialectical symbolism of heavenly and demonic imagery in the author’s 2011 
essay about mythological symbolism in video games shows a symbolic quest pat-
tern in Japanese game content. In relation to that study, the current study shows a 
different tendency: a twist of light-dark patterns. Notably, however, is that the 
environment generally displays a traditional palette where The Otherworld and 
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desert landscapes are demonic while areas connected to the hero are apocalyptic. 
The use of darkness as a connection to the hero is not new, but the practical na-
ture of the hero and this relation to the dark is not visible in the other studies. The 
symbols of the hero are also altered to reveal a more ambivalent heroic figure: the 
anti-hero.  
 
The hero, the anti-hero, is also different in comparison with the studies of Allen 
(2010), Blasingim (2006), Lankoski, Heilo, and, Ekman (2003). The American 
hero that both Allen and Blasingim identify correlates with the picture that both 
of this essay’s respondents depict: a lone hero who in his solitude rescues the 
world singlehandedly. A hero formula, as argued by Blasingnim, is derived from 
the mythical creation stories linked to that culture. Blasingim claims that the 
Christian god, who creates the world by himself, is the root for the Western hero 
image. The Japanese creation myth, on the other hand, displays a cast of gods and 
demi-gods that form the world. The “hakkenden” group constellation shows a 
hero who is supported by his companions. The anti-hero, then, does not share 
features with the heroic imagery used in the American or Japanese context wit-
nessed in these neighboring studies. If the American lone survivor and the Japa-
nese hakkenden formula are influenced by their creation myths, what has colored 
the anti-heroic symbols illustrated in the Swedish context? Have the Christian or 
Old Norse beliefs colored the hero concept in a different way or is it an impact of 
the wave of “secularization?” Sweden’s religious history could provide with more 
information if this topic is further studied.   
 
From the respondents’ accounts, one can at this point see the Swedish anti-heroic 
concept as something in between the lone hero and hakkenden. The character is 
usually alone but more realistically human and is motivated by his surroundings 
(friends, love, personal agenda) rather than a spiritual journey. The anti-hero also 
seems to be more inclined towards dubious actions and contains therefore both 
desired and undesired attributes. The way a hero is produced to reflect the end 
user culture as noted by Carlsson & Corliss (2010) can tell something about both 
the culture it is directed towards and from whence it came. Both respondents con-
sider the American influences to be noticeable in their understanding of the hero 
construction. Although they have an American market, the way that the hero is 
formed might reflect something among the Swedish users and culture. In other 
words, the analysis of the cases indicates that the data differs from prior studies in 
the field of digital expressions: contrary to studies made on American and Japa-
nese games and religious culture, the Swedish cases show a new way of ap-
proaching creation and meaning. We find that the construction of meaning and 
the use of quests to motivate are ritually empowered. Moreover, the data also 
indicates that there are more dark symbols and characters used in the two cases 
compared to other studies. Why would this be typical to Swedish game design? 
The research suggests that, when taking the American-Japanese study in mind, 
the ritual and religious milieu in Sweden has affected the construction processes 
of the designers.  
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6. 7 Summary models of results 
 
In a last comparison, model I that was composed in chapter II will be modified 
into a form matching the respondents’ observations reflecting the vertical axis 
from the matrix in model III.  

 

 
Model IV shows an interpretation of Mark’s narrative of the construction of 
meaningful play in relation to model I. Mark’s work with game worlds shows a 
construction process where meaning-making focuses on the functions of play The 
hero is here an anti-hero, reflecting the sense that the hero should hold a scarred 
persona but is still considered more sympathetic than the shadow. The other ar-
chetypal characters are tweaked according to specific situations, either as tool-like 
chess-pieces or as characters that reflect the hero’s vision. The shadow and thre-
shold guardians are changed into either chess pieces or oppositional units to illus-
trate that ritualization processes are visible in each character alignment and not 
with cultural or mythological belonging. All sections are functional rather than 
allegorical to reflect that Mark sees practice as innate and central. The realistic 
hero world and the autistic shadow world are therefore consumed by functional 
aspects of meaning-making in oppositional indicators for combat rather than sym-
bolic dialecticism. The illusionistic quest world is here the realistic quest world, 
which is primarily realistic. Pragmatic quest themes are used to motivate and sti-
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mulate meaning in a differentiating manner. The illusionistic quest objects are 
missing since they are not essential to purposeful play.  
 
In model V one can see a difference in how the game is structured when compared 
with the above model IV.  
 

 
 
The hero and his fellowship are here given names and personalities that separate 
them. Their archetypes are clearer in means of who is the primary protagonist and 
his allies and the trickster aspect of the Serdaristan President. Part six, formerly 
the oppositional indicator for combat, is here replaced with Bad Company’s inde-
pendence since the squad’s home-space functions as the realistic node which they 
connect the most with. The world is also the native ritualized space to the pro-
tagonists. Linking the realistic world is the context of war which is illusionistic in 
the sense that it is unnatural. This is formed by the characters strong personalities 
and the spectacular events they experience even within the perimeters of a war. In 
relation to part VI is IX Serdaristan, formerly the oppositional indicator for com-
bat, which is also a section of the illusionistic world. This is since that part is the 
oppositional ritualized space which the player-hero enters. Illusionistic quest ob-
jects are used to access the deeper levels of the illusionistic world: the emblem 
and the gold. These two items reflect the extraordinary tools that elevate the rele-
vance to attack Serdaristan which is since the two objects act as the mystifying 
units that draw the heroes into the illusionistic world. The emblem establishes the 
unnatural enemy as a forceful opponent and the gold fulfills the more traditional 
role of the herald which is seen in its dual positions on the model. The gold also 
lures the characters with its high value. The oppositional forces are also character-
ized where The Legionnaire is the shadow along with his mercenaries as threshold 
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guardians. These guard the herald – the gold – which is in the shadow’s belong-
ing.  
 
To summarize, the following list briefly states the similarities and differences: 
 
● Mark’s character creation is Spartan whereas the formula seen in Battlefield 
Bad Company (2008) appears to follow the archetypes more clearly 
● Although realistic, the world maintains quite the few illusionistic elements. 
Mark’s realistic world is intact within the game world but some subtle changes 
provide with powerful imagery. 
● Items are visible in Battlefield Bad Company as motivational symbols whereas 
Mark does not consider them too important.  
 
 
 
Model VI illustrates Steven’s retelling of how to create a meaningful illusionistic 
world. 
 

 
 
 
Although functionality is central, the motivational surge that the setting and story 
contributes with is more emphasized in his account. The hero is here anti-heroic to 
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illustrate his darker persona. The archetypes that surround him are primarily enti-
ties that promote emotional meaning in the form of stimulating purpose for play 
and action. The realistic hero world is exchanged for an individual setting where 
the anti-hero is positioned into a motivational challenge tied to his ambitions and 
personality. The illusionistic quest world is more heavily influenced by the autis-
tic world and the image of the aquarium symbolizes the movement as a free space 
to reflect an open setting. The illusionistic quest objects were swapped for func-
tional objects that serve a purpose within the world rather than transmitting 
mythical allegory. The objects can also be used by both sides and are not neces-
sarily used only by the anti-hero. The autistic shadow world is changed into an 
oppositional setting since the autistic world occupies more of the central illusion-
istic world. As such, the quest space and challenges illustrate the less sympathetic 
values of the shadow and threshold guardians compared with the individual set-
ting which promotes differentiation and ritual practice to establish mastery. 
 
Model VII shows the The Darkness’ (2007) construction compared to Steven’s 
narrative in model VI 
 

 
 
The model depicting The Darkness (2007) shows more archetypal tendencies 
where the anti-hero is intact and the meaning-making units are given personalities. 
These units show a high resemblance with Steven’s account since the herald, ally, 
and, mentor emotionally motivate Jackie in his adventure. Most prominent is 
Jenny since she acts as the spiritual herald that Jackie wants to revenge throughout 
the game. The individual setting seen in model VI is here turned into the orphan-
age which is Jackie’s realistic world since it is his native space free of the gang-
ster events. The autistic tendencies of the aquarium are changed into New York, a 
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dark version of the authentic North American city, and take the place of the illu-
sionistic world due to its less gruesome traits compared to the oppositional setting. 
The oppositional setting is the Otherworld, The Darkness’ autistic home world 
filled with undead creatures. The shadow remains clear but is split between Uncle 
Paulie and The Darkness. The Darkness transgresses several archetypes within the 
game analysis since it begins as a mentor and then acts as a shape-shifter and 
trickster since it manipulates Jackie when revealing its true form as a shadow. The 
Darkness is therefore visible in several instances in the model but is primarily a 
shadow due to its sinister nature. Beside the two shadows are the primary thresh-
old guardians Eddy Shrote, Paulie’s mobsters, and, the undead soldiers found in 
the Otherworld.   The oppositional space is of an autistic nature in the form of the 
Otherworld which uses intense symbolism to portray an alien nature that colors 
The Darkness as a mighty and ominous entity. 
 
To summarize, the following list briefly states the similarities and differences: 
 
● Steven’s depiction of characters is intact. In addition, The Darkness is seen in 
multiple archetypes and positions. 
● The quest objects are functional in Steven’s account, but in The Darkness they 
also prove to hold allegorical values that reflect the characters. 
● The individual and oppositional settings are analyzed to illustrate realism and 
autistic tendencies respectively. Due to Steven not being the chief developer one 
cannot identify the aquarium.  
 

6.8 Generating a hypothesis 
 
Ultimately, since the essay uses a qualitative approach and studies an untapped 
research topic, the purpose is mainly explorative. Therefore, one could consider 
the above analysis through this generated hypothesis in relation to the research 
purpose:  
 
What can the designers’ stories inform about the process of creating meaningful 
play in the late modern Swedish cultural context? 
 

From the comprehension of the two cases, the creation of meaningful play in the late Swed-
ish context has been understood through patterns based on a sense of purpose within a 
practical and/or a story-related context when producing a game world. The world is kept at 
a balance between the real and absurd, much like the concept of an illusionistic world. 
Practice of differentiation and a constant opposition emerges to be key to motivation and to 
legitimize ritualized domination. Mythological quest allegories and symbols are con-
structed to be functional but retain some mystical attributes. Quest archetypes are intact 
except for the more anti-heroic hero character that infuses a sense of realistic and dark 
pragmatics and reveal a shift in classical dialectic symbolism. 
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Chapter 7 Discussion 

In this section my personal reflections will be given space to discuss what this 
work has contributed with, critical reflections concerning the way that it has been 
done, and, in what ways other studies can gain from the research. It will consist of 
an empirical reflection, contributions, theoretical reflection, methodological re-
flections, and, a concluding reflection. 
 

7.1 Empirical reflection 
 
When reflecting upon the research process from an empirical perspective, I will 
first begin with considering three aspects concerning my experiences and my role 
as a researcher. 
 
Firstly, I have the comprehension that the psychology of religion has undergone a 
metamorphosis concerning definitions. “Religion” as a part of human life is trans-
forming and does not only appear in the chambers of institutionalized faith. A 
search for significance and meaning in life, regardless of establishment and even 
without spiritual dimensions, can be seen – especially in Sweden. Since I was 
born in Sweden I have been automatically exposed to these elements in society 
and the Swedish culture in general. Secularization, whether disproved of not, in 
the sense of a deinstitutionalized and personal matter has become strong in Swe-
den. Perhaps the search for a “truth” is evolving just as everything else and re-
quires us who study religiosity to adapt our perspectives. The psychology of relig-
ion, is to me, then, a discipline that avoids exclusive and rigid definitions and ad-
vances on religiosity as fluent and transdimensional where the human mind tries 
to collect and process stability in the world. Whether it is about what one per-
ceives outside the rim of the universe, what opinions of faith one shall have, or 
what motivates one in general, the aspects of significance circulate the human on 
all levels and the thought-patterns are a search for meaning. Therefore, I believe 
that this feeling of meaning also can be found in all traces of human expressions, 
such as painting, music, or imaginative play. Play, as a form of finding meaning, 
can be imbued with symbolic figures and acts to empower the feeling of play it-
self.  These are connected to culture as argued by Pruyser, and it is in my under-
standing of my cultural surroundings that I begin to try to understand others jour-
neys within play.  
 
Secondly, my own perception of growing up in Sweden has colored my research 
process. I have hopefully comprehended the topic with an interiorly understanding  
as well as an awareness of the way cultural influences has formed my analysis. It 
is therefore important for me to acknowledge my own position since I grew up in 
Sweden: the Swedish culture might be obvious to me but can be hard to explain to 
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someone who is not native or has experience with it. In other words, when trying 
to express my thoughts in this study - what I see and analyze and how I under-
stand it- can be clear to me who lives in Sweden. I might consider the Swedish 
cultural expressions as perfectly visible in the analysis simply because I know 
what I am looking for.  Moreover, when allowing my research data from the in-
terviews to explain their position in society, it can turn out to be very elusive due 
to the respondents’ subjectivity. However, this is what I have come to argue is one 
of the primary strengths of such an approach. By leaving all doors open the inter-
pretation of one’s relationship to such a concept as “culture” might expose what 
one sees as central to that notion.  
 
Thirdly, as a life-long video game player, I hold a deep passion for video games 
and encourage those around me to see what I make out as a phenomenon with 
potential and value. Regarding my experience of video games, I have acquainted 
them in the following ways: as an expression (alongside literature, television, et 
cetera), canon (my familiarity with titles and genres), and, from my research of 
games in previous essays (in the psychology of religion, literature, and, didactics). 
I am affected by these aspects when conducting my research, most notably seen in 
the positive manner I approach the subject. Still, I believe that I have enhanced 
my point-of-view since I have found rather deep and complex meaning-making 
structures in video game construction. I am not trying to argue that no one else 
would have been able to do it, but rather that my exposure to the media has given 
me an overview and familiarity with it. This illustrates in some way that games 
are more multifaceted than many think and that they are usable in academic re-
search. Furthermore, this study shows that game research in the psychology of 
religion is possible where one might have asked “do games really contain ele-
ments of religiosity?” However, one could on the other hand argue that my rela-
tionship with games could cloud my inquiry since when I consider the games to 
be valuable I could be looking for relevant expressions or only select games that 
do include these elements. 
 
 

7.2 Contributions 
 
When looking upon the contributions of this essay, the following comes to mind: 
the observation has found that on a theoretical level, the two cases studies showed 
a noticeable focus on the function of the digital space, the anti-hero, darker and 
realistic themes, and, that the Swedish context is considered more palpable in 
terms of stereotypes and archetypes. Functional meaning systems seems to use at 
times somewhat religiously connected imagery (such as darkness-light dialecti-
cism) but the designers perceive purposeful play and action as, in a sense, mun-
dane. Although there is either a realistic setting or one with clear supernatural 
elements, the most central aspect is the fact that the end user must always per-
ceive the constructed illusionistic world as meaningful. The respondents are 
aware of the implications of the realistic or autistic world but that these are at 
times used to infuse the illusionistic world with a special inclination. Meaning 
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does not, in that sense, require spiritual dimensions but in that context simply a 
coherent purpose that the player finds appropriate to the world itself.  
 
Therefore, the study has contributed with research data and understanding of how 
the late modern expressions of meaning might take form within digital contexts. 
In relation to the psychology of religion, ritual studies or quest theory, this is new 
information as far as I have come to know. Indeed, it is quite the narrow subject, 
but it is still relevant nonetheless. This is since the information might open new 
doors for other researchers and it might aid when understanding the diversity of 
meaning-making. The Swedish context, it seems, does affect the designers’ views 
of how feelings of purpose are achieved. As such, it can spark the interest for 
research in how the modern expressions of meaning, and especially in the digital 
form, which is notably central to Swedish youth in the 21st century.  
 
When reflecting upon the contributions to the psychology of religion, the addition 
of “religious” questions in the form of late modern meaning-making adds to a 
more broad understanding of how religiously connected ideas work. The theo-
logical questions change as the world itself changes and new forms arise, such as 
digital expressions. I personally believe that there are not that many who imagine 
that game design would be a topic for the psychology of religion. Since this paper 
tries to explore the new areas where the discipline can be useful to understand our 
surroundings, such an application is both (at least to myself) intriguing and 
needed. Furthermore, religion, psychology, and, video game studies are probably 
not that common a mix. By doing so, the paper illustrates the flexibility of the 
psychology of religion but also the compatibility of the theoretical outset and the 
digital media. Contributions to ritual studies take the form of further identifying 
the notable processes of ritualization in electronic media. As mentioned earlier, 
similar patterns of ritual strategies are visible in my earlier studies and in this one 
where ritualization appears as a means to dominate and embody narrative con-
cepts in a physical form. It would therefore be interesting to see if there are games 
or other forms of meaning-making structures where opposition are not part when 
creating meaning.  
 
 
From an ethical stance, this study has made to actively disregard gender as a vari-
able when selecting the interviewees. Although gender might be an interesting 
factor to some studies, I did not wish to include gender questions. This is since 
the socially constructed knowledge claim is used to allow any form of personal 
narrative to take place in the study regardless of gender. The reason why the two 
respondents were given male names was due to the fact that they were indeed 
male. Yet, the fact that one implies that gender is unimportant reflects in some 
manner that gender is important at the same time. Identifying gender as some-
thing that might influence the research process (although one still tries to avoid 
the matter) points towards the fact that one finds it affecting in some aspects. In 
other words, my proposal that since there are only male respondents in this paper 
and I note that it could be interesting to conduct a study with female respondents, 
I argue against my own statement. If I would be true to my perspective, I should 
not have needed this discussion and held an oblivious stance towards gender. But 
with the perspective that I try to explain, to put it blandly, I recognize the issues 
of male normative perspectives and dominance in some fields, such as video 
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games. By not focusing on that fact, which can in some sense be argued to be 
ignorant or to avoid the matter, I try to allow any person to be participating in the 
study regardless of gender.  
 

7.3 Theoretical reflection 
 
A critical reflection will also be applied referring back to the Model of Assess-
ment seen in chapter II, beginning with epistemological questions of the theoreti-
cal lens. Therefore, the multi-disciplinary approach that has been used in this es-
say is firstly discussed on a meta-theoretical level.  
 
This essay has used a combination of Pruyser’s three-world model, Bell’s re-
worked framework on rituals, and, Howard’s quest theory. Pruyser proposes that 
man’s psyche divides the real and the imaginative in three “worlds”: the “realistic 
world” of facts, the “autistic world” of unrealistic extremes, and, the plausible yet 
mysterious “illusionistic world”. The illusionistic world contains cultural expres-
sions such as religious ideas that are supernatural to some degree but still abides 
to reasonable laws based on a balance between the autistic and realistic worlds. 
That is, as long as the illusionistic world is not too restricted by the laws of reality 
or being too absurd, interaction and belief within the illusionistic world remains 
intact to the human psyche. Access to the illusionistic world is usually through an 
object, such as a religious symbol or item associated with play.  
 
Pruyser’s perspective is enforced by the many process of ritualization. The pri-
mary function of ritual is to establish practice that defines the acting group and at 
the same time reflects that other groups that do not participate are different. It 
works on the levels of place, manner, social camouflage, and legitimization. That 
means that groups actively (yet at the same time are unaware of it) try to differen-
tiate against each other and try to gain dominance over the others by dispatching 
unknowing agents that has by practice gained mastery of the group’s interests. 
Via such a method, a group strives to become dominant so that group’s rituals 
and practice spreads to ensure a stable position of power. 
 
Since the essay studies two cases of game designers and their corresponding 
games, a theory of video game design and structures was added. Howard’s quest-
theory is inspired by the structures of mythological stories where places, charac-
ters, object, and, objectives are important. Howard identifies that many games 
follow a formula where a hero must follow a series of steps to receive a reward – 
the herald – that is guarded by the antagonist the shadow. Environments such as 
dark dungeons and majestic towers are common to the quest and wise allies and 
deceiving tricksters are the many characters that the hero might meet during the 
journey. This journey can endow the hero with a magical item or power that al-
lows access to the allegorical quest world so that the herald can be retrieved. The 
world and the items are considered to be similar to the illusionistic world and 
object that Pruyser speaks of, and, the struggle against the shadow is considered 
to be a form of ritualized battle between the forces of the hero and shadow. 
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The epistemological levels where Pruyser and Bell were discussed and combined 
seem to have matched the purpose of the study. The essay tried to unearth empiri-
cal data about two cases from two respondents’ accounts and how they observed 
their experiences of developing meaning systems. The socially constructed 
knowledge claim seemed appropriate for that end. This is due to Pruyser’s and 
Bell’s understanding that the individual is shaped by their cultural context. The 
same view was expressed by the respondents who identified that their interaction 
with society colored their own position in the form of cultural influences, interac-
tion, growth, et cetera. I used this approach since it allows for a more flexible 
perspective when considering how to pursuit the interviewees’ formulations. The 
respondents are allowed to reflect on their own views and experiences to promote 
a fuller picture: everything they have experienced, as such, contributes to who 
they are now. This does not imply a tabula rasa-ideology in the sense that it is 
only their acting that creates them but also their interaction with their surround-
ings. Since Pruyser’s three-world model employs the concept of development of 
imaginative spaces, the ways that Pruyser imagines the illusion processing and 
the child’s development as interpreting objects around itself is somewhat similar 
to the socially constructed knowledge claim. This is seen in terms of how the in-
dividual is formed by their surroundings when schooled and observing one reflex-
ively in relation to one’s surroundings.  
 
From a ritualization perspective, the ways that the socially constructed knowledge 
claims and the way knowledge are constructed from a ritualization perspective 
are quite the like. Bell’s premise that interaction between groups establishes a 
feeling of correctness, identity, or a sense that what one does is right, colors the 
epistemological picture of the individual. Simply put, the interaction with society 
influences the self. Furthermore, ritual theory colors the general way the individ-
ual apprehends their own knowledge acquisition: the ritualization perspective is a 
bit more aggressive compared with the socially constructed knowledge claim that 
I use and Pruyser’s view. Ritualization manifests “knowledge”, or rather a sense 
of what one’s group is doing to be considered the most correct way, through iden-
tifying “the other” and differentiating from it in the many ways of ritual strate-
gies. The socially constructed claim and Pruyser’s view do not seem to issue the 
same kind of inter-cultural perspective and instead focus on the immediate sur-
roundings. Indeed, the ritualization perspectives work even within cultures, such 
as political ideologies, religious groups, and so forth. Ritual theory is critical to 
the singularity of “culture” and “knowledge” as a whole concept: even though 
one does not consciously reflect on the different views on life around the world, 
such thoughts are still deep within our minds. I as a researcher must adhere to that 
stance and consider how it affects the way Pruyser and I respond to knowledge 
acquisition. 
 
The core issue seems to be where I must combine the more “passive” attitudes of 
the socially constructed point-of-view and Pruyser, and, the “active” ritualization 
strategies. These should not be considered better than any other or placed against 
each other, but it is salient to observe the way they interact. I argue that they 
complement each other in a healthy way: in this study, it has been suitable to ap-
ply Bell’s reflective perspective to achieve the critical stance towards the cultural 
and epistemological norms embedded in my theoretical lens. Since I chose to 
study a specific context and assessing the actual people who live there, it bends 
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the theoretical understanding according to that exact situation. Trough this, in 
relation to the socially constructed standpoint, I had the chance to put the focus 
on how the respondents experience their cultural scene, in this case the Swedish, 
from their discernment of it and relationship with other cultures.  
 
Back to the Model of Assessment but on the theoretical level, there were modifi-
cations to the base theory, Pruyser’s three-world model, with group interaction 
from ritual theory. Had not the three-world model been expanded by ritual theory, 
the oppositional movement had not been relevant when assessing the inter-
viewee’s accounts. One should note that antagonism was, notably, one of the core 
features the respondents valued in creating digital worlds. Moreover, ritual theory 
gained from being combined with developmental psychology since the develop-
mental aspects elevate ritual theory. That is, ritual theory is expanded by explain-
ing how the ritualized cultural syndicate is formed at psychological levels. Ritual 
theory focuses primarily on the active forms of expression and Pruyser’s three-
world model allowed me to use that theory to bridge the construction of the 
imagination to the dynamics of human interaction.  
 
When combining the illusionistic world and quest worlds, the symbols also 
seemed to need a functional dimension. Ritual theory and quest theory are com-
patible when explaining how the movement of symbolic action of the characters 
provides with meaning through challenges and conquering. The ritualization proc-
esses are given their game equivalents in quest theory: situational ritualization 
becomes the quest space; strategic ritualization becomes quest challenges; mis-
recognition and redemptive hegemony is identified in the different roles of the 
quest characters and how they are given command to fulfill the hero’s journey. 
Violence becomes the hallmark for pursuing ritual dominance since it is what the 
hero does most of the time. The cases reveal that challenges are intrinsic to char-
acter behavior which is located in ritual theory when one group suppresses other 
groups. Quest theory is notably more allegorical concerning action which ritual 
theory is not. Play within quest worlds is observed from ritual theory to explain 
what challenges the groups that inhabit these worlds, allegorically or not. The 
theoretical combination thusly explores how the interaction may take form in digi-
tal worlds. What constitutes the typical digital world with reference to physical 
content, inhabitants, structures, objects, and, activities? Quest theory and the digi-
tal version of imaginative worlds display what one can expect from them. The 
three-world model merged with that picture and also gave the quest world deeper 
connections as to why it contains realistic and autistic elements.  
 
Using the terms illusionistic world, realistic world, autistic world, and, illusionis-
tic object need some consideration as well. The illusionistic world, according to 
Pruyser, is the space where concepts such as culture and religion exist. In my 
case, I interpret this as selected spaces that can embrace many a meaning. There 
might, for example, be one illusionistic world with symbols for a religion, one for 
certain cultural expressions, one for a fairy tale, and so on. The content that com-
poses the game world is, therefore, another illusionistic world. It contains its 
unique rules, symbols, inhabitants, and, behavior specific to that context. When 
entering that world, it is these premises that regulate what is to be done there and 
what is gained when fulfilling them. The autistic and realistic worlds are, as 
Pruyser claims, expressions of the inner world of dreams and logical data respec-
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tively. When observing the illusionistic world as a meaning-making milieu, the 
two surrounding worlds are in balance and equilibrium to perceive the illusionistic 
world authentic. Quest theory reforms these since the hero belongs primarily to 
the realistic world from whence he came – the safe and secure home village or 
ever green fields of youth – before he starts his travels. The autistic world, on the 
other hand, colors the shadow and threshold guardians to express the perverted 
sections of the psych – such as untamed and bloody ceremonies or extreme vio-
lence for pure pleasure – which the hero must face physically and spiritually. The 
realistic and autistic worlds are therefore both materialized and when combining 
the theories they shifted from being on the rim of the illusionistic world to have a 
large part of constructing the game world. The autistic world went from being 
inner mental imagery to physical entities and the realistic world became more or 
less the “safe” section that the autistic world could not penetrate while the dark 
spaces of the autistic world heralds the unspeakable. 
 
Conclusively, I must reflect on some parts of my own combination of these theo-
ries. The model which I presented in the theoretical framework in chapter II re-
quires some contemplation. The model attempts to show how the three-world 
model, ritualization processes, and, quest theory can be combined to a whole. 
What requires some elaboration is the way it is formulated. Reflecting back upon 
the way Bell argues against the inclination towards dialectic propositions, the 
model can be seen to do just that. The way that the realistic hero world and the 
autistic shadow world are positioned can be interpret as giving realism the upper 
hand compared with the autistic dimensions. Such a schism is not located within 
Pruyser’s theory who recognizes the neutral balance of the two worlds. The way 
they are placed comes from my attempt to unite the theories and use the Hero’s 
Journey from Howard and Ip.  The Hero’s Journey displays a crossing into a 
nether world which led to placing the autistic world below the realistic. The cul-
tural connotations from a ritualized stance would claim that this further identifies 
the dominion that the heroic normative perspective enforces. I do believe that this 
is a proper observation and something that one should be aware of.  Indeed, 
Campbellian formula is not deliberately designed to create a non-fictional cultural 
opposition since the myths he analyses are illusory where the shadow is mon-
strous. Yet with the realistic content seen in many a game - such as those in the 
cases - there is quite the different picture: the other, the shadow, the antagonist, is 
given a cultural visage. Whether fictional or not, the imagery that is seen in the 
respondents’ experiences are tied to the normative values of the hero. The four 
soldiers in Battlefield: Bad Company (2008) are American and enter a fictional 
country which is, consequently, from the hero’s perspective turned into something 
that is not normative. Jackie’s fight with Paulie and mobsters displays his own 
group belonging as against such character traits. The shadow is, after all, pur-
posely given less sympathetic attributes. This produces dialecticism and if I would 
have developed the model further these reflections would have been something to 
consider.  
 
When the model firstly was modified in chapter VI to reflect the way the design-
ers illustrate their designed worlds, the “other” and shadow did not automatically 
include a firmly produced image. The shadow could simply be functional. Still, it 
was given some elements that reflect that it will be produced as less normative 
compared to the hero. Such things were the unsympathetic traits and the cruel 
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violent behavior. A similar formula could also be seen in the second model modi-
fication when analyzing the game content. There, the shadow was considerably 
darker and more gruesome compared to the hero. Although the way that the model 
was used did fit the way that the cases considered opposition and challenge as 
essential to play (which is also highlighted by Howard) the model could have 
been made to show a vertical placement of the autistic and realistic world. This 
would have been more suitable with how Pruyser sees it since he places the 
worlds on either side of the illusionistic world. One can summarize that the model 
therefore is more colored by the hero’s journey and that the negative attributes of 
the shadow affects the autistic world negatively although it was not implied to do 
so.  
 
On a technical level, interviews, narrative analysis method, and, template analysis 
style allowed the socially constructed knowledge claim and the epistemological 
dimensions from the psychology of religion and ritual theory to explore the cases. 
It should be noted, however, that there are issues concerning gathering empirical 
data based of interviews with only two respondents. Indeed, the case study ap-
proach allowed the research to dive deeper into the material by approaching the 
data from several angles, but what if the interviews were not sufficient? Had the 
essay been required to have been reworked? Luckily, the “fullness” that was 
strived for was achieved. Both interviews provided with enough information to 
create a deep and encompassing picture. Surely that depiction could have been 
even more complex if there had been a more extended interview or several. At the 
time that the interviews were held, I aimed for that feeling of “fullness” where I 
felt that I had extracted sufficient information. In the end, it is my personal sensa-
tion at that moment that will be the only indicator that I spent enough time with 
the respondent. In the aftermath, one could consider other means to approach this 
kind of study, such as multiple interviews with the same respondent to focus on 
separate sections.  
 

7.4 Methodological reflection 
 
To continue the critical reflections, methodological questions of validity and reli-
ability are worth dwelling upon. The way that this essay has been written could 
be improved in many a way and some choices might not be too clearly taken. To 
begin with, the interview with Mark was at times close to becoming an analysis 
of the games which he told about. This was not the purpose of the interview and 
as a researcher this was at times problematic: the material needed some sort of 
grounded examples from the game content to give examples to the analysis. As 
such, the interviews could have been given a better structure and perhaps better 
questions since the analysis might have come too close to analyzing the games 
rather than the respondent’s considerations of the working process. However, it 
could be claimed necessary since the interviewee elaborated on the processes 
with anecdotes from personal experiences. Whether this experience was from 
own games or from other games, it is hard to control with this kind of research. 
The method was, after all, semi-structured interviews to allow the respondents a 
large amount of space to talk about what he/she considered important. Assum-
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edly, this consideration might be a “price to pay” in the sense that the purpose of 
the interview method was to avoid steering the interviewee. Furthermore, the 
choice to use a narratological approach might also have given some implications 
to the analysis and presentation. This is since the researcher restructures the inter-
view material in a way to make it follow a chronological scheme which might not 
follow the way the interviewees’ presented the material or to use some parts more 
thoroughly. This is, however, from an ethical stance already discussed with the 
respondents who were informed of the transcription process. Moreover, the reader 
of such an essay is hopefully aware of these potential influences from the presen-
tations in the method chapter. This could, though, be made clearer and also be 
done even better when transcribing and coding the material.  As a researcher, it is 
essential to observe these potential effects to the material and analysis. This is, of 
course, not meant to manipulate the material to the researcher’s favor.  
 
I have come to the following conclusions when observing the methods of validity 
that were applied to the research process: triangulation, rich thick description, 
and, clarified researcher bias were applied in the manner they were appointed. 
The theoretical lens would seem to have benefitted from the triangulation of three 
different theoretical stances that acted to complement the other. Applying rich 
thick descriptions seemed to suit the narratological and semi-structured interview 
methodology. Rich thick descriptions also fit well with the game analyses in 
chapter V where the game content was transcribed and transformed into text. The 
addition of pictures hopefully allows the reader to further understand the design 
and imagery within the game worlds. Researcher bias is a complex topic since the 
researcher strives towards objectivity at all times but is not a value-free measure-
ment tool. Although I strived towards objectivity when, for example, I was con-
ducting the interviews and my presence might have affected the outcome. My 
tone, body language, confirmations, or simply how well I and the respondent 
agreed can color the material that I gathered. Allow us to imagine that the re-
spondent found my use of the phrase “I understand” instead of “yes” seem to im-
ply a hector attitude. Or say that the way that my handshake or choice of clothing 
made the respondent feel about me as a person. Or even that the interviewee 
might have felt that the interview was a disturbance in the working process and 
altered the way the interview was experienced by the respondent. Therefore, it 
could have been wise to have applied member-checking to allow the respondent 
to look through the presentation and analysis. Furthermore, if there was time, it 
could also have been wise to have used peer debriefing or an external editor to 
consider the craftsmanship of the methodology in general. When assessing the 
issues of reliability, triangulation and an honest approach are quite similar to the 
discussion of validity. Concerning the themed analysis, it is more difficult for the 
reader to identify that the coding processes, application of theoretical lens, and, 
dedicated analytic space for each case is done in a manner that is displayed in the 
essay. If overviewed, one can notice that it has been attempted to keep the same 
stringency that was proposed and that each section of the analysis and interpreta-
tions strive to give both respondents the equal amount of page space and focus.  
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7.5 Concluding reflection and recommendations 
 
My concluding reflections for this work are related to how one could use the dis-
coveries in this essay and expand upon them. If one would do another study on 
the themes, one way to explore this matter deeply would be to include a larger 
body of empirical data and different strategies of inquiry. This would most pref-
erably be done through a mixed-methods study where diverse kinds of data would 
be gathered and studied through both quantitative and qualitative approaches.  
 
Studying the relationship between game players and games would be the next 
logical step since this study has focused on the designers behind games and the 
correlation between their visions and game content. By focusing on the gamers 
the study can try to understand how the game content is experienced and, if, it has 
affected the players. Are there instances of the game world that motivates them 
and provides with feelings of meaning – spiritually, religiously, or mundane - 
such as design structures, characters, or quests? If there is meaning systems, how 
are they formed and how do they affect the players? How does the player experi-
ence loss of meaning?  
 
To approach these questions using a mixed-method strategy, the researcher could 
begin with sending out questionnaires to manifold players, such as high school 
students, with standardized questions concerning motivation factors and how they 
perceive feelings of meaning within their gaming experience. Furthermore, the 
questionnaires could also include a few open questions where the respondents 
could state elements from games that they consider to give them the greatest feel-
ing of meaning. From these data, the researcher could gather semi-structured in-
terviews with a selected group of interviewees. These interviewees could be ex-
posed to game data in the form of playing a certain segment from a game that was 
selected using the questionnaires as a guideline. This would allow for a qualita-
tive theory-driven analysis focusing on the deeper understanding of these respon-
dents in relation to game structures. Such a study would not only discover more 
about how Swedish youth is mentally affected by playing games that produces a 
sense of meaning-making but also how the Swedish context relates to different 
versions of digital constructions that includes meaning systems. This could allow 
researchers to investigate further in how different cultures design meaning in rela-
tion to mythological history and how the consumers behold those products; if 
Swedish youth also acknowledges the anti-hero as their preferable hero image; 
how mental health is affected by video games and if there are spiritual dimen-
sions to it; how games can be designed to increase the sense of meaning and 
stimulate a sense of meaningfulness.  
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Conclusions 

The purpose of this essay has been to study the way that meaningful play is con-
structed in the late modern Swedish context. Two cases were studied containing 
two game designers from two separate companies that were interviewed to re-
search the topic. Empirical data was gathered from the interviews and analyzed.  
Segments from the data that concerned games were separately analyzed to com-
plement the empirical analysis in means of approaching both the designer’s ex-
periences and the games they spoke of. The research question was “what can the 
designers’ stories inform about the process of creating meaningful play in the late 
modern Swedish cultural context?“ To pursue the research questions, a multi-
disciplinary theoretical lens based on Pruyser’s three-world model, Bell’s rituali-
zation framework, and, Howard’s quest theory was applied to a semi-structured 
interview methodology. The case data was analyzed thematically to compare the 
material between the respondents and respective games and later be interpreted 
with the theoretical lens. Since the study is formulated in an inductive manner a 
hypothesis is generated to try and explain how the phenomenon materializes.  
 
On a meta-theoretical level, the study perceives the construction of knowledge 
through a social constructivist perspective which aligns with the psychology of 
religion and ritual theory perspectives of epistemology: play as a form of ritual 
psychologically constructs meaning which is acquired from exposure from one’s 
surroundings and interaction with people and symbols. Furthermore, play mani-
fests the own cultural expression as dominant through comparison with other rit-
ual expressions. The concept of meaning embraces the role of religious questions 
when searching for significance. Ritual as a meaning-making practice and play are 
seen as equal due to the physical and mental enactment through purposeful prac-
tice. On a theoretical level, the combination of the three different disciplines com-
plements each other to better understand the processes of purposeful play.  Pruys-
er’s three-world model is modified with differentiating strategies amid groups 
from ritual theory and digital expressions of play, symbols, and, meaning from 
quest theory. On a technical level, the cases were approached with a narrative 
analysis method. This allows the socially constructed knowledge claim and the 
epistemological dimensions from the psychology of religion and ritual theory to 
explore the way the cases are molded by their surrounding influences.  
 
Pruyser’s concept of the illusionistic world and object are seen as a space where 
humans psychologically try to allow the imagination to create meaning. The ob-
ject allows access to that realm. Ritualization processes function to unconsciously 
empower oneself with actions that differentiate, dominate, and, reproduce one’s 
own meaning system. Quests show how a hero employs purposeful action through 
play against a shadow opposition using objects within a digital space. Together, 
these build the theoretical lens, which is applied to interpret the way Swedish 
game designers create meaningful play.   
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The analysis found that constructing meaningful play in the Swedish context is 
primarily functional and based on opposition, whether practical or story-based.  
The respondents hold a generally “mundane” view of meaning systems and gam-
ing while the end product showed more allegorical symbols and characters. Moti-
vation within the illusionistic game world uses ritualization strategies to legitimize 
combat and quests to maintain a sense of purpose. Realistic and autistic influences 
in the creation process are controlled by genre but also story elements. Ritual mas-
tery and differentiation is provided through physical control. Personal meaning-
making trajectories are identified as the end user must observe the principles of 
the world and identify purposeful action and act accordingly within that space. 
Mythological quest allegories were exchanged for functional or personal motiva-
tional strategies that aspire to be realistic while still maintaining mystical symbols 
and characters. The results of such attempts are seen in the anti-heroic protagonist 
that is used to portray realism and darker characteristics: as the prime symbol of 
the game world, the anti-hero is realistic yet also exceptional to such a degree that 
he/she is unnatural. The antagonist is designed with less desirable characteristics 
to motivate the anti-hero’s dominative techniques.  
 
In relation to other studies in the field, this study applies the disciplinary approach 
in a new and unexplored way. Previous studies in the psychology of religion have 
examined late modern meaning-making, but hardly any have advanced on video 
games. Moreover, the psychology of religion accumulates new qualitative data to 
further understand how games contain meaning-making aspects. Previous studies 
in ritual theory and video games are further confirmed that ritualization strategies 
seem to be significant when creating differentiation and legitimization within the 
game world. In relation to preceding studies in quest theory and portrayal of char-
acters, specifically the hero, the Swedish context appears to produce an anti-hero 
with realistic attributes. Studies on game symbols with cultural attributes have not 
been made in Sweden where American and Japanese studies of heroes are not 
similar to the Swedish formula. A shift in mythological symbols can be identified 
to be approach from a functional perspective where the Swedish context takes on 
a combination of darker and realistic themes.  
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Appendix 

 
 
 
Attachment I. Semi-structured interview questions. 
 
 
I. Please introduce yourself. 
 
II. What has been your responsibility at the company? 
 
III. Describe how you experience the construction of the game world(s). 
 
IV. What does your picture of the game world include? 
 
V. How do you perceive the different factions within the game? 
 
VI. Explain the oppositions in the game(s).  
 
VII. How are these constructed?  
 
VIII. Do you find that the antagonist or protagonist are given reasons for the act-
ing? 
 
IX. Describe how you see the making of quests/missions. 
 
X. Explain how you make these missions relevant.  – Are there symbols or 
themes? 
 
XI. How has living in Sweden affected your apprehension of the construc-
tion/design? 
 
XII. Do you experience that you use specific symbols? 
 
XIII. Do you experience that you use specific characters? 
 
XIV. Do you experience that you use specific behavior? 
 
XV. How do you find the process you take part of differs from other global com-
panies? 


